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This dissertation focuses on the elements of performance that contribute to the

actress’s development of somatic practices. By mastering the art of articulation and
vocalization, by transforming their bodies and their environment, these actors created
their own agency. The female actors lived the life of the characters they portrayed, which
were full of multicultural models from various social and economic classes.
Somaesthetics, as a focus of sensory-aesthetic appreciation and somatic awareness,
provides a pragmatic approach to understanding the unique way in which the woman of
the early modern Spanish stage, while dedicating herself to the art of acting, challenged
the negative cultural and social constructs imposed on her. Drawing from early modern
plays and treatises on the precepts and practices of the acting process, I use somaesthetics
to shed light on how the actor might have prepared for a role in a comedia, selfconsciously cultivating her body in order to meet the challenges of the stage.
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INTRODUCTION
It seems to me that we do not know nearly enough about ourselves;
that we do not often enough wonder if our lives, or some events and
times in our lives, may not be analogues or metaphors or echoes
of evolvements and happenings going on in other people.
Doris Lessing

At the heart of the early modern Spanish theatre community female actors,
motivated by a need to move from ‘object’ to ‘subject’ to establish their subjectivity,
interpreted their role in society in relation to their own experience. Melveena
McKendrick affirms that “the structure provided by the theatre companies, in association
from 1631 with their guild, offered the women who worked within them a career path of
sorts, the only one open to them apart from convent life” (“Representing their Sex” 78).
Many of these women maneuvered themselves into roles of authority and influence. In
her study of seventeenth-century Spanish actresses and autoras, Mary Blythe Daniels
writes, “Women’s possibilities for advancement in the theatrical world were varied and
they engaged in almost every aspect of the theatrical endeavor as alguaciles,
arrendadoras, cobradoras and autoras” (74). Some worked their way up the hierarchies
of the theater community to become successful autoras, company managers/directors,
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such as Jusepa de Rivas and Inés Gallo.1 Actors such as Josefa Laura and Andrea de
Salazar earned enough to support their families (McKendrick “Representing” 75). Still
others went on to own and run businesses outside of the theater acquired with earnings
gained throughout their acting careers, such as Francisca Fernández who started a grocery
business, and Josefa Guzmán who went on to own and run a tobacco shop (82). By
developing somatic practices in a profession that was both psychologically and physically
demanding, early modern Spanish female actors attained status as masters in their craft,
enabling them to more easily cross social and economic boundaries, both inside and
outside the theater community.
This dissertation approaches comedia studies from a performance perspective,
using somaesthetics as a tool to explain how an artist’s lived experiences and emotions
unite in the interpretation of art. Drawing from early modern plays and treatises on the
precepts and practices of the acting process, I use somaesthetics to shed light on how the
actor might have prepared for a role in a comedia. I utilize the theoretical and pragmatic
goals of somaesthetics to discuss how early modern Spanish actors conditioned their
bodies in an effort to prepare for a role.
Somaesthetics, developed by Richard Shusterman, integrates theory and practice
of body consciousness from both Eastern and Western philosophical traditions. The term
“somaesthetics” is the combination of “soma” (derived from the Greek word body), a
body that is something more than flesh and bones, something that lives and is lived by,
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Daniels finds “that contemporary writers believed this profession [autoras]
generally to be lucrative enough to keep one well fed: ‘Usase ya en nuestros tiempos/Ser
los autores muy gordos/Exempli gratia, Vallejo’” (74).
1

and “aesthetics” (from the Greek word aesthesis), a sensorial perception that links the
mind and the emotions to the sense of beauty. 2 Somaesthetics “implies a project of
appreciating and cultivating the body not only as an object that externally displays
beauty, sublimity, grace, and other aesthetic qualities, but also as a subjectivity that
perceives these qualities and that experiences attendant aesthetic pleasures somatically”
(Shusterman “Designing for Interactive Experience” 21.1). In short, somaesthetics
“returns aesthetics to its roots as a science of sensory perception but insists on the
somatic dimension of such perception and of our action, thought, and feeling as well”
(21.1).
Somaesthetics, as a study that focuses on sensory-aesthetic appreciation and
somatic awareness, provides a pragmatic approach to understanding the unique way in
which the woman of the Spanish stage, while dedicating herself to the art of acting,
challenged the negative cultural and social constructs imposed on her. Therefore, instead
of a comprehensive analysis of the comedia as a text, this study focuses on the elements
of performance that contribute to the actress’s development of somatic practices. Even
though this project refers to many of the works that address the issue of alienation of
women in the comedia,3 its goal is not to reveal historical documents or works that
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Alexander Baumgarten (Aesthetica 1750/1750) coined the term “aesthetics.”
According to Shusterman, Baumgarten’s new philosophical term “was meant to
complement logic . . . to ground a formal philosophical discipline” that “went far beyond
the focus of what now defines philosophical aesthetics: the theory of fine art and natural
beauty” (“Somaesthetics: A Disciplinary Proposal” 300).
3
Especially interesting to the topic of alienation are Melveena McKendrick’s
article “Anticipating Brecht: Alienation and Agency in Calderón’s Wife-murder Plays”
2

contradict the hegemonic discourse of many critics or moralists of that era who, in the
words of theater historian Jacqueline S. Bratton, used “the word ‘actress’ as a facetious
synonym for ‘prostitute’” (Theatre History 15). Rather, this study attempts to add to the
works from comedia scholars a somaesthetic perspective on the comedia with the Spanish
female actor as a professional and major player in the grand narrative of theater.
Many works by critics of comedia studies provide insight into the woman’s role
and participation in early modern Spanish theater. To begin with, the vast work on the
staging of comedias, which has made it possible for scholars to reach beyond the text for
clues of life in theater, are invaluable to performance studies. I am referring to works
such as J. J. Allen, “Documenting the History of Spanish Theatre: ‘Fuentes para la
historia del teatro en España,’” (1983), The Reconstruction of a Spanish Golden Age
Playhouse: El Corral del Príncipe, 1583-1744, (1998); Margaret R. Greer and John E.
Varey, El teatro palaciego en Madrid: 1586-1707, (1997); N. D. Shergold, A History of
the Spanish Stage: From Medieval Times Until the End of the Seventeenth Century,
(1967); Shergold and Varey Genealogía, origen y noticias de los comediantes de España,
1985, Teatros y comedias en Madrid: 1687-1699, (1979); Varey and Shergold, Teatros y
comedias en Madrid, 1651-1665: Estudio y Documentos, (1973); J.M. Ruano de la Haza,
La puesta en escena en los teatros comerciales del Siglo de Oro (2000); and Ruano de la
Haza and John J. Allen, Los teatros comerciales del Siglo XVII y la escenificación de la

and Catherine Connor-Swietlicki’s “Embodying Rape &Violence: Your Mirror Neurons
& 2RC Teatro’s Alcalde de Zalamea.” Comedia Performance 7.1 (2010): 9-52.
3

comedia (1994). As a starting point, another useful source is Hugo Albert Rennert’s The
Spanish Stage in the Time of Lope de Vega (1909).
In addition, Melveena McKendrick’s work, which focuses on sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century Spanish theatre and its socio-ideological context, is critical to the
investigation of the woman’s experience in the theatre. Her article “Representing their
Sex: Actresses in Seventeenth-Century Spain” (2006) gives a more recent account of the
female actors’ active lives inside and outside the theater, revealing a less androcentric
version of early modern Spanish history. Her more extensive studies concern themselves
with honor, gender and the representation of women, subjects invaluable to any study on
women of seventeenth-century theater: Woman and Society in the Spanish Drama of the
Golden Age (1974), Theatre in Spain, 1490-1700, (1989), Playing the King: Lope de
Vega and the Limits of Conformity (2000), Identities in Crisis: Essays on Honour,
Gender and Women in the ‘Comedia’ (2002).
Works specifically focused on the performance aspect of theater that support
research on somatic practices in comedia performance include Isaac Benabu’s Reading
for the Stage: Calderón and His Contemporaries (2003),” which examines how the
playwright encodes the “imagined act of theater” in the written words and the modern
director dilemma on how to decode the “hidden text.” Bárbara Mujica’s “Golden Age /
Early Modern Theater: Comedia Studies at the End of the Century” (1999), Women
Writers of Early Modern Spain (2004), and El texto puesto en escena (2000), edited by
Mujica and Anita K. Stoll, critically advance the study of women in seventeenth-century
Spanish theater. Moreover, Mujica’s article “Ana Caro’s Valor, agravio y mujer as
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Performance Text” (1999) reveals the importance of somatic movements and gestures
vital to the action and staging of Caro’s comedia. The essays in Charles Ganelin’s and
Howard Mancing’s The Golden Age Comedia: Text, Theory, and Performance (1994),
and Sharon Voros’s valuable study on female playwrights, “Fashioning Feminine Wit in
María de Zayas, Ana Caro, and Leonor de la Cueva” (2000), provide a guide into the
notion of agency for the women of the early modern Spanish stage.
Other historical and performance studies that offer insight on the performers of
early modern theater are Ivan Cañadas’s Public Theater in Golden Age Madrid and
Tudor-Stuart London: Class, Gender and Festive Community (2005) and his article
“Performing/Re-Forming Gender in Early Modern Spain and England: Shakespeare’s As
You Like It and Lope de Vega’s La villana de Getafe”(2001), which present historical
research on theatre and performance, comparing Shakespeare’s work and cultural
customs to Lope de Vega’s and his contemporaries; and Bruce R. Burningham’s Radical
Theatricality: Jongleuresque Performance on the Early Spanish Stage (2007), an indepth study of jongleurs (poets, storytellers or entertainers) from the Medieval stage to
the early modern stage in Spain. In addition, two excellent journals, Comedia
Performance, exclusively dedicated to performance aspects of early modern Spanish
theater, and Bulletin of the Comediantes, publish valuable scholarship on comedia
performance.
Of great assistance in the investigation of somatic techniques in early modern
Spanish theater, in particular to women of the stage, are the works published in Jose
María Díez Borque’s Actor y técnica de representación del teatro clásico español (1989),
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a collection of essays by scholars dedicated to Golden Age actors and acting techniques. 4
Moreover, despite the limited visual recordings of performances, such as drawings or
paintings, Evangelina Rodríguez Cuadros’s study, La técnica del actor español en el
Barroco: Hipótesis y documentos (1998), manages to piece together a kaleidoscope of
multiple perspectives from lectures to document excerpts on the actor’s technique. Her
extensive research in performance techniques, which greatly contributes to existing
scholarship on actors from the early modern Spanish stage, provides evidence of the
acting process practiced by actors that prove useful in my argument of somaesthetics
practice among the theater community.
The 1998 dissertation, “Re-visioning Gender on the Seventeenth-Century Spanish
Stage: A Study of Actresses and Autoras,” by Mary Blythe Daniels, and Mimma de
Salvo’s La mujer en la práctica escénica de los Siglos de Oro: la búsqueda de un espacio
profesional (2008) present a panoramic overview of the gradual increase of women into
the profession of acting, offering evidence of lucrative acting careers that afforded many
women in the theater economic independence. De Salvo contributes to previous
scholarship by incorporating information from archives found in the Archivo Histórico de
Protocolos de Madrid, and as a member of the research team directed by Teresa Ferrer
Valls, she benefits from documents included in Diccionario biográfico de actores del

4

Other important works by Díez Borque consulted were Culturas en la Edad de
Oro, 1996; Teoría, forma y función del teatro español de los siglos de oro, 1996; El
teatro en el siglo XVII, Histórica Crítica de la Literatura Hispánica, 1988; Sociedad y
teatro en la España de Lope de Vega, 1978; and Sociología de la comedia española del
siglo XVII, 1976.
6

teatro clásico español. Her work further justifies the female actor as a significant player
in the success of the early modern Spanish theater.
Just as important to the study of pragmatist aesthetics of the actor and the corrales
is the audience. Lope proclaimed that plays should be directed to the paying audience of
the popular class who frequented the corrales: “[E]scribo por el arte que inventaron los
que el vulgar aplauso pretendieron, porque, como las paga el vulgo, es justo hablarle en
necio para darle gusto” (Arte nuevo v. 45-48).5 Nonetheless, spectators of different
economic classes and strata experienced the comedia as both high and popular art. In her
article “The Golden Age Playgoing Public: From the Highest to the Lowest?,” Jane W.
Albrecht argues that the early modern Spanish theater was not directed to the commoners,
who could not afford to attend with any regularity. Instead, the corral audience was a
composite of people with better economic means, such as the noble and well-off
merchants. Yet, Cañadas posits that
since audiences, whatever their social provenance, must be expected to
rotate to some extent, it follows that dramatists write not so much for
individuals as for social groups. Admittedly, those of limited economic
means, taken individually, could not afford to visit the theater as often as
the privileged. But, the laboring poor as a social group outnumbered them
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Anthony Grubbs writes: “Lope clearly positions the public at the forefront of the
Arte nuevo while defending his style of playwriting. He always seems cognizant of his
audience, whether they are in the corral de comedia or in the hallowed halls of the
Madrid Academy, and he makes a distinction between the educated audience for whom
he reads the defense and the ordinary person on the street (“Dramatization of the Arte
nuevo”).
7

considerably by any estimate, and this class did not have to attend the
playhouses as often to make their presence felt. Dramatists surely catered
for them, whoever they were on any given afternoon. (12)
Moreover, in her study of monarchial representation in the comedias, Jodi Campbell
elucidates that “popular and elite elements came together in the audience, themes,
creation, and reception of the theatrical experience; the comedia was a genre that was
dedicated to and supported by its audience” (40). She also insists that
it is important to remember that what we think of as the Golden Age canon
does not bear much resemblance to what was actually viewed and read by
the Golden Age public. Scholars miss a valuable opportunity when they
neglect popular literature because of its perceived lack of literary
excellence… (14)
Hence, the spectators’ reception, specifically their “embodied aesthetics,” is vital to the
success of the female actor.
Connor-Swietlicki’s work on comedia spectatorship, specifically audience
response, furthers alternative approaches to evaluating comedias. Her recent publication,
“Embodying Rape &Violence: Your Mirror Neurons & 2RC Teatro’s Alcalde de
Zalamea,” challenges comedia scholars to consider “embodied aesthetics” when
researching and teaching early modern Spanish theater. In her article, Connor-Swietlicki
takes into account the heterogeneous nature of the comedia audience, stressing how the
socio-economic crisis of the seventeenth-century and other factors in the spectator’s life
might have influenced their reaction to the comedia. Connor-Swietlicki demonstrates
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how “we spectators are more compelled, or at least challenged, to be aware of our bodyminds, to probe the depths of our empathetic, embodying capacities and to understand
how a raw, onstage reality becomes mental, actual and present within us” (12-13). In her
examination of the female spectator’s response to rape and violence in 2RC Teatro’s
version of Calderón’s Alcalde de Zalamea, Connor-Swietlicki finds a strong connection
between somatic experiences and how one perceives performance and plastic art,
explaining that as human beings the “mirror neurons” inside our brains rely on inner and
outer experiences to interpret performances. Thereby, her call to attention to the body’s
role in aesthetic perception and experience falls within the discipline of somaesthetics.
Finally, Shannon Sullivan and Cressida Heyes specifically use somaesthetic ideas
to explore the political implications of bodily practices related to women. In her
examination of “the somatic individual,” Cressida Heyes, Self-Transformations:
Foucault, Ethics, and Normalized Bodies, argues for practices of somaesthetics “as
strategies of resistance to normalization.” In the chapter “Somaesthetics for the
Normalized Body,” Heyes delineates practices of somaesthetics “that reappropriate
cultural moments from within normalization . . . to point toward a new art of embodied
living” (11). In Living Across and Through Skins: Transactional Bodies, Pragmatism,
and Feminism, Shannon Sullivan examines the somatic habits of women and their
environment, and offers a useful feminist perspective for analyzing the new form of
Spanish plays and theater space emerging in seventeenth-century Spain.
Sullivan connects pragmatic philosopher John Dewey’s understanding of habit
with gender theorist Judith Butler’s notion of performativity “to explore […] how the
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structures of individual habit and cultural meaning, particularly those involving gender,
might be changed” (88). Judith Butler’s notion of performativity attempts to show that
performativity is not just a matter of surface language, not just a matter of slogans, but a
matter of ideas. She considers gender, sex and sexuality, through the repetition of
conventionalized acts in time, as a cultural construction. Sullivan posits that “by
conceiving of performativity along the lines of habit, the richness of Butler's concept of
performativity can be retained and reworked such that it continues to shed light on the
nonlinguistic aspects of corporeal existence” (89). Thus, Sullivan proposes:
To acknowledge the importance of habit and the role of performativity as
that which structures one’s gender and sexuality is not to claim that one
cannot change the ways in and by which one is structured. One can and
should see gender binarism as powerfully real in one’s life and as
refashionable because it is not an essential given. (Living 98; author’s
emphasis) 6
Sullivan introduces the notion of transactional bodies, a notion that begs one “to think of
bodies and their various environments as co-constituted in a nonviciously circular way”
(1). In other words, the body is the composition of its environment, just as its
environment consists of live organisms that include the body. Sullivan emphasizes that
“it is no less important that human transaction with the world takes place in social,
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Linking it to habit, Sullivan writes that performativity is “the repetition of
cultural norms, a repetition that is made possible by plasticity and that constitutes the
very being that one is. It is a reiteration that is not chosen or performed by a subject that
preexists the performance; instead, it is the constraint and regularization that forms one as
subject” (Living 96; author’s emphasis).
10

political, and cultural senses as well” (2). Even though bodies and environment are not
one and the same, they cannot exist without each other. Consequently, bodies and natural
and cultural events and surroundings are “transactionally co-constituted” (2), that is, the
environment inhabits the body as the body inhabits the environment. This particular
approach is helpful in explaining specific gender prejudices present in early modern
Spanish theater and society, which forced the woman of the stage to recognize and
manage her own somatic limits and abilities with the imbalances of her social and
cultural environment. The somaesthetics lens provides today’s reader, especially theater
professionals and students, another perspective to the performance aspect of early modern
plays, and helps us to understand how the woman of the theater succeeded in a highly
scrutinized profession
Early modern Spanish women thespians followed the advice prescribed in Lope’s
Arte nuevo de hacer comedias (1609) and seemed to do so alongside the ‘lived
experience’ found in pragmatist aesthetics within the discipline of somaesthetics. Hence,
when seen through a somaesthetics lens, early modern Spanish actresses emerge, as
McKendrick asserts, “as forceful spokeswomen.” McKendrick writes:
Their behavior on stage might belong to the world of imagination and
popular entertainment, but from within that protected fictional space the
words they spoke revealed what it was like to be a woman, and
specifically what it was like to be a woman in a man’s world. That the
actresses who embodied the comedia’s female characters were neither
peasant women abused by noblemen, nor gentlewomen with violent
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husbands, nor the marriageable daughters of the urban gentry, but came
for the most part from relatively humble if often respectable backgrounds,
made no odds. Not all of them had questionable reputations, as the moral
opposition to the theatre held, but as a result of their profession and their
peripatetic lives they knew more about the world than most of their sex
and were amply equipped to act as forceful spokeswomen for a wide range
of female causes. (“Representing their Sex” 72-73)
The theater community, although a part of the Spanish society, stands apart from the
standard rhetoric of behavior expressed by those trained in the Catholic Church. Women
in the theater, regardless if they were the product of theater dynasties or if they entered
the acting profession as adults, learned that to cultivate certain habits and to acquire new
ones opened doors and opportunities for them. Women raised in the theater learned at an
early age the importance of their gender to the success of the plays, especially if we
consider Shannon Sullivan’s argument that
educating the young does not mean teaching them particular things about
gender that they must or must not [em]body. To cast the issue this way is
to fail to acknowledge habit as the mechanism by which change occurs.
Educating instead means helping the young to form the habit of
questioning, rethinking, and rebodying their own and their cultures’
gender habits. (S. Sullivan 104)
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It stands to reason then that many who achieved great fame and economic independence
did so, not so much by challenging the Catholic or social norms, but instead by
“questioning, rethinking, and rebodying their own and their cultures’ gender habits.”
Even though historical documents reveal the difficult lives women in theater
encountered, some of whom despite their fame spent their last years in financial or social
solitude, we cannot ignore the impact these women had in the success of the early
modern theater in Spain. As opposed to Spanish female playwrights who were “trained
by men, their literary forefathers virtually their only intellectual and creative resources”
(Larson “Gender, Voice, and Identity” 127), Spanish female actors of the seventeenthcentury were in a unique position, having had female role models who paved the way for
women in theater. Winifred Smith’s study on commedia dell’arte finds that “Spanish and
Italian actors played side by side” in Spain as well as other countries (167n63). In
addition, Italian acting groups performing in Spain considered the presence of female
actors intrinsic to the presentation of commedia dell’arte. Groups from Italy performed
throughout Spain as early as 1548;7 the first company being established in 1579 in
Madrid by director/actor Alberto Naselli, alias Ganassa (Rennert 30). In fact, Italian
companies such as Ganassa’s that refused to perform without their female counterparts
proved that women were considered essential members in their ensemble. Lope de Vega
makes a similar point in Lo fingido verdadero, “¿Cómo te va de mugeres, /que sin ellas
todo es nada?” (‘How are you fixed with women? A play is nothing without them’; 209;
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Winifred Smith states that “Ganassa was not the first Italian actor-manager in
Spain. Records show that another troupe presented a comedy by Ariosto at Valladolid in
1548.” See The Commedia Dell’Arte, New York: Arno, 1980, page 167 note 64.
13

McGaha 54). According to Mimma De Salvo, professional Spanish actresses were
actively gracing the stage in the 1570s, although other studies put them on stage much
earlier. One such study is Daniels’s, who writes that Spanish women were participating in
religious drama for the Corpus Christi festivals as early as 1262 (66).8 Historical
documents confirm that Jerónima Carrillo, Josefa (de) Velasco, Mariana Vaca, María de
O, Ana María Sarmiento, and Catalina de los Ángeles were paid, professional actors
during the 1570s. By the 1580s, there were a total of 21 professional actresses, increasing
to 41 the following decade. 9 As the next century commenced, theatrical dynasties began
to emerge, training young women who would become famous in the annals of Spanish
literature as actors. Such was the case of María Ladvenant y Quirante, who was so loved
by her audience for her extraordinary acting skills that after her death many poets
mourned her loss with poems and prose:
Larga memoria y de la malograda
Divina Ladvenant, que ahora
Anda en campos de luz paciendo estrellas;
La sal, el garabato, el aire, el chiste,
La fama y los ilustres contratiempos

8

Also, see Hugo Albert Rennert’s The Spanish Stage, page 4.
See Mimma De Salvo’s study La mujer en la práctica escénica de los Siglos de
Oro: la búsqueda de un espacio profesional, 2008 Midesa s.r.l., section “1.1 Breves
Apuntes.” In 1603, Agustín de Rojas mentions Cristóbal Virués’s La gran Semíramis (ca
1579) and Alonso de Morales’s Locuras del conde loco (ca. 1585) in his “Loa a la
comedia” as a point in time when women were already acting on stage (100).
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Recordará con lágrimas. (Cotarelo y Morí María Ladvenant y Quirante
15; author’s emphasis) 10
By mastering the art of articulation and vocalization, by training their bodies and their
environment, these actors created a measure of agency. The female actors lived the life of
the characters they portrayed, which were full of multicultural models from various social
and economic classes. They transformed themselves in order to effectively relate the
linguistic meanings encoded in the comedias. This transformation granted them certain
benefits normally not available to women outside of the convent, such as an education
(even if it was limited to basic reading and writing); alternative career path opportunities
such as that of autoras of their own companies; and even negotiating their own contracts
with acting companies, evident in documents meticulously kept by government officials.
Early modern Spanish female actors attained professional statuses in theater, earning a
degree of admiration and respect from their peers and audience. By the second half of the
seventeenth-century, women not only became autoras by their own merit, but also came
to direct their own husbands. A perfect example was that of María (Manuela) Navarro
who directed her husband José de Prado.11 Lope and his contemporaries understood the

10

‘Long live the memory of the ill-fated, divine Ladvenant, who now walks the
fields of light, grazing the stars. The salt, the scrawl, the air, the joke, the fame and
memorable mishaps will be remembered with tears.’ Unless otherwise noted, all
translations are by the author of this dissertation.
11
Mimma de Salvo posits that “es más que probable, pues, que José de Prado, al
casarse con la autora María (Manuela) Navarro, se convirtiera a su vez en autor y como
tal colaborara en la dirección de la compañía regentada oficialmente por su esposa. El
término “autor” con el que se le denomina en la documentación de 1699 indicaría, por
tanto, no sólo su participación en la dirección de la agrupación conyugal, sino que a la
vez certificaría su nuevo estado civil: el de casado con una autora de comedias (autor =
15

importance of creating complex roles their audiences could relate to, knowing all too well
that the female actor would meet the challenge.
In addition to male-authored plays, scholars have uncovered works from early
modern Spanish dramaturgas whose plays transcend theatrical conventions of their time,
such as Ángela de Azevedo, Ana Caro, Leonor de la Cueva y Silva, Feliciana Enríquez
de Guzmán, and María de Zayas y Sotomayor. 12 Women dramatists such as Ana Caro
stepped outside the box by creating atypical female roles that challenged the
identification labels assigned to women centuries ago, allowing women of the stage to
truly embody their characters. Sullivan reminds us that “when considering the truth of a
claim, one is not asking whether it mirrors reality, but whether it satisfies various desires
and needs” (Living 142). In creating storylines that appeal to both genders, the women
dramatists connect with their audiences, tapping into their “various desires and needs.”
John P. Gabriele’s observation of playwright Ángela de Azevedo reveals that “her voice
and the voices of her characters, regardless of their sex, play an essential and
indispensable role in the creation of a narrative that marginalizes no one” (127).
Consequently, a more truthful picture of the early modern Spanish play emerges when
one views the comedia from the angle of the woman, the dramatist as well as the
thespian.

marido de la autora). … en 1701, María Manuela aparezca documentada como autora en
solitario de su agrupación y José de Prado como su esposo y tercer galán de su
agrupación” (La mujer en la práctica escénica).
12
A collection of their plays can be found in Teresa Scott Soufas’s anthology,
Women’s Acts: Plays by Women Dramatists of Spain’s Golden Age and fragments of
their works in Bárbara Mujica’s Women Writers of Early Modern Spain.
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Furthermore, a keen awareness of performance and acting techniques practiced by
the Baroque Spanish actress in preparation for her role onstage reveals an added
dimension that enriches the interpretation and presentation of comedias today, especially
considering that “women had been given both a voice and visibility, a public platform no
less from which to represent the condition and experience of being female” (McKendrick
“Representing” 72-72). By cultivating her craft, the woman of the stage contributed to
the growth of the corrales, a unique space that served not as a mirror of reality but as an
environment in flux that transformed in accordance with its relationship with others,
including the spectator. The heterogeneous nature of the comedia audience and their lived
experiences influenced changes in the theater space, for example, adding windows for
more viewing of comedias or at times adding gradas or side benches in order to
accommodate women spectators when the cazuelas were full. 13

13

See Agustín de la Granja’s study, “Sin los pies en la cazuela: Público femenino
y ruptura de normas en los corrales españoles de los siglos XVI y XVII.”
17

Figure 1: Portrait of María Ladvenant y Quirante. “Traje de Theatro á la antigua
Española” (Theater costume in fashion in Old Spain) in Colección de trajes de España,
tanto antiguos como modernos by Juan De La Cruz Cano Y Olmedilla (1777).
www.bibliotecadigitalhispanica.bne.es.
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Approach
The perspective of women, as a starting point, permits a “less partial and distorted
knowledge” of the “hidden beliefs of patriarchy” that underlie the message of the
comedia.14 Seen from a perspective other than that of the dominant, masculine one can
reveal a more truthful, or ‘less false,’ picture of the lives of women in the theatre. A
practical analysis based on the notion of somaesthetics is vital in my examination of the
agency of the woman of the stage, especially considering that current studies in areas
such as cinema, theater, culture, and anthropology are revisiting the notion of embodied
cognition, seeing embodiment as a central feature of the human condition. In Thecla
Schiphorst’s study “soft(n): Towards a Somaesthetics of Touch,” the author explains that
“somaesthetics reinvigorates the field of aesthetics by reclaiming the lived experience of
the body and particularly the notion of cultivating the self through attention to
experience” (2429). Since somaesthetics works to improve the individual’s corporeal and
emotional state, it is useful in illuminating how the female actor’s somatic training helped
her prepare for a role.
Recent studies on embodiment have connected somaesthetics to dance and
theater. For example, Isabelle Ginot’s article “From Shusterman’s Somaesthetics to a
Radical Epistemology of Somatics” examines precepts of physical behavior in dance
from the early modern era to modern times, and Eric C. Mullis’s article “Performative
Somaesthetics: Principles and Scope” revisits Eugenio Barba’s practical and theoretical
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See Sullivan’s Living Across and Through Skins: Transactional Bodies,
Pragmatism, and Feminism, Chapter Six “Transactional Knowing: Toward a PragmatistFeminist Standpoint Theory,” pages 133 – 56.
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works in performance art to explain the relationship between experiential and
performative somaesthetics. Another recent study, the dissertation “Unmasking Talchum:
An Embodied Inquiry into Korea’s Masked Dance-Drama,” by J. L. Murdoch, engages
somaesthetics in Korean culture and its folk performance of Talchum. However, my
examination of somaesthetics, especially from the perspective of the early modern
Spanish female actor, is unique in the field of comedia studies, a field that has
experienced a transatlantic resurgence in academia and theater circles. My approach
examines examples of comedias from playwrights such as Lope de Vega, Luis Vélez de
Guevara, Tirso de Molina, and Ana Caro, historical documents, and treatises to support
my thesis that the women of the stage transformed their bodies and their social and
cultural environment in order to succeed in early modern Spanish theater.
Moving on to the approach, the actor reconfigures her ‘self’ via the
transformation of habit, embodying habits that incorporate, for example, both the passiveaggressive behavior that is socially acceptable for women and the aggressive behavior of
the male actor/director. Jusepa Vaca was such an actor. Luis Vélez de Guevara’s
comedia, La serrana de la Vera, was written specifically for Jusepa Vaca, “who appears
to have embodied an unconventional ideal of femininity” (Cañadas 47). 15 In fact, Vélez
de Guevara includes the actress’s name in the acotaciones ‘stage directions,’ stating that
“Señora Jusepa would play the role very well” (Peale 42).16 Pragmatist aesthetics, 17

15

See my Chapter 2, specifically section 2.1 Representational Somaesthetics, for
examples of Jusepa Vaca’s embodiment of La serrana.
16
“que lo hará muy bien la Señora Jusepa.”
20

especially Shusterman’s notion of somaesthetics, is instrumental to the study of early
modern Spanish female performers, given that it illuminates the importance of experience
in changing or forming habits that empower and enrich individuals. In other words,
Shusterman’s approach differs substantially from the Pierre Bourdieu’s habitus employed
by other comedia theater approaches, such as Laura Vidler’s (mentioned later in this
study).18 Somaesthetics as a discipline deals with “the living, sentient ‘bodymind’ rather
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In Performing Live, Shusterman defines pragmatism as “a philosophy of
embodied, situated experience. Rather than relying on a priori principles or seeking
necessary truths, the pragmatist works from experience, trying to clarify its meaning so
that its present quality and its consequences for future experience might be improved”
(96).
18
According to Pierre Bourdieu, habitus is an embodied cognitive structure used
to deal with the world; the structure through which we produce our thoughts and actions,
which in turn create our external social structures, reflecting class, age, gender, etc. He
defines habitus as the “system of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures
predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is as principles which generate and
organize practices and representations that can be objectively adapted to their outcomes
without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations
necessary in order to attain them” (The Logic of Practice 53). In other words, habitus is
not under one’s conscious control but instead apparent in one’s everyday behavior, an
internalized embodiment of an external set of structures acquired over the course of a
lifetime. It structures the social world and it is structured by the social world. It constrains
and directs thought and choice of action.
In his emphasis on the body in relation to aesthetics, Richard Shusterman
addresses lived experience, an area Bourdieu ignores in his cultural sociology of
aesthetics experience. In reference to Bourdieu’s treatment of everyday habit, Shusterman
writes: “No sympathetic attention is given to the phenomenological dimension of lived
experience, its power of meaningful, qualitative immediacy, and its potential for the
transformation of attitudes and habits. Bourdieu is understandably wary of appeals to
lived experience, since these have been used to justify projects that highlight individual
subjectivity as the foundational building blocks of theory” (Surface 221). Shusterman
relates habitus to performance, as in rap or tango dance, and argues that the experiences
of those performances can reach a level of explicit awareness and reflective appreciation
that can initiate critical change. Bourdieu considers such experience outside of the
cultural privilege of ‘reflective consciousness.’ Shusterman writes, “I therefore follow the
pragmatism of James and Dewey in affirming lived experience as a helpful notion for
21

than with the body as a mere physical object or mechanism” (Shusterman “Second Sex”
109). In other words, somaesthetic techniques work at perfecting one’s bodily senses,
improving on knowledge and experiences, which permits a more “truthful” picture of the
theater from the perspective of the “Other.”19
A pragmatist aesthetic approach to studying seventeenth-century Spanish theater
can enhance our understanding of the unique role the comedia played in society and in
the achievements of women in theatre. However, if solely studied in text format, the
comedia becomes stagnant, not much different from a museum piece that is studied and
analyzed but not experienced. Earlier studies of the Spanish comedia tended to isolate the
works of seventeenth-century playwrights from life, treating them more as literary pieces
as opposed to live works of art performed in front of live audiences. Hugh Long, in his
recent study on theatrical dueling in comedias, points out that “the academic desire to
view classical works as literature, separate from performance, is specifically at fault for
the relegation of Spanish drama, and arguably all non-English theatre, to an invisible

appreciating varieties of meaning, knowledge, value, and action, while Bourdieu
essentially rejects this notion of experience by construing it in a very narrow way: as
private subjectivism, self-centered narcissism, and intellectualized phenomenological
consciousness. Understood in this way, the concept of experience seems to neglect those
crucial determinants of behavior and thought that are material, social, and beneath
reflective consciousness” (221).
19
Shannon Sullivan explains, “Because we all, Western men and women alike,
have been shaped by the dominant masculine perspective in our culture, for each of us,
the perspective of the “Other” is the perspective from women’s lives. For these reasons,
both women and men need to listen to and start their research from the particular
perspective of women” (Living Across and Through Skins 136).
I make use of Sullivan’s definition of truth to guide the reader through my
argument: “a mutual negotiation and transformation of a relationship between humans
and their environments, including the nonhuman, which promotes the thriving of both”
(144).
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status of foreign ‘other’ in the theatrical world” (3). Anita K. Stoll laments that “we have
for too long read these plays as literary pieces and have missed a great deal of their
dramatic subtlety and richness” (“Cross-dressing” 103). Isaac Benabu’s study concurs,
adding that
In considering critical approaches to the Spanish Golden-Age comedia, we
have to recognize that for a long time these were text-centered from a
literary viewpoint, with a focus on the philological aspects of the text
rather than on the performative ones. But since then much research has
been done on the staging of plays in seventeenth century, and Shergold
and Varey’s monumental work […] continues to open up aspects of
staging that have lain hidden for years. (Reading for the Stage 3)
Studies from theater scholars have recently shown the rich and vast performance aspects
that await exploration in comedias. However, from a somaesthetic perspective and
building upon studies from scholars of early modern Spanish theaters, like N.D.
Shergold, John Varey, and Margaret Greer, this project examines how the corral’s
intrinsic structure shaped the female performer’s aesthetic experience. In exploring the
performance aspect of the comedias by early modern Spanish actors, I demonstrate how
these women actors employed proto-somaesthetic practices in preparing for a role,
exhibiting a physical awareness that empowered them and placed them at the heart of the
theater community.
To support my hypothesis, that seventeenth-century thespians use acting
techniques that emphasize somaesthetic qualities, I highlight directions given in treatises
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such as Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria (c. 95 AD), Alonso López Pinciano’s Philosophía
antigua poética (1596); Jusepe Antonio González de Salas’s Nueva idea de la tragedia
antigua (1633); P. José Alcázar’s “Ortografía castellana” (1690), in use at the time; and
Lope de Vega’s Arte nuevo de hacer comedias (1609), as well as his play Lo fingido
verdadero (c. 1608),20 in which a Roman actor named Ginés takes the reader through the
process of preparing for a role, eventually experiencing a religious conversion while
acting the role of a Christian before the emperor Diocleciano.21 As I continue to explore
the relationship between somaesthetics and women of the stage in early modern Spain,
strong actors such as Mariana Vaca, Ángela Dido, and Jusepa Vaca figure prominently.
They were at the heart of change in the seventeenth-century Spanish theater and therefore
are important in the discussion of the relationship between the three dimensions of
pragmatic somaesthetics—representational, experiential, and performative. To validate
the influence that the female actor had in society, I use both literary examples from
comedias and real-life models from historical documents. I refer to Spanish humanists’
treatises on women’s behavior, such as Fray Luis de León’s La perfecta casada (1583)
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Lo fingido verdadero has been translated as Acting is Believing (1986) by
Michael D. McGaha; The Great Pretenders (1993) by Robert Johnston; and a bilingual
version by Antonia Petro, Pretending Made True (2008).
Anthony Grubbs reminds us that Lo fingido verdadero “dramatizes many of the
concepts found in the Arte nuevo [which was directed to the Madrid Academy], offering
a similar explanation of his work in terms accessible to an even more diverse audience”
(“Dramatization”).
21
An interesting comparison to ‘real’ life is found in that of the actor Clara
Camacho who “underwent a Damascene conversion in her later years after performing in
an auto sacramental (alas, unidentified) and turned to an exemplary life of good works”
(McKendrick “Representing their Sex” 73).
24

and Juan Luis Vives’s Instrucción de institutione feminae christianae (1523),22 works
that support education for women; and Juan de Zabaleta’s (1610-1670) letters, which
both praise and criticize the woman’s role in the theater.
Therefore, as we professors, students, and theater professionals today read or
perform a comedia, we should challenge the notion of body-mind dualism in search of an
aesthetic embodiment by “prob[ing] the depths of our empathetic, embodying capacities,”
as Connor-Swietlicki suggests. Instead of the notion of the static mirror,23 somaesthetics
provides a fresh and practical method from which to study early modern Spanish theatre
and the actor’s craft, in particular the woman’s, hopefully contributing to a better
appreciation and experience of the Spanish play by today’s audience. Experiencing the
comedia as a “raw, onstage reality” challenges directors and actors to develop characters
that transcend the past; thus, creating a continuum in the artistic process started centuries
ago.
This study continues the discussion in hopes of adding to the current body of
scholarship, and revisiting previous sources through the lens of the actors and their bodily
experience in relation to their environments and situations. Distinguishing those who
were raised in the theater from those who entered the acting world as adults, I explore
how the actors’ unique social upbringing may have affected the way in which they
interpreted their roles. What role did their social environment play in the development
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Vives’s Instrucción De institutione feminae christianae was first translation to
Spanish in 1528, Instrucción de la mujer cristiana, by Juan Justiniano. See Elizabeth
Teresa Howe, Education and Women in the Early Modern Hispanic World, page 99.
23
The static mirror represents a passive image that neglects audience
embodiment, discussed further in chapter 3.
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and interpretation of their characters? And how did the actor’s embodied experience
influence audiences’ aesthetic experience?
Methodology
In order to appreciate how the early modern Spanish actor prepared and
prescribed to various somatic practices as a means of changing or remaking herself to
meet the challenges of the stage, I found it necessary to incorporate an analytical,
pragmatic and practical perspective to my methodology. From an analytical viewpoint,
my fascination with how Spanish women from the seventeenth-century participated in the
creation and decision-making process of the theatre, especially considering the limited
role women had in society as a whole, began when I was conducting research for my
article “Designed For An Experience: The Natural Architecture of Corrales.” As I came
across historical documents, manuscripts, and scholarship that attributed various roles to
women, for example, that of playwright, actor, autora, owner of aposentos, to name a
few, I began to wonder how these female entrepreneurs and artists negotiated their body
and wits to break free from the stronghold of the Church and civil authorities that
governed their country in order to compete with their male counterparts in the early
modern Spanish theater. As I probed, I found many recent studies that addressed the roles
of women in early modern theatre, and my interest in connecting pragmatist aesthetics to
the public playhouses (corrales) expanded beyond the architectural walls of the theater
space. I began to compare the space of the theater to the space of the convent in which
women moved more fluidly, with the possibility to study, work, and manage their lives. I
then wondered if seventeenth-century Spanish theatre provided a dynamic, permeable
26

and “mobile” space, 24 which enabled women of the stage to more easily cross social and
economic borders. If so, how did the actor prepare for and embody her role? Did her
embodiment of her on-stage role empower and enrich her off-stage life? And did the
actor by her own embodied experience encourage spectators to become active
participants who controlled the comedia’s storyline by lending credence to the plays? In
seeking answers to these questions, I encountered documents and scholarly works that
emphasize the importance of the female actor to the success of the comedia in the theatre.
The comedias continue to live through live performances, analysis of texts,
discovery of history, and new approaches that illuminate and stir renewed interest. A
pragmatist aesthetic perspective views the comedia not as dormant text but as a live,
artistic process—from the moment the playwright pens his or her words to the moment
the audience experiences the performance. Henry W. Sullivan advises us on how to
respond to “newcomers to the genre” who ask how “can there be any real suspense or
dramatic tension if all concerned know the outcome from the start? The answer lies,
however, not in what will actually happen but how the events will be treated” (229).
Therefore, I began analyzing comedia texts for clues on how the early modern Spanish
actor built her character.
As a member of one of the 2012 Association for Hispanic Classical Theatre
(AHCT) discussion group, “Undercover: A working session exploring New Approaches
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By ‘fluid space’ I mean the ‘fluidity of cultural and social borders’ Juan Flores
speaks of in “Salvación Casita: Puerto Rican Performance and Vernacular Architecture
in the South Bronx,” in which he demonstrates how a Puerto Rican community seizes its
history through personal memory, reawakening a new self in the process.
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to Plays from the Spanish Golden Age through Hidden Histories of Women & Native
Americans,” I shared a short paper entitled “An Actor’s Point of View: A Brief
Interpretation of the Protagonists Leonora and Flora in the Adaptation, Courage, Betrayal
and a Woman Scorned.” This essay compares the original text of Ana Caro’s Valor,
agravio y mujer to Ian Borden’s Courage, Betrayal and a Woman Scorned, an adaptation
of Amy Williamsen’s translation of the play to demonstrate how an androcentric reading
of a female-authored play can lead to stereotypical interpretations of character gestures
and emotions by theater professionals, teachers and students.
Moreover, as part of my scholarship in actor and audience embodiment, I attended
various live performances of comedias in the U.S. (Washington, D.C., El Paso, Texas,
and San Juan, Puerto Rico), and in Almagro, Spain, in order to explore the comedia from
a spectator’s point of view. I presented a preview of my findings at the Modern Language
Association in Seattle, WA as part of the ATDS panel on Mind, Body, and Performance:
Cognitive Approaches to Theatre and Drama; at the Sixth South Florida Cervantes
Symposium; and on the panel “Women Onstage and Behind the Scenes: Playwrights,
Entrepreneurs, and Actors in Early Modern Spain and France” at the Early Modern
Women Conference in Milwaukee. These papers illustrate how the seventeenth-century
female Spanish actor prepared for and embodied her role and how her embodied
experience influenced the playwright and the success of the plays. In an effort to attain
current and relevant information, I met with several professors working on cognitive
embodiment in comedia studies, such as Catherine Connor-Swietlicki, whose work on
audience aesthetic embodiment is cited in this study, and Jana Shrum Tift, a certified
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teacher of the Alexander Technique, and Graduate Movement Instructor for FAU’s
Department of Theatre and Dance.
Finally, on a practical level I applied my experiences as dramaturge, actor,
director, and instructor to my research. I participated in work sessions and conferences as
dramaturge and actor at the 2010 AHCT session on “New Approaches to Destiny and
Nation Formation in Lope’s Comedias” for the American Society for Theatre
Research/Theatre Library Association Conference in San Juan, Puerto Rico, and in the
2011 AHCT reading of Love the Doctor: A Global Premiere at the Association Theatre
for Higher Education 25th Annual Conference in Chicago, Ill. As director and instructor,
I employed Alexander techniques as well as acting practices from Stanislavski’s System
in rehearsals for FAU’s Theater and Dance production of El delantal blanco and for the
undergraduate course “Taller de teatro y performance” in FAU’s Department of
Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature, which culminated in a class
presentation of Cervantes’ La cueva de Salamanca at the Third Annual Florida Cervantes
Symposium.
Chapter Outline
Chapter One: The first chapter presents the theoretical models that drive this
study, explaining the various dimensions of somaesthetics and how they correspond to
Early Modern Spanish Theater, specifically to Lope’s Arte nuevo. This chapter also
provides evidence from works by philosophers and humanists such as Quintilian,
Pinciano, and González de Salas that substantiate the presence of somaesthetic practices
in the seventeenth-century Spanish actor’s process of building a character.
29

Chapter Two: Since spectators and actors alike benefited from a polysemic art
form that played to the senses of the “humblest and most personal experiences”
(McKendrick Theatre 74), chapter two explores somaesthetics in the corral’s
environment. Building upon studies from scholars of early modern Spanish theaters, like
Allen, Shergold and Varey, this chapter shows how the corral’s intrinsic structure
contributed to the performer’s somatic practice, as well as the spectator’s theatrical
experience.
Chapter Three: In examining the impact of sociopolitical issues relating to the
early modern Spanish actress’s bodily perception and practices, chapter three explores the
three dimensions of pragmatic somaesthetics—representational, experiential, and
performative, and how they function to help us better understand how women of the stage
crossed social and economic boundaries, both inside and outside the theater community.
Drawing from historical documents and comedia manuscripts, this chapter examines both
the social and political factors that influenced the lives of the women of the stage.
Chapter Four: The comedia succeeded because the actor cultivated her craft,
developing new habits and new ways of embodying her character, adapting feelings,
emotions and experiences to the role. In addition to treatises that expound on the actor’s
modus operandi, chapter four examines several comedias, in particular Lope de Vega’s
Lo fingido verdadero (1608; The True Deceiver), Vélez de Guevara’s La serrana de la
Vera (1613; The Mountain Maid of Vera), Tirso de Molina’s El amor médico (16191625; The Love Doctor), and Ana Caro’s Valor, agravio, y mujer (1630s-1640s;
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Courage, Outrage and Woman), to demonstrate how the actor applied representational,
experiential, and performative somaesthetics techniques in preparing for a role.
Conclusion: Recapitulating the main points of my analysis, I hope to show how
this study contributes a fresh perspective to the understanding of how the female actor
prepared for and used the theatre to expand her role in society, not by mirroring it but
instead by experiencing it.
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CHAPTER 1: THEORETICAL MODELS: SOMAESTHETICS AND ARTE NUEVO
Since words in themselves count for much and the voice adds a force of its own to the
matter of which it speaks, while gesture and motion are full of significance, we
may be sure of finding something like perfection when all these qualities are
combined.
Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria
Somaesthetics: A Pragmatist Aesthetic Approach
In the late 1990s, American pragmatist philosopher Richard Shusterman founded
a new philosophical discipline that aimed at the cultivation of the body: ‘somaesthetics.’
Extending beyond the conventional sense of beauty and art as visual representations or
external appearances, Shusterman’s project of somaesthetics includes feelings and
insight, creative thinking, ethical action, and communicative expressions or physical
signs. Somaesthetics offers an understanding of the relationship between mind and body.
Shusterman explains:
The term ‘soma’ indicates a living, feeling, sentient body rather than a
mere physical body that could be devoid of life and sensation, while the
‘aesthetic’ in somaesthetics has the dual role of emphasizing the soma’s
perceptual role (whose embodied intentionality contradicts the body/mind
dichotomy) and its aesthetic uses both in stylizing one’s self and in
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appreciating the aesthetic qualities of other selves and things. (Body
Consciousness 1)
Shusterman “develops the increasingly prominent theme that perception, language,
understanding, and behavior all necessarily rely on a contextual background . . . in order
to achieve their effective meaning and direction” (Thinking through the Body 17). There
are three basic branches of somaesthetics: First, analytic somaesthetics examines the
impact of epistemological, ontological and sociopolitical issues relating to our “bodily
perceptions and practices and their function in our knowledge and construction of reality”
(Performing Live 141); second, pragmatic somaesthetics not only presupposes the
theoretical branch but prescribes various methods to enhance somatic awareness as a
means of changing or remaking the body (142);25 and third, practical somaesthetics
applies somatic awareness and experiential embodiment for “heightened somatic
sensibility and mastery” (153), used in practices such as Zen meditation, yoga, Alexander
Technique, and Feldenkrais Method.26
Shusterman further classifies the branch of pragmatic somaesthetics into three
dimensions: representational, experiential, and performative somaesthetics.
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In Art as Experience, John Dewey argues that the task at hand is “to restore
continuity between the refined and intensified forms of experience that are works of art
and the everyday events, doings, and sufferings that are universally recognized to
constitute experience” (2). He observes that the “essential conditions of life,” the
interaction, which includes moments of resistance and tension as well as moments of
pleasure, is what establishes the “nature of experience” for the “live creature” (11). This
“constant rhythm” of man and his universe defines aesthetics.
26
Feldenkrais’s Method focuses on the relationship between movement and
thought, using movement to teach one how to improve and maximize one’s daily motor
functions.
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Representational somaesthetics orientates itself toward external appearance, “concerned
more with the body’s surface forms.” On the other hand, experiential somaesthetics’
orientation is toward inner experience. It aims “at making us feel better in both senses of
that ambiguous phrase: to make the quality of our somatic experience more satisfying and
also to make it more acutely perceptive” (“Designing for Interactive Experience” 21.3.2).
These two disciplines are not mutually exclusive; instead, they work interdependently.
The third dimension, performative somaesthetics, focuses primarily on shaping one’s
“strength, health, or skill” (Performing Live 143). Depending on the goal, whether for
external appearances or inner senses of power and skill, the performative discipline may
be linked to or assimilated into the representational or experiential dimensions.
Furthermore, all three categories of pragmatic somaesthetics interconnect with both
theory and practice, enhancing “not only our discursive knowledge of the body but also
our lived somatic experience and performance” (21), see figure 2.
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Figure 2: Diagram of the different branches and dimensions of somaesthetics and of their
interrelations, designed by Richard Shusterman and Hyijin Lee.
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1. Analytic Somaesthetics
On a sociopolitical level, somaesthetics brings the understanding of the encoded
somatic habits imposed by hierarchies of power enforced in laws and social norms; for
example, how a woman should walk, speak, etc. (Performing Live 140). Shusterman
contends with Foucault that the “repressive identities that are encoded and sustained in
our bodies . . . can be challenged by alternative somatic practices” (Shusterman
“Foucault” 535).27 Shusterman explains:
as personal feelings of strength and self-awareness feed into more
collective feelings of power and solidarity, so individual efforts of
consciousness-raising and empowerment through somaesthetics
(especially when undertaken with an awareness of the wider social
contexts that structure one’s bodily life) can fruitfully contribute to the
larger political struggles whose results will shape the somatic experience
of women in the future. (Body Consciousness 99)
In addressing how somaesthetics can help women to “cultivate a sense of power and
consciousness,” Shusterman examines Simone de Beauvoir’s somatic philosophy,
focusing on her two major works, The Second Sex (1949) and The Coming of Age (1970).
In considering “her problematic relationship to somatic cultivation” in relation to the
different categories of pragmatic somaesthetics, he finds that “performative-

27

Although Foucault does not refer specifically to the woman’s body, feminists
have found his polemic approach between power, the body and sexuality problematic.
Still, his works on subjectivity and resistance have been useful in feminist politics. See
Feminist Interpretations of Michel Foucault and Feminism and Foucault: Reflection on
Resistance for essays by feminist critics.
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representational somaesthetics activities oriented toward displaying power, skill, and an
attractively dynamic self-presentation should promote Beauvoir’s goal of promoting
women’s confidence for engaging in greater action in the world” (Body 80, 90). And
thus, this study contends that control of the body experienced by the comedia actors
helped them not only develop characters on stage, but also in their daily lives.
Shusterman studies Beauvoir’s contribution to analytical somaesthetics, and
focuses on her “ambiguity,” which he regards as a key concept in her philosophy. He
believes that Beauvoir’s “case for woman’s personhood is portrayed as even more
problematically divided, because woman, under patriarchy, is not merely torn between
body and consciousness but divided within her body itself” (Body 82). Hence,
Shusterman suggests that “such somatic and social subordination is, moreover,
incorporated in the bodily habits of these dominated subjects who thus unconsciously
reinscribe their own sense of weakness and domination” (Body 78). Feminist theorists
have long argued that bodily practices had an effect on women’s domination, and
scholars, such as Anne Cruz and Lisa Vollendorf, 28 present a case for the politics of the
female body in early modern Spanish literature.
In somaesthetics, rethinking the Cartesian notion that separates the mind from the
body is essential to the understanding of actor and audience bodily reaction. Hippocrates
(460-370 BC), who first attributed an individual’s psychological and physical behavior to

28

See Anne Cruz’s Discourses of Poverty: Social Reform and the Picaresque
Novel in Early Modern Spain, Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1999; and Lisa Vollendorf’s
article “Reading the Body Imperiled: Violence against Women in María de Zayas,”
Hispania 78.2 (1995): 272-82.
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the four humors, begins a philosophy of body/mind connectivity that is continued by
early modern European theorists such as Juan Luis Vives, who believed that passions
belonged both to the body and soul (Roach 40). With the increased interest in cognitive
studies, we now find multiple approaches, such as film studies, that also focus on
‘embodiment spectatorship.’ Works by film scholar Linda Williams reveal that audiences
view horror, melodrama or pornographic films in search of bodily reactions. Williams
places these films in a genre of their own, the “body genre,” since by design they elicit
physical reactions from the audience, such as eye-bulging terror, sympathy tears, or
sexual arousal, 29 somatic reactions that can be attributed to mirror-neurons. For
Shusterman, somaesthetics offers pragmatic practices as a means to enrich embodied
experiences and somatic awareness. He suggests that “on the basic sensorimotor level of
perception, if we release from the stress of chronic voluntary muscular contractions, the
increased muscle relaxation will allow for heightened sensitivity to stimuli and therefore
provide for sharper perception and deeper learning” (“Art as Dramatization” 372),
somaesthetic practices that extend beyond the neurosciences of mirror-neurons.
Taking into consideration recent studies on mirror neurons, Shusterman examines
performance techniques used by the great master of Noh Theater Zeami Motokiyo in
Kakyō (“A Mirror Held to the Flower” 1424) , the early modern Japanese theater that
may have influenced the Western theater:30

29

A special thanks to anthropologist Katherine Wahlberg for this insight.
Mitsuru Kamachi, in “East Meets West: Japanese Theater in the Time of
Shakespeare” suggests that there may have been a Noh influence in the European theater
during the late sixteenth- and seventeenth-centuries. “It is perfectly conceivable therefore
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While not concentrating especially on where he is placing his hands and
feet, “the actor looks in front of him with his physical eyes” so that he can
see the other actors and the audience and thereby harmonize his
performance with the full theatrical environment; “but his inner
concentration must be directed to the appearance of his movements from
behind.” In other words, the actor is performing with an explicit, reflective
image of himself, not only his internal image of his somatic bearing (his
proprioceptive sense of balance, position, muscle tension, expressiveness,
grace, and so forth) but also the image of how he senses he appears to the
audience. (“Body” 140)31

that until a serious ban was issued against Christianity by the government in 1612, there
were much more frequent and direct interactions between the Japanese and the Western
Theaters that we have imagined up to now” (27). The author writes that Jesuits, who used
“as many as one hundred thousand plays written and performed in the space of two
hundred years,” would have spread “not only the Catholic faith, but also the concept of
the Baroque theater. Lope de Vega was educated at a Jesuit college; Okuni and Uneme
also might have had a chance to be exposed to the Baroque art of the Jesuits” (29).
Although the influence from the East to the West in the late sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries “has been rarely explored, and no firm conclusion has been reached so far,”
Kamachi lists areas of research where “some evidence for further points of contact
between the two theaters” may be found (31).
Octavio Paz made a connection to Noh and auto sacramental: “Many years ago in
Tokyo, watching a performance of Noh theater, I thought of Calderón. It occurred to me
then that Noh, contrary to Authur Waley’s thesis, has a greater affinity with the auto
sacramental than with Greek tragedy. Both auto and Noh are very close to liturgy, and in
both poetry is mixed with theology. Most important, both are theaters ruled by symbol”
(Sor Juana 340-41).
31
Shusterman quotes Zeami, “A Mirror Held to the Flower (Kaky¯o),” in On the
Art of the Nō Drama: The Major Treatises of Zeami, trans. J. T. Rimer and Y. Masakazu
(Princeton University Press, 1983), page 81.
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Thus, Zeami emphasizes “self-reflection” as part of the actor’s preparation of
performance skills in Noh. In other words, the reflection in the mirror of our memory is
what gives us our “I”, explained more in detail in the following section.
Shusterman offers three possible strategies for achieving “self-reflection.” The
first technique involves the actor practicing movements in front of a mirror or a set of
mirrors, in order to observe the back of his body. By active observation, the actor
becomes aware of his posture, movement, and changes in equilibrium, and hence “should
be able to infer from his proprioceptive feelings what his posture from the back would
look like in actual performance (without using any mirrors), even though he does not
strictly see himself from the back” (“Body” 141). The practice of using mirrors to
improve one’s physical behavior was seen in seventeenth-century Western theater as
well. Speaking through his character Betterton in The Life of Mr. Thomas Betterton
(1710), Charles Gildon (1665-1724) suggests a similar exercise, recommending
“extensive practice before a mirror to perfect ‘the whole Body likewise in all its Postures
and Motions’” (Roach 55).32 The Italian singer and actor Cavaliere Nicolini Grimaldi
(1673-1732), also known as Nicolino, prepared himself for a performance by exercising
daily in front of a mirror “to practice deportment and gesture” (Roach 68). Shusterman
considers this exercise “transmodal training through vision and proprioception,” which is
connected “through the visuo-motor mirror-neuron system.” He explains:

32

Roach quotes come from Charles Gildon’s The Life of Mr. Thomas Betterton,
The late Eminent Tragedian wherein the Action and Utterance of the Stage, Bar, and
Pulpit, Are Distinctly Considered (1710), original from Columbia University, digitized
on 13 April 2009, page 55.
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The visuo-motor mirror neurons discharge both when an individual
performs a particular action of motor movement and when the individual
simply sees such actions done by others. Such neurons can help explain
our natural abilities to imitate and understand others and to communicate
with them. But they also provide a way to explain our basic powers of
integrating visual and motor-proprioceptive perceptions. (141-42)
In comedia studies, Connor-Swietlicki shows how the “mirror neurons” inside the brain
are interconnected with the body’s response to performance. She asserts that “our minds
are always dependent on our bodies, their brains and on our individual capacities to
experience and interact with everything outside us” (10), which leads us to the second
technique, “other oriented” or “transpersonal.”
This second exercise entails the actor taking the role of the audience,
“empathetically” observing another individual’s movements, which would then stimulate
“not only areas of the brain similar to those involved in the movement itself but also to
activate muscular and other physiological responses related to such a movement or
action” (Shusterman Body 142). In early modern Spain, exercises in observation were
practiced by preachers in preparation for their ‘role’ on the pulpit. For example, for
exercises on power of persuasion, Fray Luis de Granada’s Eclesiasticae Rhetoricae
(1575) employs a “transpersonal” technique, advising preachers to pay attention to the
animated gestures of the old ladies arguing in the market in order to imitate their
movements on the pulpit (Flor 146). Others, such as Fray Diego Niseno, maintain that
“the preacher, like the actor, must excel in portraying different characters ‘on stage’ to
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produce calculated responses in his listeners and take special care not to destroy the
illusions he creates at the end of the performance” (Barnes-Karol 60). However, this
exercise expected priests to produce a visual image of how they would look like before
depicting ‘their characters’ onstage, which corresponds to the third category.
The third technique requires the actor to rely on his own “proprioceptive selfobservation of his posture or movement,” as opposed to mirrors or input from others, to
produce a “visual image in his mind of how his posture would look” (Shusterman Body
142). In the comedia, playwrights sometimes asked the actor to appear on stage “como le
pinta,” requiring the actor to rely on his or her own proprioceptive self-observation of
how the character may appear or move. For example, Vélez de Guevara suggests that his
leading lady, “GILA LA SERRANA,” in Act III of La serrana de la Vera, descend from
the ‘mountain’ “como la pinta el romance” (VV).33 In the stage direction, the playwright
refers to the popular ballad of the mountain woman who becomes an outlaw after being
deceived by a lover, vowing vengeance on all men. The actor’s appearance, according to
the acotaciones, should reflect that of the mythical figure: a wild and virile character. 34 In
ACT II of Tirso de Molina’s La lealtad contra la envidia, Santiago is to emerge “como le
pintan,” dressed in armor and on horseback (see figure 3).35 The actor is expected not

33

“Agora vaya bajando por la sierra abajo, abriendo una cabaña que estará
hecha arriba GILA LA SERRANA, como la pinta el romance, sin hablar.”
34
For more on the traditional representation of women in Spanish folklore, see
Julio Caro Baroja, “¿Es de origen mítico la ‘leyenda’ de la Serrana de la Vera?”, RDTP 2
(1946): 571-72.
35
“Baja de una nube sobre un caballo blanco Santiago armado como le pintan, y
húyenle los indios.”
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only to dress according to the painting of Santo Santiago, but also to move as the
historical character, commanding power and authority.

Figure 3 Martin de Soria, Santiago Matamoros, or Saint James Moorslayer (1470-80s).
Museo Lázaro Galdiano. Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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2. Pragmatic Somaesthetics
In addition to the philosophical inquiry of ameliorative somatic awareness,
pragmatic somaesthetics seeks to synthesize physical actions with those of experience in
order to propel the body into action. Its goals are threefold: the desire to improve the
function of the body, self-knowledge of one’s somatic habits and lived experiences that
affect one’s moods and attitudes, and an “effective will” to act on the self-knowledge
(Shusterman Performing Live 138-39). In theater, an actor must tap into her unconscious
will in order to control or change a particular ingrained movement or gesture that
prevents her from effectively performing. Pragmatic somaesthetics, divided into three
dimensions of practice—representational, experiential, and performative, calls attention
to everyday somatic behavior, a practice actors must exercise on stage.
2.1.Representational Somaesthetics
Representational somaesthetics is the altering of the body’s external form as a
way to comply with or diverge from social norms, for example, tattooing, piercing, or
using cosmetic makeup (Mullis 108). In theater, representational somaesthetics may be
applied to the practice of altering the external appearance through costume, makeup or
hairstyle as a means of changing or enhancing a character’s physical traits. For example,
in 1618, the Spanish actress Jusepa Vaca was recognized with several awards for her role
Gila in La serrana de la Vera (Reyes Peña 86), a woman who feels “very much a man”
(“soy muy hombre”; Vélez de Guevara 352). However, as Darci L. Strother remarks,
“Gila did not want necessarily to be a man, but rather to be herself, a unique hybrid of
male and female characteristics, without having to give up either of her two sides” (164;
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author’s emphasis). Gila’s dress and gestures are symbolic of her identity. She is not just
a peasant woman yielding a gun; she is a warrior, hunter, and head of her house, who has
earned the admiration of her community. For the actor Jusepa Vaca, the transformation
into the protagonist Gila was more than just a mere external change. Vaca captured the
spirit of the character and the admiration of her audience, gaining her “economic and
aesthetic agency.” This part opened roles for Jusepa in other plays, earning her top billing
as primera dama, which came with certain perks. For instance, according to P. José
Alcázar, (?-1697), the primera dama “tiene derecho para elegir y hacer la persona que
quisiere.” (‘the first lady has the right to choose and play any character she wants’; 116).
Vaca chose to play complex characters that earned her recognition, such as the mujer
vestida de hombre or ‘woman dressed in male garb.’ In fact, in Las mocedades de
Roldán, Lope praised Vaca’s acting, particularly in roles in which she dressed as a man
(Romera-Navarro 285n81).
Many early modern Spanish playwrights made use of transgender roles in their
comedias, especially since, according to Lope de Vega, it was very pleasing: “suele el
disfraz varonil agradar mucho” (Arte nuevo v. 283). Mary Blythe Daniels asserts that the
actress “as primera dama, as la mujer vestida de hombre, or cast as a galán, exercised a
considerable measure of the economic and aesthetic agency otherwise reserved almost
entirely for men, overtly challenging the norms of the day” (“Re-visioning Gender” 165).
In addition to individualizing a particular role, the practice of representational form
permitted the early modern actor the prospect of diverging from social norms, especially
if one considers that these practices “initially pursued for representational ends often
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produce inner feelings that are then sought for their own experiential sake” (Shusterman
Body 26);36 in this case, empowering the women with aesthetic agency.
2.2.Experiential Somaesthetics
Experiential forms emphasize the “aesthetic quality” of the body’s inner
experience in-so-far as it works to “enhance the everyday functioning of the body” (108).
An important technique in the actor’s creative process is the experiential exercises that
emphasize the aesthetic qualities of the body’s experience. Experiential somaesthetics
focuses on the enhancement of everyday physical functions; a topic addressed by early
modern Spanish moralists and scholars, such as Juan Luis Vives and Fray Luis de León,
whose main purpose was to educate women on proper social behavior. In fact, Vives
equated “practical reason” with art, which “thrives with experience” (Noreña 120). In De
institutione feminae christianae (1523) (Of the Instruction of the Christian Woman),
Vives connects reason and emotion to the physical body when he expounds on the proper
somatic practices expected from a respectable woman. In his instruction of integrity of
mind that extends to the body, De Institutione, Vives sermonizes: “Do not be elated
because you are inviolate in body if you have surrendered in mind, or because no man
has touched your body, if many men have inflicted blows on your mind. What good is it
if your body is clean if you carry about with you a mind that is defiled with a foul and
horrible stain?” (trans. Fantazzi 77).37 In order to maintain a clean mind, Vives directs the

36

I will incorporate these transformations in my analysis in the following

chapters.
37

“Ne efferas te, virgo, quod corpore sis integro, si animo es fracto, non quod
corpus nullus attigerit vir, si animum multi viri percusserunt. Quid prodest ese mundum
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young, unmarried girl to fast frequently, “not those that weaken the body, but that check
and control it and extinguish the fires of youth” (Education 87). Vives offers a special
diet for young ladies, suggesting they “consume cold food and drink” since they possess
“innate warmth,” and warm food and aged wine would likely increase their sexual desires
(88), advice based on Hippocratic treatises.
Furthermore, the somatic practice Vives suggests connects both representational
and experiential dimensions. For example, Vives instructs the woman to avoid “every
physical stimulus that excites [her] internal organs, such as unguents, perfumes,
conversations, and the sight of men. These are all harmful to chastity, since they inflame
us with shameful desires” (90). As Bárbara Mujica elucidates, he directs women to
“avoid laughter, sensorial stimuli, and excesses of all sorts, so that their love may be
directed exclusively to Christ” (Women Writers xxxvi). According to Vives “in a woman,
chastity is the equivalent of all virtues,” whereas, an “unchaste” woman has no virtues,
“she is left naked and loathsome” (Education 85; 86), stripping the woman of agency.
Even though it would appear to be similar because of its body-mind relation,
somaesthetics (in sharp contrast with Vives’s strictures) does not focus on the negative
religious connotations of the “naked” body, but rather on the soma: the living, feeling,
sentient, intelligently perceiving and performing body. Instead of oppressing “sensorial
stimuli,” the actors’ somaesthetic feelings work to improve both the inner and outer
selves. In its experiential dimension, somaesthetics “refuses to exteriorize the body as an

cum animum mentemque labe taetra horrendaque infectam geras? Exaruit animus tuus, o
virgo, calore virili adustus” (De Institutione “Appendix” 210).
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alienated thing distinct from the active spirit of human experience” (Body 27).
Shusterman explains that just as somatic disciplines “aimed at inner experience often
employ representational means as cues to effect the body posture necessary for inducing
the desired experience, whether by consulting one’s image in a mirror, focusing one’s
gaze on a body part like the tip of the nose or the navel, or simply visualizing a body
form in one’s imagination,” so do representational disciplines “such as bodybuilding use
acute awareness of experiential clues (e.g., of optimal fatigue, body alignment, and full
muscle extension) to serve its sculptural ends of external form, helping to distinguish, for
example, the kind of pain that builds muscle from the pain that indicates injury.” In other
words, “how we look influences how we feel, and vice versa” (Body 26). This leads us to
the third dimension, performative somaesthetics, which concentrates primarily on
improving inner and/or outer strength, well-being, or skill.
2.3. Performative Somaesthetics
Performative somaesthetics can be applied to the actor’s continued refinement of
her craft. Actors improve their somatic movements with expressions that come from
within their own understanding, building physical strength and integrity that give
credence to their character. For example, Shusterman observes that “consciousness of
breathing can therefore make us aware that we are angry, tense, or anxious when we
might otherwise remain unaware of these feelings and thus vulnerable to their
misdirection” (“Somaesthetics” 303). This is especially pertinent for actors, since
misdirected feelings can have devastating results in the actor’s relationship with other
actors on stage and their reception by the audience. Once the “feelings of faulty
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movements” are addressed, “the movements can be analyzed, corrected, and replaced by
proper ones accompanied by other somaesthetic feelings that can be habituated and then
allowed to slip into unreflective but intelligent habit” (Body 123). For example, many
roles in comedias called for the actor to engage in swordplay, which required her to adapt
proper body posture and movement, building physical strength as well as technical skills
for fencing. The third branch, practical somaesthetics, “involves actually engaging in
programs of disciplined, reflective, corporeal practice” with the purpose of somatic selfimprovement, which could include representational, experiential, or performative
somaesthetics, seen in practices such as Zen meditation or the Feldenkrais Method
(“Designing for Interactive Experience” 21.3.3). Practical exercises figure into training of
performance skills, as seen with Stanislavski’s System, a coherent and practical method
that aims toward ‘truthful,’ realistic performance.
3. Practical Somaesthetics
In the preparation process, the actor actually puts into practice the exercises
prescribed in pragmatic somaesthetics. Russian actor and director Konstantin
Stanislavski, drawing from Yoga principles, taught his students the “art of selfobservation” by insisting on actors learning “the laws of correct breathing, the correct
position of the body, concentration and watchful discrimination,” which “must become
the foundation of the development of that introspective attention, on which all the work
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in the art of the stage must be built” (qtd. in Wegner 86-87).38 In preparing for a role,
Stanislavski required his actors to interact or ‘commune’ with each other through ‘tone
and inflection’ beginning with their eyes. Claiming that “the eye is the mirror of the
soul,” Stanislavski stressed that “it is important that an actor’s eyes, his look, reflect the
deep inner content of his soul. So he must build up great inner resources to correspond to
the life of a human soul in his part” (An Actor Prepares 212). He also noted that the actor
must create a role, not “merely present it in an external manner” (224). Peter Brooks
expresses similar sentiments to Stanislavski, “to imitate the externals of acting only
perpetuates manner—a manner hard to relate to anything at all” (The Empty Space 12).
Stanislavski led his students in breathing and concentration exercises that increase the
actor’s “art of self-observation,” which leads to finding meaning in her own present
experience (Wegner 86-87). Likewise, somaesthetic exercises that intensify emotions and
thoughts lead to heightened insight and clarity. Ruano de la Haza reminds us that the goal
of the early modern actor was not to represent the imagined in a manner that is real, but
that the actor behave or comport herself on stage as if it were real to her (“Actores” 86).39
For that reason, “rather than relying on a priori principles or seeking necessary truths, the
pragmatist works from experience, trying to clarify its meaning so that its present quality
and its consequences for future experience might be improved” (Shusterman Performing
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William H. Wegner quotes the stenographic notes by K. Antaronva, trans.
David Magarshak under the title “The System and Methods of Creative art.” See Wegner,
page 87 note 10 for more details.
39
“Lo importante no era que lo imaginario se representase de una manera
realística, sino que los actores se comportasen y lo tratasen como si fuera real.”
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Live 96), much like the professional actors who builds on her own training and
experience to become a master in her craft.
When viewed through a somaesthetic lens, one can see how actors are able to
build upon their skills, capturing the essence of their characters’ emotions to bring them
to life. Actors learn to individualize their roles through the amalgamation of their body
and mind. All three practices of pragmatic somaesthetics—representational, experiential,
and performative, work toward a freedom of movement through somatic sensibility.
Since somaesthetics focuses on improving skills, one can associate it not only to modern
acting methods, such as Stanislavski’s System, but as an innovative performance method
of a much earlier era as well.
The New Art of Acting in their Time
Treatises on acting appeared on the Spanish scene in the late sixteenth- and early
seventeenth-centuries, due to the development of the dramatic genre as well as the
emergence of treatises of behavior, which, as Yolanda Gamboa highlights, insist that one
dress according to one’s social status or age.40 The three most useful to my examination
of the applied notions of somaesthetics by comedia actors are Alonso López Pinciano’s
Philosophía antigua poetica (1596), Jusepe Antonio González de Salas’s Nueva idea de
la tragedia antigua (1633), and Felix Lope de Vega y Carpio’s Arte Nuevo de hacer
comedias en nuestro tiempo (1609) ‘New Art of Making Plays in Our Time.’ Pinciano’s
treatise focuses mostly on the physical elements of acting, while González de Salas’s

40

Gamboa writes that “se insiste en que uno debe vestirse de acuerdo con el
estado y la edad de uno y sin contradecir las costumbres de la sociedad” (31).
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highlights the internal and experiential aspects of the trade. Lope’s manifesto brings
together both the theoretical and practical elements of the comedia.
Seventeenth-century rhetoricians believed “the actor’s inward state of mind”
easily influenced the outward shape of the body (Roach 49), manifesting the same bodymind relation of Shusterman’s somaesthetics; therefore, proper exercise was key for the
actor in preparing for her role. Joseph R. Roach explains: “In theory at least, an
actor/orator can master the system of inhibition by diligent practice and exercise. We
have seen how Gildon’s Betterton recommended vocal exercises to prevent the humours
from thickening into ‘Distempers’” (55). The English playwright “tears a page out of
earlier rhetorics in suggesting frequent but moderate exercise of the actor’s lungs” (49).
Gildon writes that respiratory exercise “augments the natural Heat, thins the Blood,
cleanses the Veins, opens all the Arteries, prevents every Obstruction, and hinders the
gross humours from thickening into Distempers’” (qtd. in Roach 49). 41 Corporeal
exercises, such as breathing to strengthen the voice and lungs, help the actor to control
visceral movements connected to her emotional state, beliefs found in Institutio Oratoria
by Marcus Fabius Quintilianus (c. 35 – c. 100), a celebrated Roman orator and
rhetorician from Hispania. 42 The rhetorician dedicates a good portion of Book XI
Chapter 3 to the importance of exercising and proper breathing for a strong voice.
Quintilian writes that the actor

41
42

Roach quotes Gildon from Life of Betterton 100.
Institutio Oratoria is a treatment of rhetoric in twelve books.
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ought to exercise the breath that it may hold out as long as possible.
Demosthenes, in order to strengthen his, used to repeat as many verses as
he could in succession, climbing up a hill, and he was accustomed, when
he spoke at home, to roll pebbles under his tongue that he might
pronounce his words more freely when his mouth was unencumbered.
(11.3.54)
In order for the actor/orator to manage and possess “all the necessary inflexions and
modulations” in her voice, “there should be a strength of lungs and breath that can be
steadily prolonged and not likely to sink under labor” (11.3.40). Through these physical
exercises, the actor strives to increase her awareness of “bodily states and feelings” to
facilitate greater insight of sentiments. The “rhythms and depth” in the simple act of
breathing can “provide rapid, reliable evidence of our emotional state” (“Somaesthetics”
302). Once aware of these somatic functions, the actor can make adjustments in hopes of
heightening her aesthetic sensitivity in order to portray her character in a natural and
realistic manner, as demanded by early modern playwrights such as Lope de Vega.
Quintilian was read by Pinciano, Gonzales de la Salas, and Francisco Cascales, all
of whom quote him in their treatises. Cascales in his “Al Apolo de España. Lope de
Vega. En defensa de las comedias y representación de ellas” (ca1617), refers to
Quintilian in his defense of the actors’ trade:
No quiero sepultar en silencio la viva y natural acción de los
representantes, que con ella levantan las cosas caídas, despejan las
obscuras, engrandecen las pequeñas, dan vida a las muertas. Las partes de
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la elocuencia son cinco: invención, disposición, elocución, memoria y
acción. Ésta tiene en las oraciones (así lo dice Quintiliano) admirable
virtud y dominio, porque no importa tanto que las cosas que decimos sean
calificadas, cuanto el modo con que se pronuncian. 43
González de Salas also based most of his arguments on Quintilian, as Edward C. Riley
points out (195), and Pinciano quotes Quintilian several times in his work, Philosophía
antigua poética.44
Furthermore, most of the writers in Lope's time were familiar with the writings of
these rhetoricians, hence, would have been familiar with Quintilian's rhetoric, at least
indirectly. According to Marcelino Menéndez y Pelayo, Cascales was well respected by
Lope de Vega. Both maintained a friendship via correspondence, compiled in Cartas
Philológicas: “. . . logró Cascales que su nombre sonara en España como el de un
legislador literario, respetado por el mismo Lope de Vega, con quien, y con otros varones
ilustres, mantuvo docta correspondencia, recopilada en el libro de las Cartas
Philológicas” (352). In addition to Cascales, Lope eulogizes González de Salas in his
Laurel de Apolo (172), well aware of the Spanish commentator’s work on the art of
acting. They belonged to the same circle of friends, evident in González de Salas’s close
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‘I do not want to bury in silence the living and natural action of the actors, who
with it raises the fallen things, clears the dark ones, and magnifies the small ones, giving
life to the dead. The parts of eloquence are five: invention, disposition, elocution,
memory and action. This has in orations (as Quintilian says) admirable virtue and
dominion, because it does not matter much how things we say are described, as much as
how they are pronounced.’
44
In Chapter 5 of La técnica del actor español en el Barroco, Evangelina
Rodriguez Cuadros also outlines Quintilian’s influence on the early modern Spanish
theorists Cascales, González de la Salas, and Pinciano.
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friendship with the poet Francisco de Quevedo (Menéndez y Pelayo 725), whom Lope
also greatly admired. 45 As for Pinciano, Lope would most likely have read his work, as
Duncan Moir asserts: “To imagine that Lope de Vega did not know [Pinciano’s treatise],
and reflect on it, is to reject a virtual certainty out of preference for an improbability”
(195).
Pinciano’s Philosophía antigua poética (Philosophy of the Ancient Style of
Poetry), first published in Madrid in 1596, is the first major Spanish work on the art of
poetry. Centered on Aristotle’s Poetics, especially the idea of catharsis, the work is
written in the form of letters and is comprised of 13 epístolas dealing with the
distinctions among the poetic genres, with the thirteenth letter focusing on the art of
acting. In a representational-performative form, Pinciano advises “conuiene, pues, que el
actor mire la persona que va a imitar y de tal manera se transforme en ella, que a todos
parezca no imitación, sino propiedad” (‘It is to the benefit of the actor that he transform
himself into the person he wishes to imitate, in a manner that will not seem an imitation,
but rather the person himself’; 523-24).” He claims that it is the actor who breathes life
into the poem after the work of the poet is done: “. . . hecho el poema actiuo, espira el
oficio del poeta y comiença el del actor . . .” (276). Pinciano believes that man is both
body and spirit, explaining “que no la ánima anda, ni come, ni bebe, ni discurre, consulta
y elige, sino el hombre, que es decir, ánima y cuerpo unidos, andan, comen, beben,
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Lope’s admiration of Quevedo is found in his Laurel de Apolo: “Al docto don
Francisco de Quevedo /Llama por luz de la ribera hermosa /Lypsio de España en prosa /Y
Juvenal en verso /Con quien las musas no tuvieron miedo /De cuanto ingenio ilustra el
universo” (155).
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discurren, consultan y eligen.”46 For these reasons, he claims that an actor is much more
than an acrobat, “en esto no haya dificultad, ni tampoco la haya, por la razón ya dicha,
que las operaciones del ánima no sean más altas y principales que las del cuerpo; lo cual
supuesto, digo que las acciones dramáticas y de representantes tienen mucho más de lo
sutil y espiritual que no las de los volteadotes” (404).47
Pinciano goes as far as recommending, as McKendrick points out, “body
movements to ‘give force to the poet’s words’” (Theatre 196).48 He emphasizes the
qualities inherent in representational somaesthetics, directing the actor to observe the
somatic movements of the person he wishes to imitate, “porque las personas graves y
trágicas se mueven muy lentamente, las comunes y cómicas con más ligereza, los viejos
más pesadamente, los mozos menos, y los niños no saben estar quedos” (Philosophía
504).49 He lays out some physical movements actors should consider in preparation for
their specific roles, insisting that the actor follow the natural movement of the person
they will represent, whose gestures vary depending on the individual: “los cuales vemos
mueven diferentemente los pies, las manos, la boca, los ojos y la cabeza, según la pasión
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‘that the soul neither walks, nor eats, nor drinks, nor runs, nor consults and
chooses, but man, that is, soul and body together, walk, eat, drink, run, consult and
choose.’
47
‘There is no difficulty, nor should there be, for the reason already mentioned,
for the operations of the soul to be higher or more important than the body. Therefore, I
say that the dramatic actions and actors are much more delicate and soulful than those of
acrobats’
48
Pinciano writes: “el actor, con el movimiento de su persona, deve declarar y
manifestar y dar fuerza a la palabra del poeta” (III, 285).
49
“Because serious and tragic people move very slowly, the common and comic
folk more lightly, the old more heavily, the young men less, and children do not know
how to stay still.”
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de que están ocupados; que el tímido retira los pies y el osado acomete, y el que tropieza
pasa adelante contra su voluntad” (504).50 Pinciano goes on to concentrate on the
movement of body parts, such as the hands:
Si es grave, puede jugar de mano, según y cómo es lo que trata, porque si
esta desapasionado puede mover la mano con blandura, agora alzándola,
agora declinándola, agora moviéndola al uno y al otro lado; y si está
indignado la moverá más desordenadamente, apartando el dedo vecino al
pulgar, llamada índice, de los demás como quien amenaza. (505)51
After listing several other moves, he reminds the actor that “estos dichos sean unos
ejemplos pocos de lo mucho que hay que considerar en esta parte, que son casi infinitos”
(‘these are just a few examples of the many [gestures], which are nearly infinite, that
should be considered’; 505), proof of the intricate process of preparing for a part.
González de Salas, according to Edward C. Riley, takes both an academic and
practical approach to acting: “He neither ignores his contemporaries, nor takes sides with
or against them. He stands somewhere between López Pinciano and Francisco Cascales,
the two other principal exponents of Aristotelian ideas in Golden Age poetic theory”
(185). Riley writes:
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“who, as we can see, move their feet, their hands, their mouths, their eyes, and
their heads differently, according to their mood; the shy draw back their feet and the bold
move forward, and the one that stumbles advances against his will.”
51
“If he [the person the actor is imitating] is serious, you can use your hands to
play him, according to the situation; because if he is dispassionate, you can move the
hand with gentleness, raising it now, dropping it now, moving it now from side to side;
and if the mood is outraged, moving it more wildly, pressing the thumb to the forefinger,
called the index finger, in a threatening manner”
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As eighteenth-century critics acknowledged, no one did more to elucidate
the text of the Poetics in Spain than González de Salas. But more than
that, it was men like he who raised the business of literary aesthetics far
above the superficialities of a Carvallo and the mere technicalities of a
Rengifo, and who rescued it from the angry snapping jaws of the partisans
of this school or that. (203)52
González de Salas echoes Pinciano’s advice, but with an emphasis on the qualities that
resemble experiential-performative somaesthetics. It is interesting to point out that Salas
had an intimate connection with the theater cultivated by the Jesuits (Sánchez Laílla
311n277), who, as I noted earlier in this chapter, worked closely with Japanese theaters in
the sixteenth- and seventeenth-centuries. This may explain Salas’s interest in the
experiential aspect of acting, especially considering that for González de Salas, the actor
“será el arcaduz i conducto, por donde comunicará el Poeta al Auditorio sus passiones i
affectos” (‘should be the means and conduit through which the poet communicates his
passions and affection to the audience’; Nueva idea 86). He stresses the actor’s
embodiment of the character, who looks into his interior feelings, sentimiento interior,
instead of relying on a guileful appearance, engañosa apariencia: “Con tanto ardor se
movian entonces en aquello que querian representar, que llegaba iá mas a ser en ellos
sentimiento interior, que engañosa apariencia. . . . pues lagrymas verdaderas sin duda
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“Luis Alfonso Carvallo is the autor of Cisne de Apolo (1602). Diego García
Rengifo, under the pseudonym Juan Díaz Rengifo (his brother’s name), wrote Arte
poética española, published in Salamanca in 1592 (Pascual “El verdadero autor del Arte
poética española” 1224).
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suelen producir ternuras semejantes” (188; my emphasis). Quintilian explains that one’s
interior feelings are affected by his blood:
In fact, the only thing which has greater influence over [emotion] is the
blood, which moves in conformity with the emotions that control the
mind, causing a blush on a skin that is sensitive to shame, and giving place
to an icy pallor under the influence of fear, whereas, when it is under
control, it produces a peaceful complexion, intermediate between the two.
(Institutio Oratoria 11.3.78)
These feelings allowed for a more “natural” or realistic representation, which according
to Susan L. Fischer, was an important element in Lope’s work, and which undoubtedly
helped change the comedia and the theatre experience as a whole (161).
One of the most prolific writers from the early modern Spanish theater, Lope de
Vega (1562-1635), strove to achieve in his comedia “a complete naturalness and lack of
class feeling” (Brenan 205). In the beginning of the 1600’s, Lope de Vega wrote Arte
nuevo de hacer comedias (1609), a practical guide to making plays. Intended as an oral
rhetoric directed at the members of the academy, Lope stars in the “performance text”
Arte nuevo. His pragmatist approach to acting, especially his analysis of characters’
emotions is of special interest to this study.
Written in blank verse (389 verses) and hendecasyllabic, Lope offers a specific
formula for a new direction to writing and performing plays that depart from neoAristotelian precepts. Even as he displays his knowledge of history, listing the great
works of poets and humanists before him such as Horace, Aristophanes, Homer, Dante,
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Plato and Aristotle, he argues that he prefers writing “plays without regard for
neoclassical principles (‘sin el arte,’ 1.16) rather than follow those predecessors who
composed their works along classical lines (‘con arte,’ 1.29)” (Friedman 88).
Expounding on the theory and practice of making plays, he explains how he abandons the
three famous unities found in Aristotle’s Poetics: the unity of time, place and action.
Instead, Lope places emphasis on representing life, proposing that one should follow the
examples of Nature, where tragedy and comedy coexist, to create a ‘new comedia’ whose
variety and natural beauty causes much delight: “Lo trágico y lo cómico mezclado,/ . . .
que aquesta variedad deleita mucho. /Buen ejemplo nos da naturaleza, que por tal
variedad tiene belleza” (‘Tragedy mixed with comedy . . . for this variety causes much
delight. Nature gives us good example, for through such variety it is beautiful’; Lope Arte
nuevo v. 174; 178-80). Edward H. Friedman, in his study of Arte nuevo, believes that
“unlike the majority of his predecessors Lope is able to blend theory with practice. He
seems to intuit that the humanist shift from logic to rhetoric makes sense for the theater,
which is both art and craft” (“Resisting Theory” 92).53
Judging the style and form of the new comedia against the works of classical
playwrights such as Horace and Aristophanes, Lope persuasively defends the value of
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In addition to Friedman, there are other general studies of the treatise: José F.
Montesinos, “La paradoja del ‘Arte nuevo’” (1969); Juan Manuel Rozas, Significado y
doctrina del “Arte nuevo” de Lope de Vega (1976); Emilio Orozco Díaz, ¿Qué es el “Arte
nuevo” de Lope de Vega? (1978); Jack H. Parker, “Lope de Vega: Eternally Popular and
Modern” (1982); and A. Porqueras-Mayo, “El Arte nuevo de Lope de Vega o la loa
dramática a su teatro” (1985). Other scholars whose works include analysis of Lope’s
Arte nuevo and the performance aspect of the comedias are Bárbara Mujica, Sherry
Velasco, Matthew Stroud, José María Díez Borque, Andrés Amorós, Catherine Larson,
Rogelio Miñana, and José María Ruano de la Haza.
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modern Spanish theater with the actor center stage. This is especially noteworthy
considering that the comedia was a written text with little room for improvisation, as
opposed to the Italian commedia dell’arte, which was based on a scenario or sketch with
actors improvising the dialogue from plotlines pasted on the stage. The Spanish
playwrights, on the other hand, depended on the actor’s skill to read and understand their
work before interpreting the role on stage. Evidence of this is found in Agustín de Rojas’s
El viaje entretenido, written in 1603, which claims: “Estos representantes/antes que Dios
amanece/escribiendo y estudiando . . . /se están ensayando siempre” (‘But these actors,
who rise before dawn, are writing and studying . . . /they’re always rehearsing’; 90).
Lope’s Marcela in Lo fingido verdadero tells her fellow actors that they must ‘prepare’
and ‘study’ the next plays to be performed: “Remédiese otra comedia,/que mientras éstas
se hacen/estudiaremos algunas/para hacerlas adelante” (‘We’ll have to prepare a new
play, but in the meantime, we’ll study some old plays for future performances’; 285). In
fact, “as part of their preparation for the stage,” McKendrick claims that most female
actors learned to read at an early age and were “exposed in the course of their daily lives
to writings of considerable sophistication” (“Representing” 90-91). Consequently, Lope
appreciated the actor’s commitment to the play and her ability to embody her role,
paramount to the comedia’s success.
According to Bruce Burningham, Lope stresses the actor’s skill and its impact on
the success of the new comedia. After a close reading of the treatise, Burningham finds
the final line in Arte nuevo a “remarkable declaration” in which Lope concedes
“definitive textual authority to the corral actors” (212): “Oye atento, y del arte no
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disputes/que en la comedia se hallará modo/que, oyéndola, se puede saber todo” (Arte
nuevo v. 387-89).54 It makes sense that Lope would write on the method of acting, since
playwrights ultimately put their trust in the actor’s ability to bring the plays to life.
Lope first formulated his theory of realistic acting in Lo fingido verdadero,
speaking through the protagonist, Ginés:
. . . como el poeta55 no es posible
que escriba con afecto y con blandura
sentimientos de amor, si no le tiene,
y entonces se descubren en sus versos,
cuando el amor le enseña los que escriben,
así el representante, si no siente
las pasiones de amor, es imposible
que pueda, gran señor, representarlas. (232)56
Later in Arte nuevo, Lope declares that “de ninguna suerte la figura se contradiga en lo
que tiene dicho” (‘in no wise let the character contradict himself in what he has said’ (v.
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“Let one hear with attention, and dispute not of the art; for in [a play]
everything will be found of such a sort that in listening to it everything becomes evident”
(trans. Brewster)
55
Isabel Torres calls attention to Lope’s style of writing in which “through his
poetry he exposed the realities of life and love, usually his own life in love” (The Great
Pretenders “Introduction” 7).
56
. . . like the poet, the actor/takes his art from life, learning from love/to imitate
love upon the stage./As actor who has not felt love,/felt its passion perform in
him,/cannot perform love for others. (Johnston The Great Pretenders 48-49) As a
professional actor and playwright, I choose to use David Johnston’s translation of this
particular passage in Lo fingido since I believe he more closely interprets the sentiments
of the author, Lope de Vega, on the skill of acting.
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289-90). The burden then lies with the actor, who through embodiment knowledge, is
expected to bring the spirit of the comedia to life in order for the audience to capture the
“essence” of the play. The actor honors the truthfulness of her character by preparing
with somatic exercises, such as the breathing exercises proposed by Quintilian mentioned
earlier, that serve to enhance the representational form, which in turn intensify the
emotions and thoughts of the inner self, and which also requires physical control.
Lope directs the playwright to depict characters with emotions that transform the
actor, since it is through the actor’s embodiment that the audience will be moved:
“describa los amantes con afectos/que muevan con extremo a quien escucha; / los
soliloquios pinte de manera/ que se transforme todo el recitante y, con mudarse a sí,
mude al oyente” (v. 272-76),57 advice which is put into practice in the comedia, Lo
fingido verdadero. The main character of the play, Ginés, the Saint, speaks of an actor
portraying the pains of love,58 saying that only when he feels love’s passion can he
convincingly perform a man in love: “Harálos, si los siente, tiernamente; /mas no los
sabrá hacer si no los siente” (‘he’ll play them tenderly, but if he doesn’t feel them, he
won’t know how to play them’; Lo fingido 232; McGaha Acting is Believing 69). These
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‘Describe lovers with those passions which greatly move whoever listens to
them; manage soliloquies in such a manner that the [actor] is quite transformed, and in
changing himself, changes the listener’ (trans. Brewster).
58
For an explanation of Metatheater, see the section on “Cultural and Social
Construct of the Spanish Woman” in Chapter 3. For an analysis of Arte nuevo and Lo
fingido from a playwright’s perspective see Anthony Grubbs’s article “The Dramatization
of the Arte nuevo: Revisiting Lo fingido verdadero.” Bulletin of the Comediantes 58.2
(2006): 341-57.
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words echo Quintilian’s in Book 6 of his Institutio Oratoria:59 “the prime essential for
stirring the emotions of others is, in my opinion, first to feel those emotions oneself”
(6.2.26). In fact, the rhetorician writes: “I have often seen actors, both in tragedy and
comedy, leave the theatre still drowned in tears after concluding the performance of some
moving role” (6.2.35).
However, somatic training is necessary for an effective performance. In order for
the orator and actor to achieve an “affective embodiment,” he must, according to
Quintilian, engage in what I see as the equivalent to experiential somaesthetics through
visions “fantastic . . . daydreams . . . whereby things absent are presented to our
imagination with such extreme vividness that they seem actually to be before our eyes”
(6.2.29-30). Quintilian writes that intense visions or imaginations belong to “the pathos
of the Greeks, which we correctly translate by emotion” (6.2.20). Roach explains:
An orator, [Quintilian] says, like an actor, should employ imaginative
identification to ‘impersonate’ and ‘exhibit’ emotions as if they were his
own. He urges the orator to ‘assimilate [himself] to the emotions of those
who are genuinely so affected’ (6.2.27), taking those passions into himself
and transforming them into vocal and bodily eloquence. (24)
According to Noreña, the same words are restated by Vives, who “conceives of the
imagination as ‘the eye of the soul’” (Emotions 92).
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Book 6 is broken down into five parts: 1. Parts of a Speech: Conclusion
(Peroration); 2. The Judge’s Temperament; Pathos, Ethos; 3. Wit and Humor; 4.
Altercatio or Debate; 5. Judgment and Sagacity.
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For Quintilian, the eyes are critical to acting: “Of the various elements that go to
form the expression, the eyes are the most important, since they, more than anything else,
reveal the temper of the mind, and without actual movement will twinkle with merriment
or be clouded with grief.” (11.3.75). Therefore, make-up that exaggerated the actor’s eyes
or the expressive movement of her eyes was a necessary element of acting, especially in
large spaces such as the corrales or the palace stages. Moreover, the eyes were a key
symbol in Baroque art and literature as mirrors and windows to the soul, a Neo-Platonist
trope. Juan de Guzmán argues in his Arte de Rhetórica (1589) that the eyes are pertinent
to the actor’s manifestation of her on-stage character: “The eyes are the windows into the
soul; and through them are represented whatever affect or passion” (148).60 Furthermore,
Pinciano explains: “In the eye one can see wonderful movement, because, being such a
small organ, it only shows signs of anger, hatred, revenge, love, fear, and sadness, tough
and tender joy.”61 In La serrana de la Vera, Vélez de Guevara emphasizes the
protagonist’s “beautiful,” “almond shaped eyes” throughout the play, specifying both
their movements and effect on others, which equally seduce and instill fear. For instance,
we see verses that inspire both desire and fear: “La Serrana de la Vera,/ojos hermosos
rasgos” (v. 212-13); “de vuestros ojos son/mis pensamientos esclavos” (v. 2824-25); “sus
ojos negros y graves” (v. 231); “mis locos anteojos/más temieron a sus ojos” (v. 468-69);
“Gila, si en mirallo das,/que matan tus ojos” (v. 1115-16); and “si saltea con las
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“Los ojos son ventanas del ánimo; y así con ellos representamos cualquier
afecto o pasión, de cualquier suerte que sea.”
61
“En el ojo se ve un maravilloso movimiento, porque, siendo un miembro tan
pequeño, da sólo él señales de ira, odio, venganza, amor, miedo, tristeza, alegría aspereza
y blandura.”
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armas,/también con ojos saltea” (v. 2224-23). Rodríguez Cuadros points out that acting
techniques lauded by moralists and churchmen, such as the actor’s facial expressions,
especially her eyes, also aroused a desire in the spectator,62 as demonstrated by Vélez
above, and also by Lope’s Ginés in Lo fingido verdadero, who claims to be aroused by
Marcela’s eyes: “¡Por Dios, que por sus ojos me abraso!” (‘My God, her eyes drive me
crazy!’; 264).
Examples of the eyes’ power to induce desire are also found in art of the same
time period. Artist Bartolomé Esteban Murillo’s portrait Two Women at a Window
(1655/60) depicts a young woman gazing out from the window and an older woman
standing behind her. This is a painting with controversial interpretations in which
scholars describe the eyes of the young woman innocently “peering from her window as
her chaperone attempts to muffle a laugh with her shawl” (National Gallery of Art;
Figure 4), or as has been the opinion of others that the young woman is a prostitute
gesturing to a customer as her dueña ‘madam’ watches,63 postulating that the pictures
reflected the opinion of that day.
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Rodríguez Cuadros notes: “Los ojos miran a la actriz, quien, a su vez, como
todos los actores, al ser conscientes de la radical profesionalidad de su cuerpo, echaba
mano del arma poderosa de la mirada (‘mire si los que representan ayudan con los ojos lo
que dicen—dirá Zabaleta--, que si lo hacen le levarán los ojos’). Los ojos, convertidos en
eje de expresión y mecánica del oficio, ojos ‘que matan’ y trasmiten la fuerza erótica . . .”
(La técnica 597).
63
See Mary Elizabeth Perry study Gender and Disorder in Early Modern Seville,
which discusses the depiction of women in Murillo’s paintings.
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Figure 4: Bartolomé Esteban Murillo, Two Women at a Window, c.1655/60, courtesy of
the National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC.
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The same arguments have been presented for Murillo’s Two Women Behind a
Grill (Figure 5), as Laura R. Bass and Amanda Wunder reveal in their article “The Veiled
Ladies of the Early Modern Spanish World”: “Since at least the nineteenth century, these
paintings have frequently been described by authors and collectors as scenes of
prostitution, though the visual evidence is far from clear enough to support such a
conclusion” (118). Just as the ambiguity of Murillo’s paintings yields divergent
interpretations, the actors’ expressive movements of the body or limbs produce the same,
disturbing the Symbolic Order. For example, in Ana Caro’s Valor, agravio y mujer,
Leonor’s male servant Ribete exclaims “Pareces el dios de amor. ¡Qué talle, qué pierna y
pie!” at first sight of Leonor dressed in male clothes, costumes that accentuated her legs
(v. 466-67). This, in turn, led the moralists, many of whom were spectators themselves, to
condemn the women of the stage. Ironically, the letters and treatises that condemned
gestures, such as the movement of the actor’s eyes, conversely serve to illuminate her
role as a theater professional (La técnica 597-98).
The precepts and practices of the acting process first manifest themselves through
the actor’s eyes, which become what they see. Quintilian elucidates:
By far the greatest influence is exercised by the glance. For it is by this
that we express supplication, threats, flattery, sorrow, joy, pride or
submission. It is on this that our audience hangs, on this that they rivet
their attention and their gaze, even before we begin to speak. It is this that
inspires the hearer with affection or dislike, this that conveys a world of
meaning and is often more eloquent than all our words. (11.3.72)
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Figure 5: Bartolomé Esteban Murillo, Two Women behind a Grille (mid 17C); courtesy
of Gandalf’s Gallery.
In essence, the actor’s eyes are the multiple “I’s” in which she sees herself. In fact, the
“I’s” created from the representational form allow her to visually change her appearance
through stage make-up and theater costumes; and from the experiential form, the
reflection in the mirror of her memory, permit her to see from various angles the
character she is portraying. These “I’s” become the eyes through which the actor
performs, opening the ‘windows of the soul’ for the audience to look into in hopes of
experiencing an embodied aesthetics, as in Lope’s Casandra from El castigo sin
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venganza, whose eyes reveal her true emotion “mis ojos/sólo saben mi tristeza” (‘only
my eyes know my sadness’; v.1095).
Lope de Vega was well aware of the power people of the popular class or vulgo
had over the success of the actor, and ultimately of the comedia, especially since they
were the bulk of the paying audience in the corrales “cómo las paga el vulgo” (Arte
nuevo v. 47). Friedman affirms that “the pragmatics of the stage—the need to keep the
people happy—and the overwhelming response to the comedia nueva make it worth
Lope’s while to stress the significance of reception, to blend means with end, the popular
with the cultured, lo justo with el gusto” (89). Since Lope knew that pleasing the
audience hinged on the actor’s skill, he coached the actor to practice internal and external
performance techniques in order to develop their acting skills.
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CHAPTER 2: THE CORRAL’S CONTRIBUTION TO SOMATIC EXPERIENCE
Art does not surpass nature but merely perfects it;
so, if nature and art, art and nature, are combined,
the result is a perfect poet.
Cervantes, Don Quixote II.16

As the theatre community gained popularity, and to a large extent a distinguished
level in society,64 artists and audiences alike benefited from a polysemic art form, found
in the comedia performed in the corrales, that played to the senses of the “humblest and
most personal experiences” (McKendrick Theatre 74). In Spain, the corral presented a
different type of theater than its European counterparts—one very much influenced by its
unique architectural design. In late sixteenth-century Madrid, existing houses that framed
a large courtyard were adapted to form the first permanent public theaters: Corral de la
Cruz in 1579 and Corral del Príncipe in 1583. The addition of rooms, benches and
entrances to the corrales, the unpredictable weather conditions, and the unstable
economic and political climate contributed to the natural evolution of the architecture of
the Spanish playhouse, creating a host of ‘happenings,’ to use Kaprow’s term, from the
location, to the food, to the people who surrounded them, that eventually led to a
complete experience for the spectator. It is “precisely because art can be confused with
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González de Salas claims that the professionals, especially the actors’
“eminencia, a que llegaron en su profesión, los puso en superior grado, i en celebridad, in
honores singulares” (185).
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life, it forces attention upon the aim of its ambiguities, to ‘reveal’ experience” (Kaprow
82), and it is true of the comedia, as well. The importance of the whole experience and
the interdependence of its parts, in the case of theaters, not only inspired actors, but also
played a role in the theatrical experience of the members of the audience, enhancing their
individual perceptions of the presentations, a pragmatic aesthetics true from the buildings
to the plays. Moreover, the female actor’s interaction with the unique theater space
helped her cultivate somatic habits that allowed her to create strong roles for the stage,
which in turn contributed to the architectural appeal of the corral by its Renaissance
audience.
A pragmatic aesthetic approach to characterizing the corral provides a foundation
for understanding not only how the architecture of the Spanish playhouse influenced the
production and reception of plays, but how the design of the architecture itself was
shaped by personal, everyday encounters. Pragmatic aesthetics sees art and culture as
emerging out of our basic drives: “by its more consummate and zestful integration of all
the elements of ordinary experience, ‘making a whole out of them in all their variety’ and
giving the experience a still larger feeling of wholeness and order in the world”
(Shusterman Pragmatist Aesthetics 15). In fact, the “embodied knowledge/epistemology”
has been one of the most recent trends in Feminist theory coming from Feminist
philosophers.65 Thus, pragmatic aesthetics, especially Shusterman’s notion of
somaesthetics, provides a perspective for understanding how the corrales allowed for
multiple encounters of ‘an experience’ in the lives of all participants in the Spanish
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Refer to my “Introduction” in this study.
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playhouse throughout its history, appealing to all classes —sharing many of the same
fundamental structural features as the comedia, “a genre that was dedicated to and
supported by its audience” (Campbell 40).
A Unique Theatrical Space
Jodi Campbell, in Monarchy, Political Culture, and Drama in SeventeenthCentury Madrid, observes that corrales enjoyed large popularity by all classes regardless
of hard economic times. She states that “popular and elite elements came together in the
audience, themes, creation, and reception of the theatrical experience” (40). The
Renaissance gave birth to a cultural resurgence in this Spanish theater, with the
architectural design of the playhouse resembling the natural environment and secular
experiences of individuals, and making it “probably the most flexible and, in a sense,
modern stage in Renaissance Europe” (Allen Reconstruction 46). Unlike the playhouses
of Paris, Confrérie and the Théâtre du Marais (1634) which were built in a converted
indoor tennis court, and the English playhouses that were either custom-built or utilized
converted buildings, like churches or inns with yards, the corral’s design, framed by
blocks of houses, intimately connected the representation to the owners of the houses,
some of whom were also residents, further contributing to a pragmatic aesthetic
experience true to life. Moreover, the actor’s ability to practice qualities fundamental to
pragmatic somaesthetics in response to the ‘flexible’ stage of the corral, which was
transformed with the times, promoted the success of the Spanish comedia nueva, a
mixture of comedy and tragedy that appealed so widely to people of all classes.
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Europe encountered a surge of new theatre architecture and interpretation during
the Renaissance. For example, Italy experimented with curvilinear perspective. The stage
accommodated sets that embodied the three dimensional perspective popular in
Renaissance theatre: individual houses with objects such as columns, statues, balconies
and windows placed in front of paintings of landscapes. Later, scenic designs by leading
architects and artists, such as Leonardo da Vinci, enhanced the stage’s circular structure
by creating dynamic, changing stages with more natural settings, exemplifying “much
knowledge gained from practical experience” (Shergold History xxvi). While the Italianinfluenced-Elizabethan masque, which featured music, dance and elaborate costuming,
catered to the wealthy class in court, troupes of actors toured the English countryside,
eventually leading to the construction of the first commercial theater in England. These
playhouses were either custom-built or adapted to existing buildings. In Spain, the
ingenuous architecture of the courtyard—a mixture of private residences and public
constructions of theater and retail space—played a part in attracting a diverse crowd to its
performances. This unique structure of the corrales became evident from the onset,
starting with the dimensions of the stage.
Physical Structure 66
The stage in Madrid’s two permanent playhouses measured about 28 feet wide by
23 feet deep in addition to a five-foot apron that projected forward into the yard at one
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Animated videos on the structure of the corrales are available for online
viewing at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VvHdFC4DiQ&feature=fvwrel;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsjxDC7nKdE&feature=relmfu;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4c_jdxdBMnU.
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end. It featured trapdoors in several areas of the stage, portable staircases, and doors or
openings in curtains located at the rear of the stage, all of which facilitated multiple
entrances and exits for the actors. In addition, the actors’ understage wardrobe, which
measured 10 feet by 18 feet and 10 Castilian feet in height, made it possible to stage
elaborate productions. For example, Shergold describes a scene from Lope de Vega’s
play, La bella Aurora that illuminates the multiple uses of the stage entrances: “A giant
appears through a trapdoor . . . and two girls vanish by means of machines which revolve
and carry them into the tiring-house, producing two satyrs in their places” (Shergold
Historia 224). The rebuilding of the Príncipe’s façade structure in 1645 lifted the height
of the stage to 13 feet, with more space under the stage than in England’s Globe (Allen
Reconstruction 33). These changes, for example the entrances and exits within a large
area, allowed for a dynamic art form.

Figure 6: Drawing of Corral del Principe by J.J. Allen and Carlos Dorremochea.
www.comedias.org.
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In his aesthetic analysis of architecture, Dewey explains that “the scene formed by
the buildings may be looked at as colored and lighted volumes in relation to one another”
(141) and its natural environment. The structure of the new comedias took into account
the natural elements of the existing houses and court-yard, allowing scenes to be formed
by an ‘artistic sense.’ The physical structure of the corrales changed as it became an
extension of the existing private homes, with individuals affected by the environment; as
they dealt with the changing of the seasons and the unpredictable weather conditions; and
as they adapted to economic and political pressures. The changes abovementioned
provoked not only the lessees and owners of the corrales but also artists and the various
audience members to contribute to the architecture, continuously modifying and
transforming the physical performance space according to their own perspective. For
example, many plays called for actors to enter through the audience on horseback,
entailing the removal or rearrangement of seating, which highlights the somatic aspect of
the comedia.
As opposed to its English and Italian counterparts where members of the high
echelon rarely frequented the main floor, the Spanish corral’s ground floor or pit
represented a mixture of spectators from high and low economic classes— young
noblemen, and mosqueteros (similar to England’s groundlings). Many of the playwrights
and literary critics sat on taburetes, located directly in front of the stage. These stools or
seats were open to the weather until 1713 when a belvedere roof was put over the
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corrales.67 After 1719, the taburetes were replaced with three curving rows of singleboard benches with backrests that stretched out to the length of the stage, called lunetas
for their half-moon shape. The platform, which resembled the ‘orchestra’ of the French
and Italian theaters, did not obstruct the view of the spectator standing in the pit or patio,
or the view of those sitting on the gradas (stands attached to the lateral walls of the
corral) (Shergold History 411-12; Allen Reconstruction 88). Therefore, the structure
itself made it possible for all classes to share in the theatrical experience, although from
different vantage points. Above these seats, flushed with the walls, owners of the
buildings opened rejas or grilled windows and added aposentos, boxes or self-contained
rooms located inside people’s homes, elaborately decorating them in accordance to each
owner’s taste. For example, historians found “some twelve paintings and ‘some billiard
cues’” inside six boxes owned by the Condesa de Grajal (Allen Reconstruction 66).
Clergy who frequented the corrales sat at the west end of the third floor in a separate
section called the tertulia, signaling their distance from the rest. McKendrick points out
that “Friars and lesser clerics crowded in the tertulia although attendance for them was in
theory forbidden by a succession of unheeded edicts” (Theatre in Spain 194). In Obras
morales en romance, Fray Manuel Rodríguez expressed a more ‘liberal’ opinion, which
condoned the presence of priests in the theater as long as “the performance contained no
impropriety, and the Bishop had not prohibited their attendance” (Shergold History 535),
a testament to the diverse crowd attracted to the comedia. The cazuela occupied the entire
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Before 1713, a canvas awning, operated by boys through a trap door in the
cazuela, covered the yard (Allen Reconstruction 102; McKendrick Theatre 183).
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second floor below the tertulia. The partially grilled box or balcony facing the stage
belonged exclusively to the women of the lower classes, who were required by law to sit
separate from the men. The manager of the corral optimized the space of the cazuela by
doubling the seating, and thus making it amiable to larger groups. In fact, Jonathan
Thacker notes that “there were times when women started queuing at dawn for the seats
at the front of the cazuela for the afternoon’s performance” (A Companion 127), as
perception from first or last row would differ immensely. Interestingly, the number of
women frequenting the corrales at times surpassed the 350 public spaces available to
them for seating, especially if one considers playwright Juan de Zabaleta’s observation of
an attendant known as an apretador ‘pusher’ packing as many female spectators as
possible into the cazuela (McKendrick Theatre 194). In 1608, in order for women to
enter and exit freely without fear of being harassed by men, authorities demanded the
construction of a separate entrance with its own staircase for the cazuela, and stationed an
alguacil or law officer in front of the door for the women’s protection (Allen
Reconstruction 28).
After the initial building of the entrances, the galleries, and the stage, change to
the corrales occurred at a slower pace and “more piecemeal as owners of the adjoining
properties over the years gradually opened up windows (rejas) and boxes (aposentos), for
their own use” (McKendrick Theatre 179). Comparing them to the English, John Jay
Allen mentions that “the Spanish theaters of the same period appear to have evolved
slowly, developing by degrees to their completeness at some point early in the
seventeenth century” (Reconstruction 37). And even though the corrales resembled
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stages of Western Europe at the time, adapting elements from the Italian and English
stage, the Spanish playhouse epitomized Renaissance architecture’s response to man’s
need to exert control over his environment. McKendrick writes:
At a time when Spanish military hegemony was beginning to yield to
outside pressures and social tensions and economic decline started to gnaw
at the vitals of Spain’s self-confidence, the corrales responded with a
national drama of epic achievement and individual self-assertion which
allowed the Spaniard, when he gazed for a while into its mirror, to burnish
his self-image and go away reassured. (Theatre 74)
From the perspective of pragmatic aesthetics, the physical location of the cazuela, located
directly opposite the stage, gave the women sitting in it a full view of the actors. The
mosqueteros in the pit also had a front view of the stage, giving them a better view to the
comedias than most of those from the upper class. This allowed them freedom to express
their likes and dislikes more directly with the actors, exerting a sense of control over the
plays, important in attracting the popular class—the corral’s most loyal patronage.
According to Alcázar, the groundlings were “los sastres, los zapateros, los cocheros, los
litereros y otros semejantes, que por el ruido que meten se llaman ‘mosqueteros’” (237).
In Arte nuevo, Lope also points out the spectators’ rowdy behavior: “Quede muy pocas
veces el teatro / sin persona que hable, porque el vulgo / en aquellas distancias se inquieta
/ y gran rato la fábula se alarga” (v. 240-44). Campbell remarks “[the mosqueteros’] loud
and enthusiastic support guaranteed a play’s success, and their disapproval meant that a
torrent of insults, rotten fruit, and any other objects on hand would pelt the stage and the
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unfortunate actors” (40). The women in the cazuelas also exercised somatic control by
voicing their disapproval and by banging their keys against the railings, regardless of
social norms that advocated the practice of passive behavior from women, which may
continue to explain the process of the theater. Regarding woman’s behavior, for example,
Fray Luis de León insisted that as a norm women “must always practice silence” (León
Bilingual Edition 71),68 and Juan Luis Vives believed that “it is not shameful for a
woman to be silent” (Education Book I IV.28). However, as McKendrick points out,
“women who went to the theatres (particularly those who stood in the cazuela) and
women who acted in them were laying claim to a degree of unsupervised freedom that
released them from the traditional polarized categories of virtuous woman (silent,
reticent, passive, house-bound) and whore” (“Breaking the Silence” 23), in other words,
the parameters of the entire playhouse permitted a change in status or ambiguous zone in
terms of behavior and décor. Fray Luis de León viewed the woman as “an inherently
simple and impulsive creature prone to laziness who was to be kept enclosed, busily
tending to the economy of the household” (LaGreca 7), a stark contrast to the freedom the
theater allowed women. The spectator sitting in the cazuela who exercised her voice
outside of what the friar believed was ‘normal behavior,’ gained a social agency not
afforded to them outside the corral.
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Nancy LaGreca, in Rewriting Womanhood: Feminism, Subjectivity, and the
Angel of the House in the Latin American Novel, writes that “León dedicates the whole of
chapter 16 to the importance of women’s keeping silent and having an agreeable nature.
The frank reasoning he offers is that women are not intelligent and therefore should not
speak: ‘El mayor consejo que les podemos dar . . . es rogar que callen, y que, ya que son
poco sabias, se esfuercen á ser mucho calladas (de León 1972, 158)’” (7).
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Contrary to the pit and the cazuela, the boxes for the royal and noble classes,
located in the buildings framing the sides of the stage, had a limited view of the actors.
The aposentos faced each other as opposed to the stage, making it difficult (either
visually or aurally) to follow the play. Campbell points out that “despite the elevated
position of the private boxes, at least two-thirds of them were along the sides of the patio
rather than facing the stage, and being somewhat recessed, they did not always provide a
clear view of the stage” (39).
Shergold maintains that audiences of seventeenth-century Spain included those
with “cultivated sensitivity” and those who sought “simpler pleasures.” He writes that “it
is this combination of the highest and the lowest in the theatre audience of the period that
accounts for the combination in the plays themselves of elements of extravagant popular
appeal and of refined subtlety of language and ideas” (History 153). “Everyone from
illiterate poor to the cultured and wealthy” (McKendrick Theatre 196) found ways to
view the comedias; even to the extent of climbing through windows without grills onto
the roof top. Others took a more practical and lucrative approach. Individual owners
requested permission to add rejas in chambers in an effort to accommodate more paying
viewers from their house, as in the case of a don Rodrigo de Herrera y Ribera who
requested authorization to break a bedroom wall for a window to the Corral del Príncipe
(Shergold Los corrales 16). Similarly, owners converted the attic space on the fourth
floor of the buildings to theater boxes called desvanes for additional observation space
for audience members from various social classes, reflecting the changing society. In
addition, some of the desvanes on the upper level floors and in the attic served as storage
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space, and those located above and behind the stage were designated for the operation of
modern theater machinery.
Tramoyas or Machines
Pinciano, according to Rodríguez Cuadros, is the first early modern author that
connects the use of theater machines (máquinas) with the actors’ profession (La técnica
351): “En suma, vea el actor y estudie las especies que hay de máquinas y artificios para
que milagrosamente se aparezca súbito alguna persona: o terrestre, por arte mágica, o
divina, sin ella (Pinciano).69 For instance the tramoyas elevated actors above the stage,
creating the illusion of flying—used in hagiographic plays such as Mira de Amescúa’s El
esclavo del Demonio. These machines required a certain amount of somatic discipline
from the actors who had to train their bodies to balance on the platforms, while trusting
the machines as well as the boys that operated them to safely move them above the stage.
At times the oppositional forces of experiential habits, focused on everyday functioning
that affects mood or attitude, interfered with the actors’ somatic skills, whose acrobatic
movements required them to leap onto or jump from stage machines made to lift an actor
above the main platform. At times actors reverted back to their ingrained habits, refusing
to perform for fear of falling off the contraptions. In her study on Spain’s court theater,
McKendrick annotates that Calderón’s Andromeda y Perseo “included a fall of [d]iscord
from the stage sky that was so precipitous so as to cause the poor actress concerned
almost to break her neck.” She continues, “It is little wonder that the court now left
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‘In addition, watch the actor, and study the variety of machines and devices in
which someone suddenly and miraculously appears: either as earthly magic of the arts, or
as divine intervention.’
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acting to the professionals—in 1660 another actress was badly hurt when she fell off a
machine” (Theatre 226). In a more recent article, McKendrick reports that “even fatal
accidents involving stage machinery” occurred. She gives an account of the actor Josefa
de Medina who “fell from a piece of stage machinery while performing in Seville and
was killed” (“Representing their Sex” 82). With the inclusion of the tramoyas the needs
and physical requirements of the professional actors indeed changed (see figure 12).

Figure 7: “Gloria,” a machine used for high elevations. www.cervantesvirtual.com.
The cloud-machines instilled fear even in the most experienced male actors. In
another play, El Anticristo by Juan Ruiz Alarcón, one of the “leading actor-managers” of
the day, Vallejo, refused to climb the machine that would carry his character, the
Antichrist, to “Heaven” where upon an “avenging angel” would strike him down, forcing
him to fall into an opened trapdoor below. In 1623 Madrid, opening night,
Vallejo . . . found that at the last moment he dared not make the ascent on
the ‘tramoya’, which would presumably have carried him up to Heaven
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located at second-floor level. Thereupon an actress, Luisa de Robles, with
more courage and a genius for improvisation, snatched his crown and robe
and made the ascent in his place, an incident which caused much
amusement, and about which Góngora wrote a sonnet. (Shergold History
229)70
Luisa de Robles’s courage came from her performance training, evident in the rigorous
rehearsal schedules, as noted earlier.
Directors frequently choreographed the scenes during rehearsals, which usually
lasted all day especially weeks before a performance. During these long rehearsals, Luisa
would have been versed in the use of the stage machines. She either may have practiced
climbing and jumping from the machine or at least witnessed the actor practicing the
jump, imagining herself in his position. If the latter is true, from the perspective of
somaesthetics, one can ascertain that Luisa used her proprioceptive images and feelings
to perform the acrobatic movement mentioned above, especially if one takes into account,
as Shusterman points out, that “simply observing others repeatedly performing a task of
movement can significantly improve the learning observer’s subsequent performance of
the task” (“Body” 142). In 1626, three years after her famous performance in El
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Góngora’s sonnet XXXVI (1623), entitled “A Vallejo, auctor de comedias, que,
representando la de ‘el antecristo’, y habiendo de volar por una maroma, no se atrevió, y
en su lugar voló Luisa de Robles”, reads as follows: “Quedando con tal peso en la
cabeza,/bien las tramoyas rehusó Vallejo,/que ser venado y no llegar a viejo/repugna a
leyes de naturaleza./Ningún ciervo de Dios, según se reza, pisó jurisdicciones de
vencejo;/volar, a sólo un ángel lo aconsejo;/que aun de Robles supone ligereza./Al céfiro
no crea más ocioso/toro, si ya no fuese más alado,/que el del Evangelista glorioso./“No
hay elemento como el empedrado”,/dijo; y así el teatro numeroso/volar no vio esta vez el
buey barbado”(290).
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Anticristo, Luisa de Robles, much to audience’s delight, starred as the transvestite
Catalina de Erauso in Pérez de Montalbán’s La monja alférez; a role that required
acrobatic skill and sword fighting abilities. Sherry Marie Velasco remarks that
“three years later, in 1626, Luisa de Robles performed the role of the
Lieutenant Nun in Pérez de Montalbán’s version of Erauso’s life, and
undoubtedly the well-publicized episode of Robles’s courageous action in
1623 affected both the company manager’s decision to acquire the play
and the audience’s reaction to Robles as a warrior nun. What Erauso and
Robles seemed to have in common was their ability to outperform men in
activities traditionally considered more suitable for daring males. Like
Erauso’s fearless acts in her military career, Robles proved that she was
also capable of doing a “man’s job” better than another man” (41).
McKendrick reminds us that “the dramatists obviously played to what they knew to be
the acting companies’ strengths, and their actresses were certainly one of these”
(“Breaking the Silence” 20).
Twentieth Century actor/director Stanislavski, who successfully portrayed
Shakespearean characters such as Othello, might have likened Luisa de Robles’s courage
to an acrobat’s who “must, without stopping to reflect, give [her]self into the hands of
chance and [her] skill. [S]he must jump, come what may . . . [S]he must act, [s]he must
clear the jump at full gallop” (Character 37-38). The professionally trained actor is
taught to use her “physical intuition and inspiration,” explains Stanislavski in the guise of
his character Tortsov in Building a Character. The director expounds:
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When you have developed will power in your bodily movements and
actions it will be easier for you to carry it over into living your role and
you will learn how, without thinking, to surrender yourself instantly and
utterly into the power of intuition and inspiration . . . to act in a quick
rhythm and tempo impossible for an untrained body. (38)
When actors fail to train their bodies to become agile and physically efficient on stage it
“produces nervousness and pressures which prevent their letting themselves go at the
high points, when they need to give themselves completely to their parts” (38). Actors
who focus on cultivating somatic habits, such as gestures, movements and vocalizations,
increase their body’s “ability to adapt to various situations, which consequently improves
somatic functioning and renders their respective experiences more meaningful” (Mullis
114). Luisa de Robles’s dedication to her craft contributed to the aesthetic effect in a
fashion that both entertained and amused her audience, principles practiced by performers
to ensure them steady employment with acting companies who performed in the corrales.
Acting Companies/Management
Theater became almost a way of life for the Spaniards, yielding a steady salary for
acting companies who paid individual owners for the use of the courtyards. Erika
Fischer-Lichte and Jo Riley write:
If one takes into consideration the frequency of performances, the size of
the theaters and the fact that all the seats were sold out, and the size of the
population in Madrid (in 1594, 37,500 inhabitants; in 1630, 180,000
residents and 20,000 non-residents, such as foreigners, visitors, vagabonds
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and beggars), then one must assume that a high percentage of the
population regularly went to the theatre. (84)71
Acting companies, such as that of playwright/actor Lope de Rueda (1510?-1565?), paid
private individuals for the use of their patio to present plays on temporary stages erected
for the particular productions. By the sixteenth century, the commercial theater was “well
established as part of the national life” (Shergold History 209), and as early as 1568, the
custom of acting companies hiring from individuals was superseded by Cofradías,
charitable organizations run by the Church that cared for the poor, ill, orphaned, and old.
Similar to Paris’s Confrérie de la Passion (Confraternity of the Passion), that in 1548
owned the only permanent theater in Paris, the Cofradías received exclusive rights to the
performances in Madrid’s Corral de la Cruz and Corral del Príncipe (Allen
Reconstruction 4). Through this new arrangement, charitable brotherhoods, like the
Cofradía de la Pasión and Sangre de Jesucristo, provided funds for their hospitals from
the profits made at the corrales. The success of these ventures eventually led to full
ownership of Madrid’s two permanent corrales.
From 1604 to 1615, Comisarios de comedias, officers designated by the
Cofradías, rented benches and boxes and sublet the concessions called alojería or alojero
where fruit, cups of water and aloja (a mixture of honey, spices, and water) were sold,
and which contributed to the experience of the production of a comedia as a whole.
However, a financial crisis due to unfortunate events, like the closing of the theater for a
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Erika Fischer-Lichte and Jo Riley contradict Jane W. Albrecht earlier study that
finds that commoners could not afford to attend with any regularity. See Albrecht’s Irony
and Theatricality in Tirso de Molina, 1994.
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period of time due to the death of Philip II or due to outbreaks of plague, restricted the
profits the Cofradías used to maintain their hospitals. 72 This led the municipal authorities,
the Ayuntamiento de Madrid, to adopt the system of leasing the corrales to arrendadores
‘lessee-managers,’ in addition to donating yearly sums of money to help sustain the
hospitals. The arrendadores became liable for the maintenance of the physical integrity
of the theater, paying “a lump sum to the hospitals in return for the right to administer
and retain the profits” (Shergold History 503). As indicated by Walter Cohen, the
continued relationship with charity was what effectively led to the longevity of the
corrales.
Except for the women who sat in the cazuela and for those who entered through
hallways in individual homes that housed boxes, most spectators entered through the
doors that led to the patio or to the refreshment concession area. Behind the alojero stood
a small balcony raised about three feet off the level of the yard. The alcalde ‘mayor’
would sit in the alojero when the side of the stage, where he usually sat with two or three
of his guards behind him, was occupied with stage scenery. In addition to maintaining
order in the corrales, the alcalde announced the start of the plays and ensured that all
who entered through the entrances located on the ground level below the cazuela paid at
the door, where the entrance charges varied.
Income
Pricing was an element that determined the success of the comedia. John J. Allen
writes that “general admission prices were cheap enough for a wide spectrum of society
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See Shergold History 521 for more information.
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to be able to afford, roughly equivalent to the penny theatres of Shakespeare's London”
(“Documenting” 999). However, in accordance to McKendrick’s findings, in 1600 the fee
for the mosqueteros to stand in the middle of the pit amounted to 0.6 of a real, a
significant amount compared to the laborer’s day-wage at three reales. And if they
wished to sit on a bench or gradas, the spectators would have to pay an extra fee, all of
which may have led many spectators to sneak into the corrales without paying. For
example, in 1632, the manager for the Corral de la Cruz filed a complaint claiming that a
young man damaged roof tiles after climbing through a window to watch a play, “salio un
moço a querer ver las comedias y llego asta el caballete del texado […] y por ella se
quiebran y echan a perder los dichos texados” (Shergold Los corrales 54). This complaint
resulted in an order by which all windows that faced the courtyard had to have grills in
order to prevent spectators from viewing the comedias without paying entrance fees.
According to Shergold, people who tried to get in for free were from various classes,
“such as soldiers, servants of the royal household or of ambassadors, noblemen, and
public officials, and many other persons, who seem to have claimed privilege” (History
539). In addition, the arrendador received a separate flat fee of 12 reales for the
aposentos (Shergold History 387; McKendrick Theatre 193). Shergold points out that the
price for leasing the boxes varied depending on the floor they were located in, “which
must have been either larger, or which gave a better view of the stage” (387), meaning
that the type of somatic experience also played a role in the pricing. Allen observes that
“arrangements between the leasing management and the owners of boxes varied widely,
depending upon the circumstances and the particular deal an owner was able to strike
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with the lessee” (Reconstruction 56). The boxes were leased out annually by the owners
of the house, one of which was for the king; however, some owners of the homes would
sublet the boxes when they were not in use. The owners either paid a set fee to the
arrendador or handed over a share of their profits. Some received viewing rights in
exchange for access through their house to other boxes or were paid a fee for the use of
the passageway. For example, a doña Juana González Carpio received an annual income
of 50 ducados for the women’s right to enter through her house to the cazuela in the
Corral del Príncipe (Shergold and Varey Teatros 31). The income from the aposentos
and gradas and ticket sales from the popular crowd contributed to the upkeep of the
corral’s structure and ensured the success of the theater, as well as supported the
arrendadoras, ‘women lessee/managers.’
The corrales, which at a full capacity sat almost 2000 spectators each
(McKendrick Theatre 191), enjoyed a certain amount of freedom from the stronghold of
the Inquisition censors, thanks in large part to the contribution of most of its profits to the
hospitals for the poor. McKendrick, among other early modern Spanish critics,
illuminates the hegemonic stronghold that existed between Church and State: “Secular
and religious life, the interests of State and Church, became virtually inseparable, and the
Inquisition imposed a religious orthodoxy seen as essential to the well-being of the
nation” (Theatre 3). However, since the Cofradías depended on profits from the corrales
to help support their hospitals, censors made many exceptions or amendments in favor of
the theaters. Consequently, in 1615 hospitals were “placed under the jurisdiction of a
member of the Council of Castile, known as their ‘Protector,’ and in view of the close
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connexion between them and the corrales, he became the ‘Protector’ of the latter”
(Shergold History 386), providing the acting companies that performed in the corrales
protection from censorship by the Inquisition. Shergold explains:
The theaters were nevertheless, from the sixteenth century onwards, the
subject of a prolonged moral debate on the legitimacy or otherwise of
having stage plays, and at times it was only the association of the hospitals
with the corrales that saved the latter from total closure. If the corrales
were shut, the hospitals were deprived of their funds, and would have to
shut too, an argument that was put forward repeatedly to urge the
reopening of the theatres during periods of suspension. 73 (522)
One of the main premises in which the Council of Castile protected and permitted the
corrales to remain open for most years during its lifetime was its dependence on the
theaters’ presentation of ‘auto sacramentales’ (plays on religious and moral themes) at
the Corpus Christi festivities, which provided a didactic performance venue for the
Church as well as economic sustenance for the hospitals (522). This seemingly
dichotomic connection between the Council of Castile and the corrales created a unique
theater space for its comedias, paradoxically bestowing playwrights with a sense of
freedom of quill.
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Religious moralists, such as Fray Pedro de Rivadeneira and Fray Manuel
Rodríguez, argued against the legitimacy of the theater, basing their attacks on early
Christian writings that condemned many of the stage activities; for example, women
actors who dressed as men (History 522-23).
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Impact on Arte nuevo
The natural architecture of the corrales, as well as the actor, playwright/director,
and audience, played a major role in the creation of the comedias; giving birth to
seventeenth-century Spanish comedia nueva by Lope de Vega. The Fenix, as Lope was
nicknamed, 74 presented a practical guide to making plays that fused the natural elements
of the corrales to form a new genre of theatric presentation, the comedia nueva,75 what
Dewey might call a “collective individuality” that “leaves its indelible imprint upon the
art that is produced” (344). This apparent collectivity exists because of the audience, the
social class, aural quality, and embodiment that occur in experiencing the comedia nueva
as an integral part of the corrales. William Egginton surmises that
The comedia can be said to be modern in the following three ways: it is
concerned with developing with professional actors complex characters,
rather than defining a performative space; it takes place in a prefabricated
space, itself reliant on a fundamental separation between actor and
spectator; and its purpose is the animation of a given author's text into an
imaginary, but viable, alternate reality for the enactment and testing of
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Agustín de Rojas, in “Loa de la comedia (1603),” refers to Lope de Vega as “la
fénix de nuestros tiempos y Apolo de los poetas” (102).
75
McKendrick writes “First the comedia has to be viewed historically as a genre,
as a theatrical and social phenomenon . . . Secondly, therefore, the body must be viewed
as a body of separate texts for performance” (Theatre in Spain 77). Comedias are
considered their own genre in the sense that it does not fit into the genre of drama,
tragicomedy or melodrama. Instead, it is a combination of all genres written in verse.
This style of writing was adapted by all early modern Spanish writers.
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moral, social, and political situations. (“An Epistemology of the Stage”
396)
In his defense of this new genre, Arte nuevo, Lope acknowledges the influence of the
corral’s diverse spectatorship presented earlier in this chapter, especially the vulgo or
plebeian class who made up a good portion of the audience: “que un arte de comedias os
escriba/que al estilo del vulgo se reciba” (‘to write you an art of the play which is today
acceptable to the taste of the crowd’; Arte 11; trans. Brewster). The new comedia, “born
in the corrales” as McKendrick observes, is a “new recipe for art . . . [that] puts the
pleasure of audiences above the concerns of the academics and therefore privileges nature
rather than theory and artifice,” since for Lope “dramatic poetry is life not doctrine”
(Theatre 110). Its themes include “honour and ‘virtuous actions,’ masculine disguise for
heroines, suspense and surprise, versification suitable to the subject, and plots without
superfluous elements which unfold in as little time as is feasible” (110), all aimed at the
pleasure of the audiences.
Lope’s metaphrastic works reflect the pragmatic aesthetics experience of his
audience. Writing comedias in verse, as opposed to the Aristotelian tradition of prose,
quickly gained popularity with other playwrights of his time. It also made it easier for
actors to memorize lines, and the rhythm of the verses tended to move its audience. 76
Additionally, Lope, nick-named the “monster of nature” for his prolific life, combined
everyday experiences to create, according to McKendrick, “intricately crafted, multi-
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See the section on “La retórica de Aristóteles y las formas y recursos del ‘Arte
nuevo’ in Emilio Orozco Díaz’s study, ¿Qué es el ‘Arte nuevo’ de Lope de Vega? (1422).
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faceted and often tonally complex and ambiguous works” (Theatre 77).77 She continues,
“In dedicating himself to a naturalistic theatre that ignored the rigid shaping of art, Lope
embarked on a mixed drama which by definition resisted the tidy orderings of old labels”
(79-80). His contemporary, Tirso de Molina, confirms in Los Cigarrales: “Que si él
(Lope de Vega) en muchas partes de sus escritos dice que él no guarda el arte antiguo, lo
hace por conformarse con el gusto de la plebe, que nunca consintió el freno de leyes y
preceptos” (‘That if he (Lope de Vega) in much of his writings says he does not keep the
ancient art, he does so in order to conform to the tastes of the plebeian, who has never
followed rules or precepts’; qtd. in Díez Borque “Lope de Vega y los gustos del ‘vulgo’”
9). Thus, in the comedia, Lope reduced the Aristotelian categories of literature from lyric,
epic, tragedy, and comedy, to just three: lyric, epic, and drama (J. Campbell 1n1).
Another element of arte nuevo against old precepts is that kings and ordinary people
appeared together in the comedia, breaking with the classical form, which also mimicked
the corral where people of different social classes shared the same theatrical experience.
Jodi Campbell explains that “this brought the figure of the king down from his Greek
association with divinity and heroism, set above other men, to the position of an ordinary
mortal, having to deal with the conflicts, passions, and obstacles of life on earth. Placing
kings in comedias emphasized their human side” (1). Consequently, Lope de Vega and
his contemporaries, who wrote primarily for a stage without curtains, scenery, wings or
lighting, aimed to please the audience aurally, probably more so than visually—evident in
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In his “Prólogo” to Ocho comedias y ocho entremeses (1615), Cervantes refers
to Lope as “el monstruo de la naturaleza, el gran Lope de Vega” (144).
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the stage directions, producing an embodied experience. For example, in Calderon’s El
alcaide de si mismo,78 the dialogue, or didascalias habladas, serves as an aural guide for
the spectators. In the opening of Act II, which takes place in a park, characters signal the
changing of scenes through dialogue: “. . . Federico enters, and in a dialogue with
Roberto says: ‘Is not some one knocking? Roberto: Yes. Federico: Then go and open the
door,’ and the stage direction follows: ‘Federico sits down in a chair; enter Marguerite,’
whereby a change to the interior of the castle is to be supposed by the spectator” (Rennert
The Spanish Stage 87). On the other hand, Tirso, in El vergonzoso en palacio,
demonstrates how the comedias offer the spectator “an authentic banquet of the senses,”
as José María Ruano de la Haza puts it (“Actores” 96). In the second act, the character
Doña Serafina specifies how the comedia’s music and actions stir the senses in the
ignorant as well as the wise, concluding:
De la vida es un traslado,
Sustento de los discretos,
Dama del entendimiento,
De los sentidos banquete,
De los gustos ramillete,
Esfera del pensamiento,
Olvido de los agravios,
Manjar de diversos precios,
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Calderón de la Barca wrote plays for the corrales as well as for the court of
Phillip IV.
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Que mata de hambre a los necios
Y satisface a los sabios. (97)79
Hence, this ‘new’ genre allowed for art to express itself through a multitude of ‘actions’
and ‘reactions’ in an ever changing environment, seen by diverse audiences “all of whom
it was their aim to please” (Shergold History 541).
Audience
The corral’s intrinsic architectural design contributed to the somatic experience of
the ‘new art’ for the audiences as well. The nature of the physical design of the corral,
built within existing blocks of buildings that limited future expansions, was “not a selfcontained theatre. It was a curious and uneasy mixture of public and private seating, of
theatre property and private property” (McKendrick Theatre 184), that transformed over
time. Orrell applies the word ‘organic’ to describe the corral’s transformation:
The Corral del Príncipe developed piecemeal over the years to satisfy the
demand for revenue and changing audience conditions . . . Clearly the
Corral del Príncipe was not a fully worked-out design to begin with. It
grew by stages, as if by an organic process. The side boxes cut through
from the neighboring houses were the result of commercial enterprise, not
deliberate architectural thought. (28)
Orrell goes on to say that the Corral de Príncipe “was a succession of accidents
influenced by the central theatrical impulse and ultimately giving that impulse full
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‘A translation of life, sustenance for the discreet, a lady of understanding, a
banquet for the senses, a bouquet of pleasures, the sphere of thought, an escape from
grievance, and a delicacy to match every purse, which starves fools but satisfies sages.’
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expression” (37; my emphasis). This organic process or “succession of accidents” is a
host of “happenings” or what Dewey would define as “an experience” in the sense that
“experience occurs continuously, because the interaction of live creature and environing
conditions is involved in the very process of living” (36). In other words, as it was so
linked to the life of its community, homeowners, artists and patrons contributed to the
enhancements or alterations of the public theater, which included adding windows and
boxes, or altering the size of the stage, molding the unique architecture of the playhouse
with ‘an experience,’ consequently changing the linguistic definition of the Spanish word
teatro (theater). Teatro changed from a reference to the playhouse as a whole to mostly a
reference to the stage.80 The playhouse then became known as the corral “because it was
in fact a courtyard” (Shergold History 556), a theater set in a patio surrounded by houses,
within a community that was as eclectic as the corral’s design.
This eclectic group of spectators responded in a variety of ways to the theater, not
only in voicing their likes or dislikes for a particular comedia, as mentioned earlier, but
also by embodying the performances in the physical space of the corral. Ruano de la
Haza asserts that “el espectador del siglo XVII era participante activo de la experiencia
teatral y no el voyeur privilegiado de un teatro moderno” (‘The seventeenth-century
spectator was an active participant in the theater experience and not a privileged voyeur
from a modern day theater’; “Actores” 79). For example, in 1620, an Anonymous writer
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Shergold, in the “Glossary” section of History, defines teatro: “‘Theatre’; but
more commonly in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, ‘stage’. Cf. the ‘teatro
dorado’, or ‘gilded stage’ set up for plays in the ‘salon dorado’, or ‘hall of gilt’ in the old
Palace” (563).
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described his experience as a continual battery to his soul, attacking all the senses:81 “los
ojos ven tanto aderezo y adorno, los oídos oyen tantas agudezas, el olfato tanto olor y
perfumes, el tacto tanta blancura y regalo, el gusto tantas colaciones y meriendas, que es
milagro poder uno resistir á tan larga batería y tan porfiada á una siempre y por tantas
puertas” (‘the eyes see so much dressing and adornment; the ears hear so much witticism;
the nose so many odors and perfumes; the touch so much whiteness and gift; the taste so
many sweets and snacks; it takes a miracle to resist such a persistent and long battery of
one’s senses, which attack one from all sides; Cotarelo y Morí Bibliografía de las
controversias 214). Hence, as an active participant, the spectator experiences an
embodied aesthetics.
In her examination of the female spectator’s response to rape and violence in 2RC
Teatro’s version of Calderón’s Alcalde de Zalamea, Connor-Swietlicki finds that there is
a strong connection between somatic experiences and how one perceives performance
and plastic art, explaining that as human beings the “mirror neurons” inside our minds
rely on inner and outer experiences to interpret performances. Egginton’s description of
audience member’s behavior can be used as a case of embodied aesthetics:
[mosqueteros] put on airs as well as noble clothing to come to the theater,
a place where they could exercise an importance and power which they
desired and identified with, but to which they had no access in everyday
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“que algunas veces como miserable y mal advertido me he hallado en estas
desventuras y que tenéis la mayor razón del mundo; porque parece que allí está dando el
demonio continuada batería al alma por todas sus puertas y sentidos” (Cotarelo y Morí
Bibliografía de las controversias 214).
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life. In this way, the gestural, verbal, and sartorial codes that the audience
learned so well in order to project an alternate reality on the screen of the
stage became equally an integral part of everyday personal interaction.
(“An Epistemology of the Stage” 409)
This example highlights how the corral’s intrinsic design influenced the spectator’s
somatic awareness. However, Egginton suggests that the audience members created their
own “imagined space” by “playacting” the roles they observed on stage. In “playacting”
the spectator does not believe in the “truth” of what she is doing. She only mirrors the
movements of the actor without interpreting the gestures in relation to her own
experiences. On the other hand, Egginton deduces that the actor’s performance becomes
“equally an integral part of everyday personal interaction” for the spectator. This
behavior implies an audience somatic embodiment of the comedia presented at the
corrales. By incorporating the gestures in her daily relationships with others, the
spectator practices experiential/performative somaesthetics, a behavior that would
corroborate Connor-Swietlicki’s premise of “mirror-neurons” that stresses that we
spectators “physically re-make” the actor’s “every movement and sound inside our own
tissues, connecting them within us dynamically in processes” (“Embodying Rape &
Violence” 10). Consequently, the mosqueteros’ gestural and verbal actions were not
merely a result of “playacting,” but instead an experience inherent to
experiential/performative somaesthetics. Their sense of truth in what they were doing was
enhanced by the natural setting of the corral that granted equal access to those of noble
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class and those who aspired to it; adding to the audience members embodied experience,
which was as diverse as the spectators themselves.
The diversity of the audience, with its demand for theater, played an important
role in the structure of the playhouse as well: There were “nobles, prelates and the
wealthy in the boxes [aposentos], traders, shopkeepers and artisans on the benches and
raked seating [gradas], manual workers, soldiers, servants, young bucks [often referred to
as mosqueteros] and those who lived by their wits in the patio” (McKendrick Theatre
193), such as “thieves, rogues, and skillful pickpockets” (Shergold History 539).
Furthermore, “the wide range of prices,” explains Margaret Greer, made it possible for
“at least occasional attendance by diverse sectors of the society, male and female, from
artisans, soldiers, and servants to clerics and the wealthiest nobility” (“Spanish Golden
Age Tragedy” 352). Even with affordable ticket prices, some managed to enter free, as
mentioned above. Another community reflective of the diverse audience members was
the group of artists who worked in the theater.
Artists
As evident in the entries of Shergold and J.E. Varey’s Genealogía, the diverse
social backgrounds of actors and playwrights (who were noblemen, peasants, servants,
and artisans) supported the intrinsic structure of the theater to which the audience could
relate. For example, the actor Fabiana Laura came from a successful artisan family—“her
mother, Doña Salvadora Hurtado, the daughter of a respectable apothecary; her father,
Don Matías Andreas de Eslava, a doctor of medicine in Granada,” whereas Maria
Francisca came from very humble means—“the daughter of a mulatto servant of the
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Duke of Najera and a washerwoman” (McKendrick “Representing Their Sex” 77).
McKendrick documents that the actors
were exposed in the course of their daily lives to writing of considerable
sophistication. The stage exposed women spectators to a world of ideas,
dilemmas and possibilities that they would certainly not have encountered
elsewhere in their lives, but the exposure of the women who created and
inhabited that world on stage was necessarily closer and more intense.
They had to think and discuss what these ideas, dilemmas and possibilities
meant in order to decide how to perform them, they lived the situations,
the crises and emotions for the duration of the play, they spoke the
powerful verse of great poet playwrights. No doubt the less talented did
what they were told, no doubt many were wooden and unconvincing, but
if the general level had not been reasonably high the theatre would not
have been the success it was—certainly visitors to Spain were very
admiring of Spanish actresses. (91)
In other words, the actor did not merely imitate, but instead interpreted every movement
with her own personal life and professional acting experience to create an expression of
art, especially since there were few stage props or scenery to rely on. McKendrick
reminds us that “the corral’s neutral or unlocated stage meant that during each act
nothing impeded the free and natural flow and speed of the action” (Theatre 195). The
actor captured the essence of her character and emotions (anger, fear, joy, etc.) without
desires for recognition, but of understanding, a belief founded in the practice of
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pragmatic somaesthetics. Her artistic energies engaged the viewers, who by the end of the
play actually believed her to be the character she played and not the actor, even though
their objective reality comprehended the difference. For this reason, actors were “often
identified in real life with the characters they played and treated accordingly” (195). For
instance, Ángela (Rogel) Dido, mentioned earlier, adopted her surname from the popular
character Dido, which she successfully portrayed in Guillén de Castro’s Dido y Eneas,
and the actress Bárbara Coronel continued to play the part of a man outside of the corral,
“siempre casi vestida de hombre, particularmente en los caminos y a cauallo” (‘almost
always dressed as a man, particularly when traveling by horse’; Shergold and Varey
Genealogía 422).
Dewey claims that “in the end, works of art are the only media of complete and
unhindered communication between man and man that can occur in a world full of gulfs
and walls that limit community of experience” (109). The inherent design of the corral
allows for such a pragmatic aesthetic experience. Fischer-Lichte and Riley support this
idea:
Like cinema and television today, seventeenth-century corrales theatre
was obliged to find new plays to serve the audience ever new productions.
Such constant changes, both to the repertoire and to the sequence of single
performances, fulfilled very different functions. First, the audience was
entertained and diverted from an increasingly desolate reality. At the same
time, the theatre provided a model of changeability and continual change,
in the same way that fortune was believed to control all human relations.
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Finally, it confirmed the unchanging importance of certain values and
ideals contained and realised in all the plays, despite their great
differences. These values and ideals clearly defined an identity which all
spectators recognized as binding and controlling in their lives, regardless
of their social position and despite, or even precisely because of, the
economic depression and political crisis in the Spanish empire. (85)
In the corrales, the experience is complete once the receiver engages her senses in
relating to the product. It is with this in mind that the artist, engaging her own senses,
“works to create an audience to which [s]he does communicate” (Dewey 109). The
playwrights and actors, whose process of acting and transformation are piecemeal and
partial as well, continued to create comedias that evolved with its audience in an organic
way in conjunction with the natural evolution of the corral, even during times of
economic and social unrest.
Maintenance and Upkeep
Spanish actors dealt with an economic and political crisis, at times disastrous,
which progressively contributed to a lack of maintenance and upkeep of the corrales. In
addition to Spain’s economic weakening due to the costly wars with Portugal, France and
elsewhere, and the political unrest within its territories during the 1600’s, the rise in
unemployment for the actors and others in the theater profession caused much dismay,
forcing many to go hungry. Connor-Swietlicki points out: “In seventeenth-century Spain
and in earlier societies, comedy and comedic elements are at least loosely based on
conditions and conflicts occurring commonly in those societies” (“Marriage” 25).
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Examples of some of these conditions are the prohibition of plays due to concern with
actors’ costumes (especially women dressing as men) which ordered the closing of the
corrales in 1644 and then in 1646, lasting until 1651. Furthermore, authorities suspended
all kinds of entertainment in observation of the death of the royal couple, Isabel of
Bourbon in 1644 and King Philip IV in 1665, in addition to the annual 40-day
observation of Lent. Mandates also forced the suspension of all comedias due to the
outbreak of plagues and other contagious diseases at various times (Shergold, History,
520 – 22; McKendrick Theatre 189). Substantiated in legal documents preserved in the
Archivo de la Villa de Madrid, these events also affected the corral’s physical structure
and property. The closing of the public playhouses caused them to go unattended,
suffering severe neglect. The lack of maintenance practically left the theaters in ruins,
evident in such declarations as the one filed by the arrendador Bernando de Villavelarde,
which claimed that the corrales were “amenazando ruina” ‘looming collapse’ (Varey and
Shergold Teatros 30).
Besides the turbulent economic and political environment, inclement weather
contributed to the decay of some of the property and structure to the corral, and early
nightfall at times presented a challenge to the artists and spectators. Unlike its European
counterparts, the corral did not have a permanent roof for most of its lifetime, causing
much distress from rough weather to the benches in the courtyard. The stage, illuminated
only by natural lighting, also became difficult to manage. Therefore, starting times were
adjusted to fit the seasons—two o’clock during the autumn and winter months, and three
or four o’clock during spring and summer months, closing the theater during the roughest
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months of the year. Adapting the hours of performances to the natural environment
allowed for proper viewing of the plays. Still, the arrendadores and acting companies
accrued hefty fines for not adhering to the specified hours for performances, not to
mention expenses for wear and tear due to awful weather conditions (Shergold History
519).82 The musicians’ tardiness, for example, was a problem for the autores, a note Lope
de Vega makes in his comedia, Lo fingido verdadero, Act II, Scene 2:
GINÉS.

¿Los músicos?

PINABELO. Florisén dijo que luego vendría.
GINÉS.

¡Harto bien, por vida mía! Siempre nos ha de faltar un

músico.83
For this reason, many defied the rules for start and end time. Records indicate that some
performances lasted well into the late afternoon or until after dark because actors insisted
on waiting until the theater filled up before starting (Shergold History 520). One such
record shows that in 1695 Andrea de Salazar was fined 50 ducats for starting just a
quarter of an hour late, although it was later reduced to 10 ducats (520n1). This example
of leniency by the court further demonstrated the popularity of the corrales, which served
as an escape from economic and social pressures. For this reason, apart from the times of
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There were other reasons for enforcing the prompt start-times of performances,
such as preventing criminal activities. Melveena McKendrick in Theatre in Spain 14901700, for example, explains “If a play finished late, when it was getting dark, then fights
broke out, pockets were picked and the women spectators were molested as they left . . .”
(193).
83
GENESIUS. And the musicians? PINABELLUS. Florisen said he’d be right
along. GENESIUS. A fine state of affairs, upon my life! We’re always short a musician.
(McGaha 70-71)
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royal mourning, epidemics, or financial difficulties, everyone took part in the
maintenance of the corrales: the spectators through the purchase of tickets or the leasing
of aposentos; the arrendador through part of the profits; and even the actors contributed a
portion of their pay to fund repairs to the stage, benches, etcetera (387).
Madrid’s Corral de la Cruz and Corral del Príncipe remained as its two public
theaters until well into the eighteenth-century when they were superseded by prosceniumstage theaters. By the late 1600s, due to the court’s control of the content, the comedia no
longer reflected the interests of the audience, and the popularity of the corrales declined
(Campbell 29). By the mid-1700s, both permanent theater houses were demolished and
replaced by theaters built a la mode of Italian theatrical architecture. The Italian opera,
which tailored to the cultural elite, dominated the stage under the reign of the early
Bourbon monarchs, until the succession of Charles III in 1759 that brought an end to the
opera. Nonetheless, before its demise, the public theater in Spain enjoyed immense
popularity, contributed primarily to the artists and the audience’s (residents and
spectators, literate and illiterate alike) ameliorated perspectives of their shared theatrical
and somatic experiences.
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CHAPTER 3: SOCIOPOLITICS OF THE SPANISH WOMAN ACTOR: BUILDING
CHARACTER
As personal feelings of strength and self-awareness feed into more collective feelings of
power and solidarity, so individual efforts of consciousness-raising and empowerment
through somaesthetics (especially when undertaken with an awareness of the wider
social contexts that structure one’s bodily life) can fruitfully contribute to the larger
political struggles whose results will shape the somatic experience of women in the
future.
Richard Shusterman, Body Consciousness
During the seventeenth-century, it was the woman who presented both an object
of ‘desire’ and a ‘threat’ to those who controlled and frequented the corrales. Women’s
constant presence in the theater threatened the status quo of the hegemonic state that
controlled the theater and its constituents. Departing from Julia Kristeva’s notion of the
abject, and Homi Bhabha’s theorization of stereotyping, one can claim women used the
ambiguity of being an ‘object’ to their advantage: instead of simply submitting to the role
of an object easily controlled, women of the stage performed a major role contributing to
the new form of Spanish plays and the theatre space, despite threats from those who
opposed it. Working their way up the hierarchies of the theater community, many actors,
such as Mariana Vaca, Ángela Dido, Bárbara Coronel and Jusepa Vaca, gained status as
masters in their craft, thereby playing a critical part in the world of the theater.
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Cultural and Social Constructs
In seventeenth-century Spain, women of the theater transgressed codes of gender
behavior even more so than the average woman. They had a place as actors, unlike in
England,84 yet they evoked notions of attraction and repulsion, very much like Kristeva’s
concept of the abject. Mary Blythe Daniels writes:
In striking contrast was the relative freedom of possibilities for the women
attached to the acting profession. Not only was this avenue of work closed
to women in other countries during this time period, but as the seventeenth
century progressed, the actress’s options widened rather than narrowed.
Women increasingly became actor/managers (between the years 1660 and
1670 at least thirteen troupes were managed by women), they participated
in the gremio [‘guild’] and at least one woman, María Navas, was elected
to the high-ranking office of mayordoma [‘majordomo’]” (57-58).
Furthermore, McKendrick reasons that if women actors, who early on learned to read as
part of their theater training,
took being able to read for granted, then it is fair to assume that other
forms of untraditional female behavior would have seemed more
comprehensible and acceptable to them, particularly given the prominent,
very public nature of their work, which in itself was significantly
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Female actors did not appear on the English stage until 1629.
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transgressive in the context of contemporary gender expectations at the
time. (“Representing their Sex” 91)
The “transgressive” behavior of female actors added to the constant shifting between
disgust and pleasure, phobia and yearning for the ‘other’ that led to stereotyping,
especially since it threatened “identity, system and order”—the symbolic order.85
Kristeva defines abject as that which “disturbs identity, system, order. What does
not respect borders, positions, rules” (11). She posits that “the abject and abjection are
notions (new maladies of the soul) where the separation between subject and object is not
yet clear but where these two quasi entities are exhausted in fascination and repulsion”
(Powers of Horror 260), in other words, the abject is part of the subject. Abject,
something equally repulsive and attractive seeps through the walls of the subject’s
memories, out from the land of oblivion it occupies. In response, the subject feels
compelled to reject it out of fear of its own destruction, as was the case of early modern
Spanish female actors. Women, in this case the object, had threatened the very existence
of the hegemonic society in Spain since medieval times. The woman’s state of difference,
physically and metaphysically, 86 presented a threat to the members of the dominant
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According to Jacques Lacan, the symbolic order is a narrative that controls
desire and the acceptance of language’s rules. Lacan aligns the symbolic order with the
Oedipus complex or what he defines as the Name-of-the-Father: “It is in the name of the
father that we must recognize the basis of the symbolic function which, since the dawn of
historical time, has identified his person with the figure of the law” (Ecrits 230; author’s
emphasis).
86
Iris Marion Young, in “Throwing like a Girl,” argues that “an essential part of
the situation of being a woman is that of living the ever-present possibility that one will
be gazed upon as a mere body, as shape and flesh that presents itself as the potential
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society (exemplified by ecclesiastical discourse) while at the same time it evoked
emotions of curiosity and desire. The subject, caught in the middle of these shifting
places (threat and desire), created fixed images that fed into the fantasy of the Other (the
reader/spectator). The subject occupied the position of “other,” be it of stories, sermons,
or religious plays, and was to be directed or educated consistent with Church or moralist
rules of conduct.87
Therefore, opinions on women’s proper social behavior infiltrated the
sociopolitical institutions that enforced encoded somatic habits in laws and social norms
that extended beyond the dress code.88 Manuals on the proper behavior of women
employed the imago89 of the Father through the symbolic use of the Virgin Mary. For
example, Juan Luis Vives’ De institutione feminae christianae mentioned in the previous
chapter, expects women to adhere to religious standards according to Catholic beliefs of
the Holy Virgin: spiritually immaculate and eternally giving. Fray Luis de León’s La
perfecta casada mentions other somatic habits in regards to social behaviors specific to
women, such as condemning the use of make-up or speaking in public (explored in more

object of another subject’s intentions and manipulations, rather than as a living
manifestation of action and intention” (24).
87
See Maravall’s La cultura del Barroco, chapter 2 “Una cultura dirigida” (131175).
88
For a historical account of manuals on behavior and civility in Europe,
especially Spain, see the “Introduction” to Yolanda Gamboa’s study, Cartografía social
en la narrativa de María de Zayas, specifically the section on “Normalización,” pages
24-32.
89
In Lacan’s imago, a term referring to the transformation that takes place when a
subject assumes an image, the ‘I’ comes into being not as an emanation of the individual,
but as the result of this encounter with the ‘other.’
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detail in chapter 4). This one-dimensional archetype of the woman fed into the madonnawhore dichotomic ideology; the ‘process of subjectification’ Homi Bhabha speaks of.
Similar to the process of a hegemonic colonial discourse described by Bhabha, the
practice of stereotyping women in Spanish literature and writings naturally led to biases
against women in the theater as well. In “The Other Question,” which examines the idea
of “ambivalence” in the creation of the stereotype, Bhabha suggests that in examining
stereotypical discourse, one should be careful not to fix any one position in a particular
time in history as the formation of a stereotype. He claims that the process of representing
continual and repetitive images of the other creates the stereotype. Rigid and fantastical
stereotypes become ingrained in our psyche through the process of repetition, masked by
metaphoric rhetoric, like the ‘savage Indian’ that is later transported to the image of the
black man as a ‘beast.’ The repetition of these fixed images creates the stereotype, which
eventually becomes part of the past and then is carried forward into the future. The
dominant society’s oppression of the ‘other’ is based on the constant shifting between
disgust and pleasure, fear and desire, of the ‘other.’ It is through this process of
ambivalence that one can understand how the continual repetition of these images or
concepts throughout history reproduces stereotypes.
From the thirteenth-century until well into the fifteenth-century, European thought
placed women either within the frame of marianismo’s feminine passivity and sexual
purity, or projected an image of the mujer vulgar from folklore, which functioned to
alienate the woman by placing her outside the morally accepted borders of society by
representing her as, for example, witches, prostitutes, etc. The stories from writers such
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as don Juan Manuel’s Los libros de los ejemplos del conde Lucanor (1330 – 1335),
Alfonso Martínez de Toledo’s Arcipreste de Talavera or El Corbacho (1438), or Diego
de San Pedro’s Cárcel de amor (1492) offered no middle ground or ‘realistic’
representation of the woman.90 Either they were the object of courtly love or at the other
end, the prostitute, the immoral woman, such as Juan Ruiz’s “Trotaconventos”—a
literary precursor to Celestina in Fernando de Rojas’s Tragicomedia de Calisto y Melibea
(1499). Later, with the flourishing of Neoplatonism in the Renaissance, defenders of
women, such as Vives, Erasmus, and Fray Luis de León, championed for the education of
women. Fray Luis de León’s construction of the model wife in La perfecta casada
conceded to women an equality of nature—a revolutionary defense of women’s roles in
society at the time. However, as scholars such as Lisa Vollendorf warn, it is important to
note that this notion of equality extended out only to the upper class and only within the
realm of their house,91 and perpetuated the Virgin Mary stereotype that marginalized
women.
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Other authors that participated in the pro- and antifeminist debate of the
fifteenth century are Alfonso Martinez de Toledo, Pere Torroella, Juan de Tapia, and
Hernan Mexía. See Anita Obermeier’s The History and Anatomy of Auctorial SelfCriticism in the European Middle Ages, Chapter 9 “The Spanish Tradition: Troubadour’s
Apology and Misogynist’s Excuse,” 227-50; and Otis H. Green’s Spain and the Western
Tradition: The Castilian Mind in Literature from El Cid to Calderón.
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Lisa Vollendorf writes that Vives and León “advocated limited educational
programs for women that would create better wives, household managers, and mothers of
future heirs” (Lives of Women 5). Furthermore, “bound by considerations about class and
spheres of influence, prescriptions for instructional reform left out many, but unfailingly
endorsed the subordination of all women” (172).
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Figure 8: Francisco de Zurbarán (1598-1664), The Immaculate Conception (1661)
Szépmûvészeti Múzeum, Budapest.
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Taking any position in a particular time in history is problematic, as Bhabha
warns us, since it is fixed and a fantasy. History, being a fiction, cannot present political
consciousness in a concrete manner. It must find its way through artistic expression, and
it is then the audience’s responsibility to give the drama the concrete history. According
to Fredric Jameson, history as raw events is not available to us.92 What we can do is to
construct it through narratives, poetry, drama, etc. Jameson maintains that one should not
only see history as a slice of life but as class codes, symbolic of class struggles, and how
they are portrayed by characters. Historical consciousness brings into account selfawareness. The practice of somatic self-awareness can reduce prejudices that lead to
stereotyping, as seen with actors who continued to contest the strict social codes set by
the Inquisition and the State, which prohibited women from dressing in a manner that
represented anything other than their own gender or status position. For example, Mimma
De Salvo reports that in the late sixteenth-century the livelihood of many of the women in
the theater was threatened when the courts banned them from participating in or
producing plays with female actors. However, instead of feeding into the prejudices of
the authorities with “mere discursive arguments for tolerance,” several women of the
theater decided to appeal to the authorities on both a rational and visceral level. 93
On March 20, 1587 Mariana Vaca and María de la O, representing a group of
fourteen thespian women, presented a formal petition opposing the prohibition of female
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See the Preface and Chapter 1 of Jameson’s The Political Unconscious:
Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act, Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1981.
93
Quote taken from above.
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actors on stage to the Consejo de Su Majestad. In a somatic visceral approach to the
moralists, they adopted a similar moralistic tone as those who initiated the prohibition (La
mujer). Carefully shifting abjection back to the subject, these fourteen women created a
discourse in favor of the actress by manipulating the images that disturbed the subject’s
identity, in this case, his masculinity. They recognized “as personal feelings of strength
and self-awareness feed into more collective feelings of power and solidarity”
(Shusterman Body 99), and banded together to protest the decree against actresses
onstage. As indicated by De Salvo, these women adopted a similar moralistic tone as that
of those who initiated the prohibition. They declared that it was not their presence in the
theater but their absence which could cause a moral danger to their own and their
husbands’ conscience:
El peligro que corrían sus cónyuges, debido a su ausencia, era igualmente
fuerte tanto en escena como fuera de ella, ya que no sólo la separación de
sus maridos propiciaba relaciones extramatrimoniales, sino que su
ausencia en las tablas obligaba a sus cónyuges actores a traer “mucho
muchachos de buen gesto”, a los que “bisten y tocan como mugeres”, de
lo que se generaba no sólo “indecencia y mas escandalo”, sino que dicho
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travestismo fomentaba el llamado “pecado nefando.”94 (La mujer en la
práctica escénica 1.2)95
Within the same petition, these fourteen women also appealed to the court’s rational
sense by suggesting their own conditions to return to the stage: First, all women actors
had to be married and accompanied by their husbands; and secondly, all actors were
prohibited from dressing in stage costumes that did not represent their gender. 96 Teresa
Ferrer Valls draws attention to the importance of these documents, believing this to be
the first time actresses had a voice, as professionals and in the first person. They
demanded their rights be reinstated as active members of the theater community: “del
primero conocido en que unas actrices toman la palabra, como profesionales y en primera
persona, para reivindicar su derecho a permanecer en los escenarios solicitando el
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The term pecado nefando, the “unspeakable sin”, refers to any sexual activity
practiced outside the bounds of holy matrimony, which permits sex between heterosexual
couples for the sole purpose of procreating (Heise 363-64).
95
‘The danger to their spouses due to their absence was equally strong both on
stage and beyond, as it was not only the separation from their husbands that favored
extramarital affairs, but their absence on stage that forced their spouses [autores who
were actors themselves] to bring “many boys with pleasing gestures” who “dress and
play as women”; what not only generated “indecency and more scandal,” but also
encouraged the travesty called “heinous sin.”’
96
“El decreto de 1587 con el que se permitía a las mujeres volver a representar
contemplaba las dos condiciones indicadas en el memorial presentado por las catorce
actrices españolas, es decir, que las mujeres que representaban debían estar casadas y
traer consigo a sus maridos, y que éstas, así como sus compañeros varones, se
disfrazarían con hábitos relativos a su sexo, siendo prohibido que las mujeres
representasen disfrazadas de varón y viceversa. El Consejo aceptó también del escrito de
las catorce actrices la propuesta de comprobar, antes de conceder la licencia para
representar, si las dichas actrices que la pedían estuvieran casadas” (De Salvo La mujer).
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levantamiento de la prohibición impuesta en 1586” (qtd. in De Salvo 1.2).97 Years later,
the actors’ status as professionals was finally acknowledged with the establishment of the
Cofradía de Nuestra Señora de la Novena in the 1630s, a “powerful social-religious”
institution for actors of the comedia that protected its members, both men and women
(Oehrlein 240-41).
By the seventeenth-century, Spanish playwrights and artists began creating works
that exploited the theatrum mundi metaphor, challenging inherent stereotypes that
abounded in Medieval and Renaissance literature, which created ambivalence. Ivan
Cañadas explains that
The early modern dramatist exploited the potential for ambivalence by
teasing the limits of decorum, employing irony and humor in order to
articulate a critique of established norms. While the resulting ambivalence
may be interpreted as evidence of the containment of oppositional voices,
it is equally plausible that ambiguity provided the best available means to
present a radical perspective from within the system. (Public Theater 18)
This “radical perspective” of ambivalence manifests itself through the interweaving of
illusion and reality, which occurs when spectators cannot distinguish between ‘reality’
and ‘fiction,’ and which some critics have referred to as metatheater, although it is a
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‘The first known time that some actresses have their say, as professionals and in
the first person, claiming their right to remain on stage by requesting the lifting of the
1586 ban.’
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debatable term.98 The plays create moments of confusion for spectators, as noted by
Herbert Weisinger, who asks if “once the actor has stepped out of his role, can we be sure
that he really has returned to it; does the dream really end; if objects cast no shadow, are
they really real; and if last year is either a dream of the past or a projection of the future,
is there really no present?” (68).99 These moments in which the ‘truth’ becomes
convoluted, which is part of the metatheater technique of a play-within-a-play, reflect a
multitude of what John Dewey defines as ‘an experience’ in which “experience occurs
continuously, because the interaction of live creature and environing conditions is
involved in the very process of living” (36), exemplifying the theatrical experience and
its social surroundings.100
During the Baroque era (approximately 1600-1700), society suffered from
disillusionment due to economic hardships caused by long wars and inept rulers, such as
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For more on Metatheater in comedias see Stephen Lipmann’s “‘Metatheater’
and the Criticism of the Comedia;” Lionel Abel’s Tragedy and Metatheatre: Essays on
Dramatic Form; Jane W. Albrecht’s Irony and Theatricality in Tirso de Molina, which
examines four comedias by Tirso, El Aguiles, El vergonzoso en palacio, Don Gil de las
calzas verdes and La celosa de sí misma; Alan Trueblood’s “Role-playing and the Sense
of illusion in Lope de Vega,” which connects Lope’s work to his life; Jonathan Thacker’s
article “Role-theory, Metatheatre and the Comedia Cómica: Towards a Theoretical
Model of Reception,” and Role-play and the World as Stage in the Comedia, which
explores metatheatrical techniques in works by several playwrights. For a more in-depth
analysis of the metatheatical techniques in Lope’s Lo fingido, see Barbara Simerka’s
“Metatheater and Skepticism;” Susan L. Fischer’s “‘Lo fingido verdadero’ and the
Dramatization of the Theatrical Experience;” and Victor Dixon’s “Lo fingido verdadero y
sus espectadores.”
99
The metaphor theatrum mundi was the motto for the Baroque period throughout
Europe. In theater we see it in the works by Moliere and Shakespeare, for example. The
well-known and often repeated line “All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women
merely players” comes from Shakespeare’s As You Like It (1600) (2:7).
100
See Chapter 4 of this study for a more detailed explanation on Dewey’s ‘an
experience’.
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the failed Spanish Armada in 1588 led by Phillip II that increased the tax burden on an
already strained economy (Spain had declared bankruptcy in 1557 after decades of war
under the rule of Charles I). Many intellectuals expressed cynicism towards life in their
artistic manifestations. In the comedias, cynicism is commonly expressed in forms of
drama within drama and in the idea of playing a role within another, thus revealing
art/life as a construct. In many plays the actors perform various roles throughout the
course of the comedia, making it difficult for the spectator and the actor/spectator to
distinguish between fiction and reality within the scenes, and even between characters
and real-life roles.101 According to Catherine Larson, these techniques highlight the
tension that exists between art and reality (“El metateatro, la comedia y la crítica” 1015).
In “Metatheater and the Comedia,” Larson opines that “we might, then, focus less on
what metatheater is than on what it does, stressing the process as well as the product, or
at least the results produced by the product” (206; author’s emphasis). Playwright Lope
de Vega’s ability to create moments of resistance and tension without losing the rhythmic
process ensures success in blurring the lines of reality and fiction found in metatheater,
such as role-playing within a role in Lo fingido verdadero (discussed in the next chapter).
Additionally, in an effort to satisfy the desires and needs of their audiences, many
playwrights employed the popular trope of the mujer varonil in many of their comedias
as a metatheatrical ploy.102
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See Chapter 3 for examples found in comedias.
Over a hundred of Lope’s plays alone made use of transgender roles. See
Carmen Bravo Villasante’s study La mujer vestida de hombre en el teatro español for a
list of Lope’s plays, as well as other playwrights’.
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The figure of the mujer varonil proliferated in most plays, often times
representing strong, confident women. According to McKendrick, the mujer varonil is
the woman who departs in any significant way from the feminine norm of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. She can take the form of the mujer
esquiva who shuns love and marriage, the learned woman, the career
woman, the female bandit, the female leader and warrior, the usurper of
man’s social role, the woman who wears masculine dress or the woman
who indulges in masculine pursuits. (Women and Society ix)
For instance, the protagonist Leonor, in Valor, agravio y mujer by Ana Caro, disguises
herself as a man in order to restore her lost honor from her lover Juan who deserted her.
She finds Juan in Brussels courting Estela, who falls for Leonor, dressed as Leonardo,
creating a complex love triangle. From the beginning, the audience is privy to Leonor’s
disguise, thus making the spectator “a willing and active participant in the comic
deceptions of the plot, creating the situation of a play within a play carried out by the use
of a role within a role” (Stoll “Stage Conventions” 360). In El amor médico, Tirso’s
Jerónima is an educated and assertive woman who falls in love with her brother’s house
guest, Gaspar. While in pursuit of this young man she changes identity several times,
managing to create havoc and confusion among the characters. Jerónima is not only a
medical student who is well versed in Latin, but she also has a good command of
Portuguese and Castilian. Moving fluidly under several guises but in particular as mujer
vestida de hombre, the protagonist effortlessly changes roles from the male Dr. Barbosa,
to his sister Marta, to a tapada ‘veiled woman’ from Toledo to a tapada from Portugal.
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Vélez de Guevara’s La serrana de la Vera features a strong female protagonist—a
warrior, hunter, head of her house, and the admiration of her community, who kills two
thousand men in revenge for being seduced and abandoned. Mira de Amescúa’s El
esclavo del Demonio includes a female bandit in his story. In the play, Don Gil succumbs
to temptation, deceiving and dishonoring Lisarda, the lover of his friend Diego. Lisarda,
together with Don Gil, dedicates her life to banditry. Later she repents and becomes a
voluntary slave. In La traición en la Amistad, María de Zayas centers her story on female
friendship and its betrayal, presenting a strong, independent, and seductress mujer
varonil, Fenisa.
For McKendrick “the phrase mujer varonil almost defies translation.” She
explains that
‘masculine women’ or ‘manly women’ have too strong a flavour of sexual
deviation, and although the women dealt with here are extraordinary in
that they are deviations from the norm, they are not deviants in the
specialized meaning of the word. But for a very few exceptions they are
not even of the ambiguous nature of the characters in Gautier’s
Mademoiselle de Maupin, although many are, of theatrical necessity,
transvestites. (Women and Society ix),
McKendrick further explicates that “mujer varonil is a term of praise, not of abuse, in the
Golden-Age drama” (ix), since the male gender is regarded superior as a rule. In his book
of manners, Fray Luis de León refers to the buena mujer ‘good woman’ as mujer de valor
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or mujer varonil ‘manly woman (11), attributing masculine attributes to perfection. He
declares:
Lo que aquí decimos mujer de valor; y pudiéramos decir mujer varonil,
como Sócrates acerca de Jenofón, llama a las casadas perfectas; así que
esto que decimos varonil o valor, en el original es una palabra de grande
significación y fuerza, y tal que apenas con muchas muestras se alcanza
todo lo que significa. Quiere decir virtud de ánimo y fortaleza de corazón;
industria y riquezas y poder y aventajamiento, y finalmente, un ser
perfecto y cabal en aquellas cosas a quien esta palabra se aplica; y todo
esto atesora en sí la que es buena mujer, y no lo es si no lo atesora. (30)103
Understanding this, if we take Fray Luis at his word, we can say that actors such as
Jusepa Vaca embraced the ‘perfect wife’ character. Their emotional and physical
determination to succeed captured the essence of the mujer varonil.
True to life, comedias are also filled with examples of ‘respectable women,’ more
difficult to represent than the stereotype. In preparing to represent ‘respectable women’
characters, the actor looks within herself for mannerisms encountered in everyday
experiences and in her observation of others. She looks for materials that aid in the
process of creating a ‘new’ setting for her character in the rehearsal space. Later in
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‘A woman of worth we call her and we could well call her a manly woman, as
Socrates, in Xenophon, calls perfect wives, so that what we describe masculine or of
worth, is in the original a word of great significance and force, so much so that even with
many of our own words we can hardly capture its full meaning. It means a virtuous spirit
and a strong heart; industry and riches, power and advantage, and finally, perfection and
completeness with regard to these things in the person to whom this word is applied’
(Bilingual Edition 31).
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nineteenth-century Spanish plays, the way an actor holds a fan can tell the audience
whether the character belongs to the working or aristocratic class; and the manner in
which she fans herself can denote her mood (long, slow movements can express a
pensive mood, while short, quick movements can denote anxiety).104 Mullis explains that
“in order for technique to be authentic, practitioners must take the pervasive power of
daily technique and cliché into account and explore various methods of modifying them,
that is, of walking a path that avoids their limitations and strives to move beyond them”
(111). By exploring such methods, the actor pulls from ‘experience’ or self-knowledge of
‘lived experiences’ to create an awareness of human behavior, giving the character depth
without losing her own sense of identity, such as exercising the technique of observation
as advised by Pinciano.105 Actors incorporated into their characters the movements and
behavior found in everyday functions of the people they observed in society, such as the
“respectable women from the nobility” who frequented public spaces.
As professionals, these actors were spectators of life, observing the behavior of
real life models of respectable women, who at times ventured outside their homes to
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According to Professor Dean Zayas in an email to me, “El abanico que tiene su
origen en la China, si mal no recuerdo, y no se introduce en Europa hasta el S.14 - más o
menos –pero no es el abanico ‘de varilla’ (andaluz) que conocemos hoy. Ese no se usa en
el ajuar de las damas hasta el S.19. En ese momento sí empieza a surgir o surge lo que
conocemos como el lenguaje del abanico. Todo muy ligado al periodo romántico. Antes
de esto, el abanico era rígido. Quiero decir, no tenía moviemiento. [sic] Se montaba la
pluma o la tela sobre un mango de madera y el movimento [sic] obviamente era en una
sola dirección. Esta es la forma y manera en que se usó durante el S. de Oro” (“A
dissertation research question about the comedia”).
105
Pinciano advises that “conuiene, pues, que el actor mire la persona que va a
imitar y de tal manera se transforme en ella, que a todos parezca no imitación, sino
propiedad” (523-24), mentioned earlier in my analysis of Lope’s Arte nuevo.
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attend to religious functions or to visit family. McKendrick remarks that “respectable
woman of the nobility and often of the wealthy bourgeoisie in Madrid (and to some
extent other large cities like Barcelona and Seville) had a reputation for liveliness and
wit” (Woman and Society 27), a behavior foreign travelers often commented on. For
example, the Portuguese traveler Tomé Pinheiro da Veiga, in 1605, reacted with shock at
the public behavior displayed by decent women. Especially incredible to him was how
the women were “treated as people and as Christians” by the Spanish men (26). In 1595,
an Italian priest claimed that Spanish women “walk about the streets, by day and by
night, as men do. One can easily talk to them and they are quick to answer back. But they
have so much liberty that they often exceed the bounds of modesty and the limits of
respectability” (Mujica Sophia xlii). His disapproval of women’s social freedom
resonated with many who subscribed to the manuals on proper behavior mentioned
above. Interestingly, though, Theresa Ann Smith points out that “texts promoting
women’s enclosure and praising male rule—two antidotes to women’s capricious
nature—more likely constituted reactions to, rather than shapers of, women’s behavior.
[Queen] Isabel and countless other Spanish women lived more public and more active
lives than promoters of patriarchy desired” (19). Similarly, Gamboa argues that the texts’
intentions were more prescription than description: “la obra de los tratadistas es un
intento de ‘prescripción’ más que de ‘descripción’ de la situación de la mujer en la época
del siglo XVI” (‘The treatises were more “prescription” rather than a “description” of the
women’s situation in the sixteenth century’; 32). Unsurprisingly, the female actor
exhibited similar qualities on stage, creating live characters by merging her own inner
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spirit or experiences with representational forms she adopted from people she observed in
society.
According to Shusterman, a skilled actor who learns to connect his visual and
proprioceptive image of the way others hold their head and body and of his own
proprioceptive feelings, internal image of one’s body, in imitating that pose “might be
able to intuitively or immediately infer from the proprioceptive feel of his own body what
it would look like to spectators observing him, even when they are observing him from
the rear” (“Art as Dramatization” 142). This is already present in Quintilian, who seems
to suggest that the orator make use of his proprioceptive images and feelings when
performing as well: “For the orator should be as unlike a dancer as possible, and his
gesture should be adapted rather to his thought than to his actual words, a practice which
was indeed once upon a time even adopted by the more dignified performers on the
stage” (11.3.89); and when he claims that “all emotional appeals will inevitably fall flat,
unless they are given the fire that voice, look, and the whole carriage of the body can give
them” (11.3.2). In her study, Lynn Matluck Brooks finds that seventeen-century Spanish
dance style reflected the “austerity of Spanish etiquette and movement in general” (90).
In Discursos sobre el arte del danzado (1642), Juan de Esquivel Navarro instructs the
dancer to move with an upright carriage, “Ha de ir el cuerpo danzando bien derecho sin
artificio, con mucho descuido” (f. 20), a stance used by skilled actors as well. 106 Early
modern Spanish actors, many of whom were also dancers, were trained to imitate the
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For an in-depth analysis of the habitus in seventeenth-century Spanish dance
and sword fighting see Laura Vidler’s article “Bourdieu, Boswell and the Baroque Body:
Cultural Choreography in Fuenteovejuna” in Comedia Performance 9.1 (2012):38-64.
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posture and attitude of aristocratic women, for example, intuitively understanding how
their own body would look like under the scrutiny of others, incorporating experiential
somaesthetics to perfect her craft and improve the likelihood of success. 107
In early modern Spanish theater, the job of a professional demanded that she
command a repertoire of roles: that of actor, dancer, and many times manager/director.
She was expected to adhere to the roles assigned to her by society as well—that of
daughter, mother, and especially that of ‘the perfect wife.’ Nonetheless, moralists such as
Juan Luis Vives and Fray Luis de León, even though they tended to support the
subjugated position women played in society, acknowledged the woman’s active role in
the family’s economic affairs as an important one. Vives writes that “she should know
the financial status of the household, how much should be spent, how much saved, how
to provide for the feeding and clothing of those in her care” (Institutione 145). Fray Luis,
whose analogies of body and soul place the woman as head of the house, stresses that she
“govern her family and see to what has to be provided,” and in doing so “will not only
preserve what her husband acquires but she for her part will increase it” (Bilingual
Edition 101; 105). Much to the moralists’ dismay, though, women consistently broke
social codes in contributing to the family income by stepping in as heads of household
when men were obligated to abandon the family for one reason or another (military or
administrative service to the monarchy; emigration abroad; or simply due to failure to
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For the presence of treatises on women’s comportment refer to my previous
chapter. In addition, for an interesting account of the treatment of women’s bodies in the
seventeenth-century manuals of behavior see Chapter 1: “Cuerpos impropios” in Yolanda
Gamboa’s Cartografía social en la narrativa de María de Zayas, pages 39-72.
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comply with their roles of head of household), taking on economic responsibilities
outside the home for supporting the family. During this time, women made a profound
impact on society and the economy. 108
Early modern Spain, specifically in the seventeenth-century, suffered from an
economic and political downturn that was compounded by the exodus of men to either
the Americas or to war. Even the aristocratic class experienced financial distress due to
wars, epidemics, and natural disasters. Consequently, women took on more authoritative
roles in society owing to their status as widows, aristocrats, or strong personality.
Romero-Díaz writes:
They managed the finances and were active “creating bylaws or
regulations, naming municipal offices, supervising accounting ledgers,
watching over the morality and the behavior in their jurisdictions,
disputing or agreeing with their non-conformist vassals, conferring
rewards or charity, etc.,” as well as, in the case of those who were also
mothers, taking care of their families, both in the house and in society. (2)
However, in an effort to maintain autonomous control in Spain, the reigning monarchs
consorted with the Catholic Church to rid themselves of any suspicious people who
would threaten the governing classes. Jewish and Muslim converts were especially
targeted because of their financial stronghold in their communities. Women gaining
economic freedom, such as the Spanish female actor, became a target as well.
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See Mary Elizabeth Perry’s Gender and Disorder in Early Modern Seville, in
particular chapter 1, “In the Hands of Women.”
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Living two lives, that of the actor’s and that of the character, many actors
extended their on-stage role of la mujer varonil to real life, exercising economic and
aesthetic freedom, which threatened a patriarchal system. Early modern Spanish theater
was the only fluid space in which women, regardless of their economic or social status,
created a social and political environment that empowered them outside of the home or
the church. During one hundred and fifty years that the corrales in Madrid existed, in
Corral de la Cruz and Corral del Príncipe women played various roles in the
development of the Spanish theaters, taking into consideration women’s role in
society.109 Some women, such as actor/autora Jusepa Vaca, moved up the social and
economic ladder by managing and directing their own acting companies. Other women
owned their own aposentos or ‘theater boxes,’ in which they could negotiate not only the
price of entry into the theater but also deal in the trade of political and market commerce.
Records show that a Doña González Carpio not only lived in the residence that bordered
the corral, she also negotiated the price of rental for the use of her aposento and for the
passageway through her house to the cazuela.110 Archives show that a Doña Potenziana
de Quesada was owed “rent for a passage-way through houses belonging to her in the
Plazuela del Angel that enabled the King [Phillip IV] to gain access to his ‘aposento’”
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For an indepth analysis on subjectivity, see Anthony Cascardi’s The Subject of
Modernity and Ideologies of History in the Spanish Golden Age, which integrates
seventeenth-century historical analysis and theoretical speculation to explain how the
subject comes to recognize its own ‘discursivity.’
110
“Doña Juana Gonzalez Carpio vivía en casa, pegada al corral del Príncipe, y
por el paso ó pasadizo, que permitió se hiciese en ella para que entrasen las mugeres, la
daban las Cofradías 100 ducados annuales, que le pagaban en dos aposentos, uno del
Príncipe y otro de la Cruz, cuyo alquiler importaba como unos 700 reales al año”
(Casiano Pellicer Tratado histórico 70).
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(Shergold Spanish Stage 398). A countess owned several aposentos that may have served
as rooms for negotiating business since they were furnished more for entertaining (for
example, some contained billiard cues) than for viewing the comedias. 111 Actress María
de la O y Rivera, from 1590-1610, owned one of the houses adjoining the Corral de la
Cruz, one that ultimately contained five boxes (Ruano and Allen 122). Another group of
women were writers, such as Leonor de la Cueva, María de Zayas, and Ana Caro, whose
voices present a different image of women from those given by men, using reason as
opposed to passion as the protagonist’s impetus.
In El amor médico, Tirso de Molina’s protagonist was probably written with a
famed actor in mind; however, Tirso could very well have modeled the character on one
of his own contemporaries, the well-known playwright Ana Caro. Born of a noble family,
Ana Caro (1600-1652?) was privately educated, learning several languages showcased in
her Loa sacramental (1639), written in Portuguese, French, and two Spanish dialects,
“morisco y negro” (Delgado 6). A playwright by profession, Caro wrote many autos
sacramentales (religious plays),112 and at least two secular plays that we know of, El
conde Partinuplés and Valor, agravio y mujer.113 Like Lope and Tirso, Caro created
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“Estos aposentos [the ones in which don Rodrigo de Herrera inherited after the
passing of doña Isabel de Mendoza y Aragón, Condesa de Grajal y Marquesa de Mirallo],
no tenían muebles, pero se encontraba en ellos varios cuadros y unos tacos, o ‘palos’, de
‘mesa de trucos’, que es una forma primitiva del juego de billar” (Shergold and Varey
Teatros y comedias en Madrid: 1687-1699 48).
112
Auto sacramentales are a form of morality plays, allegorical in nature with
characters that represent Faith, Hope, Sin, Death, etc. These dramatic representations of
the mystery of the Eucharist are presented during the feast of Corpus Christi.
113
Teresa Scott Soufas confirms, “Documentation shows that she obtained the
status of professional writer in the 1630s and 1640s with the money she received in the
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strong female characters that challenged stereotypes. In her study “Ana Caro’s Valor,
agravio y mujer as Performance Text,” Bárbara Mujica opines that “we might even see
Caro’s theater as an early step toward what is now called ‘woman-conscious’ theater,
which attempts to hold a mirror up to the female spectator to reveal her worth and
potential, inviting her to resist the kind of gender stereotyping inherent in her society”
(“Performance Text” 22).114 Caro’s characters display an intelligence and tenacity that
disturb identity, system and order, such as the protagonist Leonor, mujer varonil, from
her popular play Valor, agravio y mujer (written sometime in the 1630s or 1640s), who
disguises herself as a man in order to pursue the man who abandoned her.
Elizabeth Rhodes, in “Redressing Caro’s Valor, agravio y mujer,” calls attention
to other early modern Spanish women authors who “found in the mujer varonil a trope of
normalization, stabilization, and the recovery of qualities that authors such as Caro
celebrate as women’s own” (322).115 For example, author and playwright, María de
Zayas, a close friend of Caro and famous for her best-selling novellas published in two

form of ‘libranzas anuales’ in 1637, 1641, 1642, 1643, and 1645 for her written work”
(Women Acts 135).
114
Additionally, Mujica, in “Ana Caro: La mujer se desquita,” writes, “Valor,
agravio y mujer demuestra que por lo menos algunas mujeres rechazaban el paradigma
patriarcal y vislumbraban una sociedad más equitativa que la que se representaba en los
corrales” (Women Writers. 180).
115
In addition to those cited in this chapter, other scholars, whose works
demonstrate how the plays of female playwrights challenge the status quo, are Gwen
Campbell, Teresa Scott Soufas and Amy Williamsen. In addition, Sharon Voros offers an
alternative interpretation of Leonor de la Cueva y Silva’s La firmeza en la ausencia.
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volumes, 116 Amorous and Exemplary Novels (1637) and Disenchantments of Love (1647),
and author of the comedia, La traición en la amistad,117 often employed the trope of
mujer varonil in her characters. Zayas insisted that women did not possess the
learnedness of men, not because of a predisposed biological makeup, but rather as a result
of a social conditioning that viewed women as imperfect and incapable of learning, a
viewpoint adopted from Aristotle’s’ Poetics that proclaims that “as a class women are
inferior” (60). Many playwrights shared Zayas’s viewpoint on the woman’s intelligence
or ingenio. Sharon D. Voros explains that “while gender is viewed as biologically
determined in this period, there is still room for the consideration of the learning process
as it impacts the individual” (“Fashioning Feminine Wit” 157).
Not all early modern women complied with the teachings from behavior manuals,
especially the women of the stage, which was a constant consternation for many
moralists. In her Preface to Women Writers of Early Modern Spain, Bárbara Mujica
writes:
These women bring unfamiliar perspectives to familiar themes and allow
us to form a more accurate notion of early modern Spanish society. They
provide us with alternate outlooks. Their writing proves that much of what
my generation of scholars learned about early modern women in graduate
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For information on the friendship between Caro and Zayas, see Mercedes
Maroto Camino’s article, “María de Zayas and Ana Caro: The Space of Woman’s
Solidarity in the Spanish Golden Age,” Hispanic Review 67.1 (1999): 1-16.
117
Soufas believes La traición en la amistad was written sometime between 1628
and 1632. See Women’s Acts: Plays by Women dramatists of Spain’s Golden Age, page
274.
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school (that they were uniformly passive, submissive, and subservient)
was simply wrong. (ix-x)
Still, as McKendrick asserts, “the fact that performance on a public stage offered women
a legitimate arena for creative self-expression, where they could speak and move freely in
a way disallowed in normal life, was in itself morally and socially problematic”
(“Representing their Sex” 73), especially for moralists who found these portrayals too
close to ‘reality.’ Religious moralists, such as Fray Pedro de Rivadeneira and Fray
Manuel Rodríguez, basing their attacks on early Christian writings, condemned this
common representational practice in theater (Shergold History 522-23). In his Tratado
contra los juegos públicos, Fray Juan de Mariana makes clear the roles considered
perverse when he writes: “Estas mujeres no sólo hacen personajes de mujeres, sino de
soldados también, de rufianes y de esclavos, vestidas a la manera de los hombres, que es
mayor perversidad” (‘These women not only play female characters, but also soldiers,
hooligans, and slaves, dressed as men, which is a major offense’; Bravo Villasante 151).
Not surprisingly, authorities acted on laws founded on the Bible. Josef Oehrlein mentions
another adversary of the theater, Fray José de Jesús María, who condemned the use of
cross-dressing on stage, citing the Book of Deuteronomy 22:5 in which the act of
transvestitism was expressly forbidden (29): “A woman must not wear men’s clothing,
and a man must not wear perverted women’s clothing. The Lord your God detests people
who do this” (Spiritual Renewal Bible 210). Moralists frowned upon it to the point of
banning women from acting on stage in 1596 and “a royal edit of 2 May 1598, closing
theaters altogether” (Shergold History 517). In 1615, a decree was issued prohibiting
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women from dressing provocatively, which included dressing as a man: “Las mujeres
representen en hábito decente de mujeres y no salgan a representar en faldellín corto, sino
que por lo menos lleven, sobre la ropa, baquero o basquiña, suelta o enfadada y no
representen en hábito de hombre ni hagan personajes de tales” (‘Actresses should wear
decent female costumes when acting and not appear on stage wearing short skirts. If you
must, at least wear a baquero or basquiña,118 loose or rapped, and do not perform in male
dress or play male parts’; Bravo Villasante 152). The Ordenanzas of 1615 ruled that
actors should dress according to the Royal laws whether on-stage or outside of the theater
(Ruano de la Haza Los teatros 298).119 Nonetheless, many actresses subscribed to the
representational-performative form found in Lope’s Arte nuevo,120 since they continued
to wear their costumes on- and off-stage, exercising certain liberties considered an affront
to social norms. From the perspective of somaesthetics, Shannon Sullivan reminds us that
“habits, both individual and cultural, concerning conceptions of women and bodies are
not easy to change when they are deeply engrained” (132); thus, compelling actors to
work diligently on perfecting their artistic skills through performative somaesthetics.
Female actors understood the economic and social benefits that the profitable
comedia could grant them. For this reason, many invested years of training, which
included studying and rehearsing for their roles in order to effectively embody their
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A baquero or basquiña is a long skirt or covering that covers the body down to

the knees.
119

“que no traigan (los representantes) vestidos contra las premáticas del Reino,
fuera de los teatros y lugar donde representaren, que para representar se les permite el
andar con ellos.” Ruano de la Haza cites from Fuentes III, page 56.
120
“Suele el disfraz varonil agradar mucho”; a point I made earlier in this study.
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characters on stage. The female actor’s job required her to memorize the roles of several
characters from different plays at one time, many of which were physically challenging.
McKendrick, in her study of female actors in seventeenth-century Spain, writes: “The
need to perform a constant stream of new material and the insistent demands made on
their time for performance in playhouse, palace, street, and private house made for hectic,
and necessarily disciplined working lives” (“Representing their Sex” 90). McKendrick
supports her findings with the well-known passage by Agustín de Rojas in El viaje
entretenido, fragments of which have been quoted earlier. Nonetheless, it is worth
repeating due to its significance to how an actor prepared:
Pero estos representantes,
Antes que Dios amanece,
Escribiendo y estudiando
Desde las cinco a las nueve,
Y de las nueve a las doce
Se están ensayando siempre;
Comen, vanse a la comedia
Y salen de allí a las siete.
Y cuando han de descansar,
Los llaman el presidente,
Los oidores, los alcaldes,
Los fiscales, los regentes,
Y a todos van a servir,
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A cualquier hora que quieren. (90)121
The process of preparing for a show was a fulltime job. Weeks before performing, actors
would train all day with just time for lunch, and after work serve the town officials. Daily
rehearsals and training were not uncommon, as Agustín de Rojas observed, a practice that
corresponds with Quintilian’s physical training for public speakers:
The best and most realistic form of exercise for the voice, once it has
become firm and set, is, in my opinion, the practice of speaking daily just
as we plead in the courts. For thus, not merely do the voice and lungs gain
in strength, but we acquire a becoming deportment of the body and
develop grace of movement suited to our style of speaking. (11.3.29)
In rehearsals, playwrights, directors (autores), and actors many times modified plays as
collective creators of the comedia. In fact, in the early stages of the Spanish theater, the
actor, playwright, and autor were often one and the same. 122 For example, Lope de Rueda
(1510 – 1565) was a successful actor who wrote and directed his own plays. Rueda’s
wife, Mariana de Rueda, was an active member of her husband’s acting company, and
although no official documents have been found that position her as a professional actor,
by the late 1500s, the importance of the female actor in early modern Spanish theater was
evident. Lope de Vega was also an actor and playwright himself, which demonstrates the
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‘But these actors, who rise before dawn, are always rehearsing— writing and
studying from five to nine, and nine to twelve. After they eat, they leave to perform the
comedia; not finishing until seven. And even during their break, they may be called to
perform in front of the president, judges, mayors, prosecutors, regents, and anyone. No
matter what hour is requested of them, they serve willingly.’
122
González de Salas notes that “no pocas veces son Auctores de la Comedias
mismas, los que las Representan” (189).
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strong relationship between thespian/playwright.123 Letters and manuscripts show
playwrights requesting specific actors for their comedias, as well. For example, in
addition to his several wives and paramours, Lope de Vega often wrote parts for specific
actresses such as Jerónima de Burgos whom was favored for his plays La villana de
Getafe and La dama boba.124
As the actress enhanced her skill and her popularity increased, so did her pay—up
to three to four times as much as supporting players (McKendrick Theater 189). Many
court documents list the leading lady as earning the highest salary in theatre, which, as
Cañadas points out, “is a testament to her importance, particularly if we take into account
that the role of the primer galán was traditionally taken by the company’s autor” (Public
Theater 47).125 A primera dama earned enough to support her family, such as Josefa
Laura, or gift large sums of money, as Andrea de Salazar did to “a chaplaincy in the
Chapel of the Cofradía de la Novena” (“McKendrick Representing their Sex” 75). The
earnings also permitted the actors to enhance or change their representational form,
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Even though Lope de Rueda was praised by writers such as Miguel de
Cervantes, Lope de Vega “distances himself from his immediate predecessor” in his
treatise Arte nuevo (Friedman 88).
124
In a letter to Luis Fernández de Córdoba y de Aragón, the Duke of Sessa, in
1617, Lope writes “En razon de [las] comedias, nunca v. ex. tuvo La Dama boba, porque
esta es de Gerónima de Burgos, y yo la imprimí por una copia, firmándola de mi nombre”
(Últimos amores de Lope 61). Ivan Cañadas notes that “Federico Ruiz Morcuende, in fact
suggests that La villana de Getafe was written, like La dama boba, for the autor Pedro
Valdéz and his wife, the actress Jerónima de Burgos (‘Prólogo’ to La villana de Getafe,
in: Obras de Lope de Vega (Madrid: Real Academia Española, 1930), pp. xxx)” (51n39).
125
Also see Josef Oehrlein, 193-94, 224.
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reflected in their extravagant clothes and lifestyle. 126 McKendrick explains that leading
actors, women and men, “supplied their own clothes and tended to enhance their
performances and their reputations by dressing very lavishly” (Theatre 194).127 Since
contemporary dress was normally worn in the early modern Spanish stage regardless of
the period depicted in the comedia, leading actors took meticulous care to don costumes
that reflected their characters’ social status (195), which usually depicted the high
aristocracy (tragedy) or the lower aristocracy (comedy). 128 They learned to apply stage
make-up that not only mirrored the aristocratic women, but also enhanced or changed
their appearance. P. José Alcázar observed that
las mujeres españolas se colorean con ciertos ungüentos, y se afeitan con
ciertos colores, de suerte que cubren las manchas, y aún las rugas del
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In addition to performances, payment included travel expenses as well as the
occasional laundry bills. See Díez Borque Sociedad y teatro, pages 29-90. Agustín de
Rojas notes that in 1579 actors donned costumes such as “sayos de tela de raso, de
terciopelo, y algunas medias de seda.” By the beginning of the seventeenth-century the
actresses were “mujeres bellas” that “vestíanse en hábito de hombre, y bizarras y
compuestas a representar salían con cadenas de oro y perlas. Sacábanse ya caballos a los
teatros, grandeza nunca vista hasta este tiempo, que no fue la menor dellas” (“Loa a la
comedia” 101; 102).
127
Detail accounts of costumes and wardrobes purchased by actors can be found
in Greer and Varey, El teatro palaciego en Madrid: 1586-1707, (1997).
128
Ruano de la Haza provides examples of actors’ extravagant spending habits in
regards to costumes: “Sebastián de Montemayor y su mujer Ana de Velasco habían
pagado la fabulosa cantidad de 100 ducados por ‘una basquiña y un manteo, ricos, para
representar’ . . . en 1593 Juan de Góngora y Francisca López gastaron ‘veinte ducados
por razón de una ropilla y unos gregüescos de raso pespunteados y por un herreruelo de
paño negro de veintidoseno’ . . . en 1606 Juan Bautista de Angulo y Clara Eugenio de
Torres, de la compañía de Alonso de Heredia, desembolsaron ‘mil reales por razón de un
vaquero de terciopelo morado forrado, guarnecido y plateado todo de pasamanos de oro
fino de Milán y de una saya y ropa y corpiño de raso de oro encarnado guarnecido de
pasamanos de oro fino de Milán’” (Los teatros comerciales 297).
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rostro… Los pintores que en otros reinos de Europa apenas pueden retratar
la cara de una mujer, en llegando á España hacen retratos semejantísimos
al original; porque convienen necesariamente en ser ambos pintados…
Como un vil hombrecillo representa en las tablas un rey; así en pintándose
una feísima vieja, representa una hermosísima moza. (115)129
Many actors, such as Ángela Dido, practiced forms of representational-performative
somaesthetics by wearing their stage make-up and garments off stage, ignoring the
“sumptuary laws that controlled dress in real life (both for economic reasons and for the
purpose of class definition)” (194).130 Ángela (Rogel) Dido continued to wear her
extravagant costume dress outside the theater. For Dido the external appearance extended
beyond the garments; the character’s dress and gestures defined strength and
vulnerability, a symbolic identity for the actor who played her.
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‘Spanish women color their faces with certain ointments in order to cover
blemishes, even wrinkles… Painters from other European kingdoms, who can hardly
portray a woman’s face, in coming to Spain, create portraits incredibly similar to the
original, since they both [woman and picture] necessarily happen to be painted… Just as
a vile man can represent a king on stage, an ugly, old woman wearing make-up can depict
a beautiful young woman.’
130
Jonathan Thacker points out that “at the start of the eighteenth century this
practice clearly continued when a certain Ángela de Salamanca was so popular during a
trip to Portugal that ‘se equipó muy decentemente y se hizo de sortijas, de diamantes,
collar de perlas y otras alhajas y muy buenos vestidos” (131). Thacker quotes from
Shergold and Varey’s Genealogía, page 450.
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Figure 9: “Actriz y bailarina española de la ópera Amadís de Lully y Quinault.” (Spanish
actress and dancer of the opera Amadis de Lully y Quinault; París, 1684). Picture
postcard edited by Nicholas Bonnard (1636-1718). The Pierpont Morgan Library
Collection, New York.
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Since somaesthetics “concerns the body as a locus of sensory-aesthetic
appreciation (aesthesis and creative self-fashioning)” (Shusterman Thinking 27), the
practice of self-stylization goes beyond the aesthetic changing of the body, such as the
cutting of one’s hair for a role. Patrice Pavis asserts that “a body is ‘worn’ and ‘carried’
by a costume as much as the costume is worn and carried by the body. Actors develop
their character and refine their underscore while exploring their costume; one helps the
other find its identity” (175). The body becomes the locus for which the individual
exhibits her style or identity, such as the mujer varonil. In other words, it is not enough to
dress the part; the actor must also feel the part. Stanislavski would see this transformation
as derivative of one’s own nature, divided into two personalities where “one continue[s]
as an actor, the other an observer . . . encouraging” and “lending impetus” to her creative
work (Character 19). He writes of his own transformation:
I had to live many days and even months troubled by doubt before I
understood a truth I had in fact known a long time, namely that in our
profession everything must become habitual, so that the new is
transformed into something organically our own, into second nature. Only
when that has happened can we use what is new without thinking of the
mechanics of it. The same thing applies to the creative state, which will
only save the actor once it has become his normal, natural and only state.
Otherwise the actor will only copy the outward forms of radical forwardthinking art, without inner justification, and he will not even realize what
he is doing. (Benedetti)
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The actor emphasizes her character’s movements, carefully manipulating her body in
order to cultivate habits that create believable characters; an aesthetic technique that
seeks to “refine and magnify the body’s gestures, movements, and vocalizations” (Mullis
6). The exercise of cultivating habits of certain individuals or groups of people was found
in seventeenth-century manuals such as Discursos sobre el arte del danzado and the
Libro de las grandezas de la espada, which, according to Laura Vidler, “demonstrate a
clear, intimate connection between physicality, culture and class. . . . Character, in
addition to geometry and balance, makes the swordsman. He should be ‘...en estatura
mediano, en el andar compuesto, de provincia templada, codiciosos de honra y
hacienda’” (Vidler 50; quote from Pacheco de Narváez Libro de las grandezas f. 6v), as
seen in figure 8. Dido managed to capture the spirit of the popular character, the queen of
Carthage, successfully portrayed in Guillén de Castro’s Dido y Eneas. Through a form of
experiential-performative somaesthetics, the actress’s embodiment of Dido, which
communicated the passions and emotions of the character, became second nature to the
point that audiences associated her with the character, referring to her as La Dido, a name
she eventually adopted as her own surname (Shergold History 532). Hence, Dido is a
model of an actor who increased her chances of succeeding in her profession by cultivating
her representational, experiential, and performative skills.
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Figure 10: Proper posture and sword position. Libro de las grandezas de la espada (f.
40r).
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Women of Character
If we consider Jodi Campbell’s assertion that “the texts of those plays that
received public acclaim on stage would have had a far greater chance of getting into print
than those that did not” (Monarchy 22), it stands to reason that playwrights would have
had a vested interest in creating roles for particular female actors who could successfully
interpret strong, complex roles. For example, James A. Parr and Lourdes Albuixech write
that “en el caso de La Serrana de la Vera de Vélez de Guevara se trata de una obra
encargada específicamente para demostrar el talento de la famosa actriz Jusepa Vaca. El
poeta no solo le dedicó la obra en la portada de su manuscrito, sino que diseñó la acción
dramática para que la actriz pudiera lucir sus dotes de representación.” (‘in the case of La
Serrana de la Vera de Vélez de Guevara, the play is tailored specifically to demonstrate
the talent of the famous actor Jusepa Vaca. The playwright not only dedicated the play to
the actress on the cover of the manuscript, he also designed the dramatic action to
showcase her acting skills’; 17-18).131
Tirso, like his contemporaries, also knew that the professional female actors
possessed the somatic experience and knowledge that empowered them to bring these
complex characters to life on stage. In fact, Rodríguez Cuadros finds that Tirso once
adamantly defended the female actors’ skill after they were criticized for organizing “la
misa de hora” (Mass), declaring “que si las comediantas habían puesto de moda aquella
misa, los hombres irían a ellas, en lo cual saldría ganando la religión” (‘men would have
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McKendrick also notes that “the part of Gila, in other words, was created to
suit Jusepa Vaca’s talents and the heroine’s acts of bravado introduced accordingly”
(“The “Bandolera” 9n2).
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attended Mass if the actresses would have been the ones to lead it, by which religion
(Catholicism) would have been the winner’; La técnica 626n202). Hence, Tirso
recognized the actors’ skills and the somaesthetic elements needed to portray strong
female characters, such as Jerónima in El amor médico. He often noted which acting
companies should stage his plays, cognizant of actors that would be assigned the lead
role. According to Evangelina Rodríguez Cuadros, even playwrights who did not write
with any particular actor in mind would have been mindful of the actors’ ability to carry
out those roles.132
The celebrated actor Jusepa Vaca experienced a unique social upbringing as the
privileged daughter of the renowned actor and autora, Mariana Vaca, the legendary actor
and leader of the first female actor’s movement mentioned earlier. Her mother served as
her role model: a career woman; a leader in her community, which most likely played a
part in the roles Jusepa chose to portray; and a mother. Born into a famous theater family,
Jusepa understood how to balance the social norms inside and outside the theater
community, enjoying considerable fame and economic success in her own right. She had
eight children of her own, two of whom continued the legacy of their family theatrical
dynasty, the popular actors Maximiliano Eustaquio de Morales and Mariana de Morales.
As an actor, well-known playwrights sought her husband’s acting company cognizant of
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Rodríguez Cuadros provides examples from Calderón’s work that illustrates
his awareness of the actors’ “expressive gestures and eloquent voices”: “En Los empeños
de un acaso describe uno de sus personajes ‘como amante celoso de comedia,/que
cuando varios soliloquios pasa,/no reposa en la calle ni en su casa’; en El monstruo de la
fortuna aprecia de otro que ‘¡No dijera, vive Dios/una infanta de comedia/razones más
ponderadas!’” (“Actores y actrices de Calderón” 4).
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Jusepa’s reputation, which in turn sealed the chance of having their comedias become a
commercial success. Rennert tells us that Lope, for one, “wrote the part of Doña Elvira,
in Las Almenas de Toro (1618)” for the distinguished actor, Jusepa Vaca. He reveals the
note “Representóla Morales y hizo la gallarda Jusepa Vaca á Doña Elvira” written
“beneath the cast of characters” as proof (Rennert The Spanish Stage 155). Julio Monreal
highlights Jusepa’s superior training in voice as well:
Jusepa echará la loa133
Y á la postre cantará
Una jácara que dicen134
Que ha de encender un volcán. (qtd. in Reyes Peña 106; author’s
emphasis)

Jusepa would perform a loa eventually singing a jácara, which was said
could cause a volcano to erupt.’
Moreover, Miguel Romera-Navarro points out that Lope also praised Jusepa Vaca for her
depiction of the mujer varonil in Las mocedades de Roldán: “ha honrado las comedias
con la gracia de su acción y la singularidad de su ejemplo” (‘she honored the plays with
graceful movements and astounding example’; 285n81). For his comedia La serrana de
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A loa is a short play or speech that preceded the comedia. McKendrick
explains: “Its metre varied and its subject matter ranged from the play about to be
performed, through women and the customs of the age, to flies. Some were funny, some
serious, some religious, some profane” (Theatre in Spain 139).
134
A jácara is a lively song or dance of Arab origin that often depicts the life of a
prankster. It is usually performed in between acts, intermedio.
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la Vera (1613), Luis Vélez de Guevara created a strong female protagonist specifically
for Jusepa, indicating his preference for the actor in his manuscript: “Para la Señora
Jusepa Vaca” (Peale 41).135 C. George Peale emphasizes that “para el público en el
primer tercio del Seiscientos la Serrana de la Vera se identificó con aquella comedianta:
Gila era Jusepa Vaca, y viceversa” (‘audiences in the first three decades of the sixteenthcentury identified the Mountain Maid of Vera with that actor: Gila was Jusepa Vaca, and
vice-versa’ (44), which, as Cañadas asserts, “underscores the viability and appeal of
female independence and self-assertion in seventeenth-century Spanish society” (Public
Theater 49). Consequently, Jusepa Vaca received several awards for her performance in
La serrana in 1618, adding to her collection of accolades for performances in Seville’s
Corpus from 1615 to 1616 (Reyes Peña 86).
Another woman considered a great actor in her time was Jerónima de Burgos,
who was the product of a social phenomenon similar to the one in which sons of noble
families of humble means were sent to live and work for rich and powerful aristocratic
families. The role of stereotyping played an implicit hegemonic discourse in the comedia,
as seen in Lope’s Arte nuevo, which enumerates stock characters, such as the ‘servant’ or
‘gracioso.’ The historical evolution of the servant was a social phenomenon, according to
Antonio Maravall, who substantiates his argument by examining the servant’s role in
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C. George Peale illustrates a copy of the original manuscript with Luis Vélez
de Guevara’s signature and his request for Jusepa Vaca as the leading lady (42). He posits
that La serrana de la Vera “fue, como dicen, un exitazo. Por una parte, está el hecho de
que fue protagonizada por una de las actrices más celebradas de su generación, Jusepa
Vaca” (43).
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literature from the fifteenth- to seventeenth-century. 136 During the middle ages, the word
criado carried the meaning of alimentado (or nourishment/nurture), as well as that of
servant. Before reaching his teens, a son of a noble family with poor or humble means
was sent to live and work for a family of a rich and powerful aristocrat. In exchange for
his services, he was to be alimentado physically and morally. The servant’s education
may have involved basic reading and writing; however, it mostly consisted of learning
equestrian skills and handling arms. With the dawn of the Renaissance, the servant was
no longer satisfied with serving his master for noble reasons (for example, serving in the
king’s army). He was now more interested in gaining economic independence as well as
increasing his social status. By the seventeenth-century when the biggest transformation
occurred, the servant was relegated to the lowest part of the social stratum (Maravall
Teatro 123-25). Servants now carried a new stereotypical image apart from the noble
social stratum, that of ‘trabajadores.’ By the 1600s, the servant represented onstage was
not one of hidalgo but one who performed ‘trabajo mecánico’ ‘manual work’ (132), a
stereotype that still exists.
During the 1600s, Jerónima de Burgos was one of many daughters of working
class families who chose to send their daughters to live with theater families, a new
movement that emerged from families that moved to Madrid in search of making a
fortune only to find that the pot of gold eluded them (McKendrick “Representing their
Sex” 78). These were girls who were raised by highly respected theater families. In
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See Teatro y literatura en la sociedad barroca, chapter entitled “Relaciones de
dependencia e integración social. Creados, graciosos y pícaros,” pages 118-59.
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exchange for their services as servants, they were trained to read, write and act, some
taking the stage as early as seven years of age. The daughter of a baker, Jerónima de
Burgos entered the acting profession as a child, and subsequently enjoyed a long,
prestigious career in theater.137
Burgos possessed great somatic skills, confirmed by the praise she received for
her talent to effortlessly switch from a female to a male role in comedias. Historians such
as Luis Astrana Marín and Agustín González de Amezúa affirm that Burgos elevated her
status as a master of her craft, claiming that she ‘excelled in portraying women dressed
up as men’ “sobresalió, a lo que parece, en representar vestida de hombre” (Gadea and
De Salvo). In fact, Lope wrote about the success of Tirso de Molina’s play Don Gil de
calzas verdes, in which Burgos’s played the character ‘Juana’ (Ferrer Valls “La mujer”),
and Tirso de Molina may have created the character ‘Jerónima’ in his comedia El amor
médico: mujer de tres lenguas with Jerónima de Burgos in mind (Darst 93).138 Moreover,
the role of the protagonist in this play is not only physically demanding, but also
linguistically challenging, with polyglot dialogues in Spanish, Portuguese and Latin.
It makes sense that Tirso would have had Burgos in mind for this character
especially since Burgos had been to Lisbon as an actor in her teens and also as an adult.
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Alejandro Gadea and Mimma de Silva in “Jerónima de Burgos y Pedro de
Valdés: Biografía de un matrimonio de representantes en la España del Seiscientos” find
that “Amezúa sospecha que Jerónima pudo entrar en esta profesión desde niña,
acogiéndose a la costumbre de ciertos padres que, sin ser cómicos, entregaban a sus hijos
a los representantes. De la chanza sobre la actriz que vierte Lope en su epistolario,
Amezúa deduce que quizás fuera hija de un pastelero.”
138

See Chapter 3 for an analysis of El amor médico and how the actor prepared
for that role.
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She travelled to Portugal as an actor in Jerónimo Velázquez’s company in 1595; and then
in the company she and her husband, Pedro de Valdés, managed in 1605; and possibly
again in 1610 with Alonso Riquelme’s company (Gadea and De Salvo). She most likely
would have learned Portuguese or at least mastered a Portuguese accent. Furthermore,
throughout most of her career Jerónima de Burgos collaborated with playwrights in
preparing for a role; a letter by Lope reveals her involvement in the development of the
character ‘Nise’ in La dama boba (Rennert The Life of Lope de Vega 243-44). Her acting
company was in high demand in large cities such as Madrid and Seville, with Burgos
often playing primera dama. Historical scholars such as Hugo Albert Rennert and
Mimma De Salvo document that despite being criticized for gaining weight and for her
aging face, Jerónima de Burgos continued to perform physically demanding roles, such as
that of Gil in Don Gil de calzas verdes, successfully employed as an actor in the corrales,
palaces, and other theatrical settings throughout her career.
Besides theater families, acting companies served as schools, educating actors in
the art of acting. In these companies, actors could acquire administrative and directing
skills, as Mimma de Salvo points out.139 As wives of autores, women could familiarize
themselves with directing and running a company, which in many cases they did in the
absence of their husbands. However, women, as daughters of actors or autores, as a rule
did not inherit the position of autora as seen by the wives. Manuela (de) Escamilla was
only one exception found in the historical documents by de Salvo. Still, growing up in a
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“También se podían adquirir aquellas habilidades administrativas y de
dirección efectiva importantes para el buen funcionamiento de la agrupación” (La mujer).
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family of theater professionals certainly improved their chances of working as actors and
ascending the ladder to status of autoras.
Another well-known seventeenth-century Spanish actor with a prominent
appearance in historical and critical comedia studies is María de Córdoba, also known as
‘Amarilis.’ Córdoba was best known for her role as Hero in Mira de Amescúa’s tragedy
Hero y Leandro because of her physical agility and bravery (Rodríguez Cuadros La
técnica 591). Even though she was mocked by poets for being advanced in her years,
Córdoba proved to be a master in her craft, fearlessly lunging herself from a tower, as
called for in the script.140 Calderón de la Barca applauded her courage and skill through
the words of Cosme in La dama duende (The Phantom Lady, 1629):
Si era bien hecho o no era
Echarse Hero de la torre,
No se echara, es cosa cierta,
Con que se hubiera excusado
El doctor Mira de Amescúa
De haber dado a los teatros
Tan bien escrita Comedia;
Y haberla representado
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Mimma de Salvo lists a few of the many women who enjoyed long successful
careers in acting, such as María de Quiñones who worked from 1637 to 1672, and
Jerónima de Sandoval who worked from 1670 to1704. De Salvo deduces: “Aunque
desconocemos la edad de muchas de las actrices arriba citadas es obvio imaginar, dado el
período prolongado en el que se mantuvieron en escena, que debían ser bastante mayores,
según los parámetros vitales de la época, en las últimas fechas en las que se las
documenta representando” (La mujer).
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Amarilis tan de versa
Que volatín de carnal
Si otros son de la cuaresma
Sacó más de alguna vez
Las manos en la cabeza. (1:25-36)

If Hero had spent an hour thinking and deciding on the best thing to do,
she would not have thrown herself from the tower, that’s for sure (in
which case, no playwright would have had his greatest triumph writing her
into his most famous play, and no actress would have chewed up the
scenery playing her. (Stroud The Phantom Lady)
In addition to her acting skills, María de Córdoba excelled as a talented singer as well.
Praises of her voice abound in the one-act play, El Licenciado Mochín: “Canten un
tonillo alegre / que cause silencio, que mueva afición / porque si Amarilis canta / los
vientos se paran oyendo su voz” (De Salvo “La mujer en la práctica escénica” n4). In his
1690 essay “Ortografía castellana,” Alcázar writes that “Amarilis fue una comedianta
prodigiosa en su arte. Representaba, cantaba, tocaba instrumentos músicos, bailaba; y no
habia cosa que no hiciese con alabanza y aplauso” (‘Amarilis was a marvelous actress.
She acted, sang, played musical instruments, and danced. She received praise and
applause for all she did’; 114).
These women worked tirelessly at perfecting their craft, well aware of the drastic
consequences poor physical training and care could have on their careers. For instance,
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McKendrick points out how Alfonsa de la Haro y Rojas “was obliged to retire from the
stage when she lost her voice” (“Representing their Sex” 81). Others met more severe or
even fatal consequences for neglecting to take seriously the intense physical preparation
required of a good actor, such as Josefa de Medina, who met her death after falling from
a tramoya during one of her performances (82).
Actors, especially women, were praised for their acting skills by contemporary
scholars such as Cristóbal Suárez de Figueroa in his Plaza universal de todas las ciencias
y artes (1621):
de mujeres es un pasmo las que ha habido en las tablas, en lo sentido y
representado: Ana de Velasco, Mariana Páez, Mariana Ortiz, Mariana
Vaca, Jerónima de Salcedo, Juana de Villalba, 141 Mariflores, Micaela
Luján, Ana Muñoz, Josefa Vaca, Jerónima de Burgos, Polonia Pérez,
María de los Ángeles, María Martín mudó el nombre en María de
Córdoba, celebrada por su hermosura, tanto como por la representación,
llamada en común Amarilis, la Quiñones, al lado de Mejía, María de
Navas y Sabina Pascual. Dejo otras muchas porque me canso, y sólo digo
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According to Thornton Wilder, Juana de Villalba and her husband Baltasar de
Pinedo “were among the most admired actors of Spain. . . . Juana de Villalba was a mujer
varonil, a Diana cazadora, an Hércules, a ‘gigante hecho de nieve y de rosas.’ She
frequently bestrode the stage in men’s armor and overcame all contestants in tourneys at
a play’s finale” (19). She and her husband started their own acting company at the end of
the sixteenth-century, and between 1599 and 1606, Lope de Vega wrote an estimated 19
plays for their company (20).
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que jugaron las tablas con honestidad y decoro. (qtd. in Rodríguez
Cuadros La técnica 206)142
Still, many moralists and churchmen disapproved of women either participating in or
attending the theater, especially condemning women who cross-dressed. Mary Elizabeth
Perry documents that
Ana Muñoz, for example, was famous as the beautiful first lady of the
acting company of Andrés de Claramonte. She often appeared dressed as a
man, either to portray a man or to portray a female in disguise. In one
scene she appeared as an Amazon astride a horse. When the audience
cheered, the horse bolted and tossed her to the ground, causing the
premature birth of her daughter. Moralists saw this as divine punishment
for “unnatural” women. (Gender 133)
Female actors recognized that their bodily existence was determined by the dynamic
interaction between their bodies and the various environments. Negotiating the
relationship between the stronghold of the Church and State authorities in order to
establish themselves as professionals in the theater, they worked to change and improve
their bodies and their habits in preparation for their performance on stage. Melveena
McKendrick asserts that the female actors
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Suarez de Figueroa begins his praises with ‘as for the women, the presence and
acting of those that have been on stage is amazing,’ followed by the names of women
actors (listed above), and concludes with ‘I omit many others due to exhaustion, and say
only that they played the scenes with decency and decorum.’
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could not have been unaware that in many of the parts they played, all
written for them, they were effectively challenging society’s prescriptions
for, and assumptions about, women and the way a woman’s life was to be
lived, that they were articulating in public what women often felt and
thought in private. This automatically set them apart from most women,
and made them likely to be more sensitive than the average woman at any
social level in the predicaments and causes of the female characters they
depicted. (“Representing their Sex” 91)
In fact, many female actors embodied their role to the point of nearly erasing the line that
distinguished the actor from the character they depicted, challenging social and economic
norms. Jusepa Vaca not only portrayed a fierce woman known for her “masculinity and
femininity, aggression and passivity, strength and beauty, contradiction and consistency”
(Parr and Albuixech 18), she lived the role, as in the one written specifically for her by
Vélez de Guevara. However, contrary to Gila in La serrana, whose reputation for
“challeng[ing] the authority of the dominant cast and seek[ing] to undermine the
prevailing social or sexual hierarchy” serves as her downfall (Drinkwater 83),143 Jusepa
rises to the esteemed role of la primera dama, sought after by playwrights and loved by
audiences.
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J.A. Drinkwater writes that the protagonist Gila’s “exemplarity (or notoriety)
has the effect for the spectator of rendering her a universal figure from whom a universal
lesson may be learned: women who defy the established order face social marginalization
and death” (83). Darci Strother points out that Guevara’s Gila, “however, did not go
through life honoring or suppressing either of her two sides, until she was required to do
so by societal forces” (169).
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Regardless of the rigorous rehearsal and performance schedules, these women
found inspirations from outside their community. Their study of theatrical skills extended
beyond the rehearsal space, as in the case of many performers today, as they examined
everyday routines through representational and experiential practices that naturally lead
to performative somaesthetics—practices that permit the actor not only to dominate the
body, like make-up and costumes, but also to strengthen its expressive authority, such as
fencing and dancing. Empowered by their practice of somaesthetics, many women of the
stage exhibited amazing strength of character.
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CHAPTER 4: BUILDING A FEMALE CHARACTER FOR THE 17TH CENTURY
SPANISH STAGE
An Actor must work all his life, cultivate his mind,
train his talents systematically, develop his character;
he may never despair and never relinquish this main purpose—
to love his art with all his strength and love it unselfishly.
Konstantin Stanislavski, Building a Character

Seventeenth-century Spanish philosopher González de Salas deemed that the
success of a comedia depends heavily on the quality of the acting “valentía de la acción”
(213). The talents of a good actor qualify as a pure, clear voice, a steadfast memory, and
dynamic action. As many plays include metatheatrical comments, they can guide us as to
the actor’s preparation at the time. For instance, in Lope’s El guante de doña Blanca
(1627-1635), “que ha de tener el buen representante . . . acción, memoria, lengua y
osadía” (‘what a good actor should have are/ action, memory, diction and boldness;’
228), echoing González de Salas’s treatise. From the viewpoint of somaesthetics,
therefore, those metatheatrical comments help prove how in the process of preparing for a
role, a skilled actor refines her embodied somatic experiences in theater using
representational, experiential, and performative somaesthetics techniques.
In building a character, in Stanislavski terms, actors begin with study. Quintilian
was a true believer of preparing before a performance, charging that “we cannot hope to
attain perfection unless nature is assisted by study” (11.3.11). In other words, actors focus
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on their representational skills, making sure that their actions and costumes fit their
character’s specific social status and geographical location. Pinciano advises that when
preparing for a role actors must consider not only their character, but also when and
where the action takes place: “en lo que es ornato tocante a la acción se debe considerar
la persona, el tiempo y el lugar.”144 They must familiarize themselves with the physical
space of the stage and all its components (exits/entrances; props; stage settings;
machines, such as tramoyas; etc.).
Especially important to actors’ preparation is the play’s text. Diligent readings of
the dialogue and stage directions assist actors in memorizing their parts, connecting their
representational form with their experiential feelings, thus ensuring that their voices and
movements match that of the characters they portray. P. José Alcázar asserts that “la
seguridad de la memoria es muy necesaria en la Comedia española; porque si no se dicen
los versos como están escritos, ni conseguirá el poeta gloria, ni los comediantes aplauso”
(243).145 In addition to an unwavering memory, one of the fundamental skills
playwrights and autores look for in an actor is the ability to improvise, as Cervantes’
Pedro in the comedia, Pedro de Urdemalas, asserts: “han de ser/ tan raros como
infinitos./De gran memoria, primero;/ Segundo, de suelta lengua” (‘they should be as rare
as infinite. The first is a good memory; the second is a fluent tongue’; v. 2896-927).
Studying the play’s text helps the actor develop an understanding of her character’s
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‘In regards to the action, one should consider the person, time, and place.’
‘The assurance of memory is greatly needed in the Spanish play, because if
you do not recite the verses as they are written, neither the playwright will receive praise
nor the actor applause.’
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motives and emotions, which aids in not only memorizing her lines, but also in easily
adlibbing in the event that her memory should escape her: “For a good delivery is
undoubtedly impossible for one who cannot remember what he has written, or lacks the
quick facility of speech required by sudden emergencies, or is hampered by incurable
impediments of speech” (Quintilian 11.3.11-12). Many of the successful comedia actors
demonstrated improvisational skills, suelta lengua, as referred in Pedro de Urdemalas,
especially considering how often playwrights, directors (autores), and actors made last
minute alterations to manuscripts in order to fit the venue or the audience, often leaving
the actors little lead time to memorize their lines. For example, during the 1620s and
1630s Juan de Morales and his company of actors tailored Vélez de Guevara’s La
serrana to specific audiences and theater locations (Peale 60). 146
In order to improve the memory and “facility of speech,” Quintilian recommends:
Learn passages by heart (for if we have to speak extempore, the passion
inspired by our theme will distract us from all care for our voice), while
the passages selected for the purpose should be as varied as possible,
involving a combination of loud, argumentative, colloquial and modulated
utterance, so that we may prepare ourselves for all exigencies
simultaneously. (11.3.24-25)
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C. George Peale provides examples of verses or stage directions that differ
from the version of La serrana composed by Vélez de Guevara that scholars refer to and
from those altered by Manuel’s acting company. See “Los textos y la fecha de La Serrana
de la Vera,” pages 41-62.
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As the actor rehearses, she continues to refine her skills, fundamental to performative
somaesthetics, improving not only her mental strength, but also her physical stamina to
get her through weeks of rehearsals and performances. Quintilian claims that “exercise,
which gives strength in all cases, is equally necessary both for orators and singingmasters” (11.3.22). In the treatise Passions of the Minde (1604), Thomas Wright claimed
that “what orators and players do, then, is to discover the passions of the mind with their
bodies—larynx, limbs, torso, and head together—thereby transforming invisible impulse
into spectacle and unspoken feeling into eloquence” (qtd. in Roach 32-33). Victor Dixon
interweaves teachings from rhetoricians with Lope’s Arte nuevo to demonstrate the basis
for the early modern Spanish actor’s motivation.
In “Manuel Vallejo: un actor se prepara,” Dixon underscores the importance of
preparing for a role in seventeenth-century Spanish theater. He analyzes one of Lope’s
comedias, El castigo sin venganza, taking us through the process of preparing for a role
from the perspective of the successful actor/autor Manuel Vallejo. In preparation for the
play, Vallejo explains how his actors prepare. They pay special attention to their
costumes, making sure they are of the best quality, especially since their physical
appearance will be judged by their audience, as observed by Juan de Zabaleta in El día de
fiesta por la tarde (1659): “Si el comediante sale mal vestido le acusa ó le silba. Yo me
holgara saber con qué quiere ese, y los demás que le imitan, que se engalane si se le
quedan con su dinero” (Zabaleta 111). The actors familiarize themselves with the
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theater’s physical space, knowing when and where to enter, exit, and stand on stage.147 In
addition to representational forms, the actors engage their experiential feelings in
preparing for a role. It is not enough to just memorize and recite their lines, they must
embody their characters. Recalling the advice from the rhetoricians of the past, Vallejo
describes how actors should connect with their inner passions: “Cicerón said . . . ‘it is
almost impossible for an orator to incite passion from his listeners without first being
affected by passion himself.’” 148 Therefore, actors should use their imagination to help
them conjure up their inner passion: “Quintilian advises that, if we wish to denounce an
assassin, we must imagine—like in visiones—all the details of his emotions” (Dixon
66).149
In his essay, Dixon’s Vallejo especially mentions María de Riquelme, who
performed in Vallejo’s company. She was lauded by playwright Juan Pérez de Montalván
in 1632 for her interpretation of Bernarda in his violent honor play, De un castigo dos
venganzas ‘For a Punishment a Double Revenge.’150 Further proof of María de
Riquelme’s extraordinary acting skills are as follows: “In a letter dated September 4,
1633, Lope de Vega says of her: ‘She is extraordinary in depicting passion, in a way that
imitates nobody, nor will you be able to find any one who can imitate her’” (Rennert
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“Las entradas y salidas de los personajes, y su localización en el escenario,
requieren, en cambio, ser estudiadas con especial cuidado” (Dixon 63).
148
“Dijo Cicerón . . . ‘es casi imposible que un orador suscite una pasión en sus
oyentes si no es afectado primero por la pasión.’”
149
“[Quintiliano] aconseja que, si queremos denunciar un asesinato, imaginemos como en ‘visiones’- todos los detalles emocionantes de él.” See chapter 1 for explanation
of Quintilian’s visiones.
150
“El aplauso de todos en común fue mucho, tanto por la valentía de la comedia,
cuanto por la gran representación de María de Riquelme, gala y aliño de Bernarda” (59).
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350). María de Riquelme demonstrated a dimension of performative-representational
somaesthetic awareness required for success, in addition to an experiential awareness.
Critic Juan Caramuel (1606-1682) exclaimed: “So impressionable by nature was she [de
Riquelme] that, to the astonishment of all, her acting affected her facial expressions,
showing joy if the role demanded it; profound sorrow in each poignant step; and in the
swiftest of transitions, representing contrasting emotions unique and extraordinary in this
genre of mime” (qtd. in Rennert The Spanish Stage 163-64n3).151 Alcázar echoed these
same sentiments.152 The actress embodied the spirit of the parts she portrayed, conjuring
her sentimiento interior, as González de Salas suggests, and capturing the essence of the
characters with emotions and actions that engaged the audience. 153 Moreover, María de
Riquelme, the wife of Manuel Vallejo, was “celebrated not only for her great beauty and
skill as an actress, but also for her absolutely spotless character” (Rennert The Life 351).
Nevertheless, when it came to judging a performance, the spectators in the corrales had
little regard for the reputation or position an actor as a person held in theater or society,
explains Rennert, “nothing but genuine talent could have enabled María de Riquelme to
hold her own with the public against the other members of her husband’s powerful
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“tan impresionable por naturaleza, que, con asombro de todos, mudaba
representando el color de su rostro, demostrando sus facciones la alegria, si su papel lo
demandaba, la tristeza mas profunda en los pasos pateticos, y figurando los afectos mas
opuestos en sus mas rapidas transiciones de tal modo que era inimitable y unica en este
genero de mimica.”
152
“Riquelme, moza de linda cara, y de tan fuerte aprehensión, que cuando
hablaba, mudaba el color del rostro con admiración de todos. Si se contaban en las tablas
cosas dichosas y felices, las escuchaba bañada en color de rosa; y si ocurría alguna
circunstancia infausta, se ponía al punto pálida. Y en esto era única, y nadie la podía
imitar” (114).
153
See chapter 1 for an explanation of sentimiento interior.
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company” (351n2). Her skill can be attributed to the long hours of rehearsal that actors
spend in preparation for their roles, as witnessed by Rojas. 154
Preparing for a Role
For most actors in the early modern Spanish stage, the process of training was
grueling since many of the roles were physically and psychologically demanding. In Arte
nuevo, Lope, through his description of some stage décors and settings, gives us a
glimpse of the stage actors worked with: “otros los pintan, con sus lienzos y
árboles,/Cabañas, casa y fingidos mármoles” (others describe these properties, with their
drops, trees, cabins, houses, and simulated marbles’; v. 354-55; trans. Brewster).155
Actors were expected to ride on horseback; rise above the stage and audience in stage
machines; climb in and out of trapdoors; and on occasion to drop from elevated
platforms, such as in the production of El Anticristo by Juan Ruiz Alarcón, mentioned in
Chapter 2, which called for a character to fall from a cloud-machine into an opened
trapdoor below.
The repetitive actions by female actors reinforced audience expectations about
what they can do, which provided the actors with greater agency in terms of what they
can do in society. Therfore, many plays made considerable use of tramoyas or ‘stage
machines,’ employing women as a means of attracting audiences. For example, in
Antonio Enríquez Gómez’s El rey más perfecto, the character la Fama is directed to enter
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Quoted in the previous chapter.
According to Grubbs, Lope’s Lo fingido verdadero “also underscores how
excessive staging can distract the audience and overshadow the text (58), mirroring the
Arte nuevo” (“Dramatization”).
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via a tramoya; in Tirso’s Doña Beatriz de Silva, a girl playing la Virgen María appears
over the stage on a cloud: “en una nube, se aparece una Niña con los rayos, corona y
hábito con que pintan a la imagen de la Concepción”(251); and in Luis Belmonte y
Bermúdez’s comedia, El diablo predicador, a girl playing the role of the Virgin Mary
descends from a tramoya onto the stage (Ruano de la Haza La puesta en la escena 257).
In Lope’s El marido más firme, Eurídice “disappears through a trapdoor, or by some
other device: ‘o con otra invención’” (Shergold Spanish Stage 223). In analyzing Ana
Caro’s El conde Partinuplés (1630s), we see how the playwright highlights the actors’
versatile somatic skills. She directs the protagonist Rosaura and her cousin Aldora to
ascend and descend as if by magic from a bofetón,156 as seen in Act I, “sale el conde tras
una fiera vestida de pieles, vale a dar, y vuélvese una tramoya y aparece Rosaura”; they
run behind and in front of a tramoya and stage curtains as it happens moments later when
Rosaura disappears and Aldora appears among trees located on the other side of the
stage: “desaparécese Rosaura,” “aparécesele Aldora a otro lado, entre unos árboles”; they
remove and replace stage props: “darle el vaso, se le quitan de la mano” and “se le quitan
[el plato] de la mano,”; they enter in the ‘dark’ and feign tripping over something as they
exit: “sale Rosaura, a oscuras, y tropieza al salir”; and they sing as well. 157 All of it
happens before the last Act! In addition to the tramoyas, Caro introduces a horse in Act
III, requiring Lisbella, the second dama, who enters earlier in the scene wielding a sword,
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Shergold describes this particular tramoya or machine as “a device which
either rotated or sprang open to enable characters to appear and disappear as if by magic”
(Spanish Stage 223).
157
Most of the play takes place “en la oscuridad” ‘in the dark,’ reminiscent of
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
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“salen al son de cajas Lisbella, con espada y sombrero, y soldados,” to enter on horseback
waving a cloth, “sale Lisbella a caballo, saca un lienzo y hace señas” (Caro 137-62).
Moreover, comedias that featured crossed-dressed women often required their female
actors to perform near acrobatic movements when changing costumes to get from scene
to scene, such as Ana Caro’s Valor, agravio y mujer and Juan Pérez de Montalbán’s La
monja alférez.
Another representational aspect of theater that provided woman of the stage with
agency can be found in the actor’s costume and gestural movements. Seventeenth-century
theater treatises emphasized the importance of matching the costume to the proper social
status and age of the characters. For José Pellicer de Tomar, “la gala y el adorno en los
que la representan es elocuencia muda que escuchan los ojos” (‘The actors’ dress and
adornment is mute eloquence heard by the eyes’; 226). For this reason, in his “La idea de
comedia de Castilla (1635),” Pellicer insisted that it is necessary “acomodarse a los trajes
de las naciones donde introduce el suceso, si es en Francia, Inglaterra, Roma, Alemania,
España, Turguía o la India occidental y oriental, cuidar de advertir a los auctores los uso
de aquellas provincias según el tiempo de que escribe” (226).158 Pinciano established this
rule early in his treatise on the process of acting: “En la persona, después de considerado
el estado, se debe considerar la edad, porque claro está que otro ornato y atavío o vestido
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‘to adapt the costumes to the nations where the events are introduced; if in
France, England, Rome, Germany, Spain, Turkey or the western or eastern India, make
sure to warn the actors the time and place they occur.’
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conviene al príncipe que al siervo, y otro, al mozo que al anciano.”159 At a time when
treatises of behavior and dress code prescriptions were emphasized for common citizens’
social decorum, it was also a matter of importance on stage. Alcázar reiterates the same
counsel to the actors:
En el traje se deben considerar la propiedad y la riqueza. No debe el turco
vestirse de vestidos alemanes, ni el español de arábigos. Los pintores
persas, en adornando la cabeza de un hombre con sombrero, afirman que
han representado un francés con todos sus números. Semejante error
cometiéramos nosotros si representásemos un turco con ropilla y capa
italiana y turbante. (245)160
Only after such considerations can an actor appropriately cultivate habits, such as
gestural movements particular to her character, an exercise not always practiced by
actors, as noted by Lope de Vega in Arte nuevo:
Los trajes no dijera Julio Pólux,
si fuera necesario, que, en España,
es de las cosa bárbaras que tiene
la comedia presente recibidas:
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‘After considering the social state of the character, you should consider the
age, because clearly the movement and attire or dress of a prince is different than that of a
servant, as well as that of a young person is different than that of an elder.’
160
‘One should consider property and wealth. A Turkish character should not
dress in German costume, or Spanish in Arab. The Persian painter in adorning the head of
a man with a hat affirms that he has represented a French man with all his accessories.
We ourselves commit such errors if we represent a Turk wearing an Italian doublet and
cloak with a turban.’
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sacar un turco un cuello de cristiano
y calzas atacadas un romano. (v. 356-61)

Of costume Julius Pollux would tell us if it were necessary, for in Spain it
is the case that the comedy of today is replete with barbarous things: a
Turk wearing the neck-gear of a Christian and a Roman in tight breeches.
(trans. Brewster)
In order to prevent gross errors in characterization, the actor starts by studying the play,
paying careful attention to textual cues or didascalias habladas for character
development.161 Patrice Pavis writes that “after reading the text, elements are extracted
from it and are put on stage. So the text is conceived as a reserve, even as the depository
of meaning; and the task of performance is to extract and express this meaning, just as
one extracts (scenic) juice from a (textual) carrot” (204). For instance, the actors who
portray King Ferdinand and Queen Isabel in Fuenteovejuna might pay attention to the
verbal exchange of the characters Laurencia and Frondoso in Act III for cues on their
representational forms:
LAURENCIA: ¿Aquestos los reyes son?
FRONDOSO: Y en Castilla poderosos.
LAURENCIA: Por mi fe, que son hermosos;
(bendígalos San Antón!). (203)
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For a more developed study on didascalias habladas by recent critics, see El
texto puesto en escena, edited by Bárbara Mujica and Anita K. Stoll.
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The dialogue between the two characters hints to the characters’ dress. The use of words
such as poderosos ‘powerful’ and hermosos ‘splendid’ denote their sociopolitical status,
seen in their regal attire, and their vocal and gestural expressions. Quintilian writes: “All
delivery . . . is concerned with two different things, namely, voice and gesture, of which
the one appeals to the eye and the other to the ear, the two senses by which all emotion
reaches the soul. But the voice has the first claim on our attention, since even our gesture
is adapted to suit it” (11.3.14; my emphasis). This is especially true of the Spanish actor
who often times had to interpret the comedia’s polysemic language.
When building a character, an actor must be aware of the diction, the pauses, the
tempo, and the timbre in her manner of speaking. 162 Alcázar reminds the actor that the
voice is just as important in acting as it is in singing. An awkward delivery of the most
splendid lines will not receive applause, while one that shows grace in action and diction
will please those who hear it, even if the actor speaks nothing worthy of praise (114).163
Therefore, as the classically trained Spanish actor and director Francisco Portes advises,
the actor must be mindful of the rhythmic frames in the comedias, which signify social
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Quintilian defines “the methods of using the voice,” which “present great
variety. For in addition to the triple division of accents into sharp, grave and circumflex,
there are many other forms of intonation which are required: it may be intense or relaxed,
high or low, and may move in slow or quick time. But here again there are many
intermediate gradations between the two extremes, and just as the face, although it
consists of a limited number of features, yet possesses infinite variety of expression, so it
is with the voice: for though it possesses but few varieties to which we can give a name,
yet every human being possesses a distinctive voice of his own, which is as easily
distinguished by the ear as are facial characteristics by the eye” (11.3.17-18).
163
“Lo que decimos de el canto, podemos decir también de la declamación.
Algunos no tienen ninguna gracia, y aunque dicen cosas hermosas, carecen de aplauso;
algunos tienen mil sales en la acción y en la pronunciación, y son oídos con gusto,
aunque no digan cosa que pueda ser alabada de los doctos.”
167

and emotional codes and meaning of the subtext. Portes illustrates this with an example
from Los locos de Valencia (Madness in Valencia) in which Lope de Vega uses a sonnet
to “soothe the male protagonist, imbuing him with peace and reason in the incongruity of
the asylum” (64).164 For example, a slight change in the placement of the accents in the
sonnet “Vete despacio, pensamiento mío” can change the mood originally intended for
the character.165 Portes warns that if an actor does not take special note of the position of
the accents, he will run the risk of changing the feel of the sonnet to sound more like
“cacophony prose” than harmonious and serene verses (64).
In addition to dialogue, acotaciones, or ‘stage directions,’ present the actor with
experiential and representational signs for building her character. However, according to
J. M. Ruano de la Haza, since play texts were intended for professional actors who did
not require much direction, playwrights scarcely included them in their comedias (Los
teatros comerciales 529). Pinciano, who considers time and place of action one of the
most important components in preparing for a role, writes that “se debe tener noticia de
las regiones, que en cada una suele haber uso diferente de vestir, de manera que el actor
debe hacer este escrutinio y diligencia dicha, porque el poeta, las más veces no hace
cuenta desto. . . y deja las partes que atienden á la acción al actor, cuyo oficio es
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“Lope quiere serenar al protagonista masculino, imbuirle paz y raciocinio en la
algarabía del manicomio. . .”
165
The sonnet: “Vete despacio, pensamiento mío,/que como otros se pierden por
el viento,/por el más bajo y áspero elemento,/a su pesar de la razón te guio./Y yo lloro
con cuerdo entendimiento/las ansias de tu loco desvarío./No me aventures á tan loca
empresa,/pues no hay contento que esperar de un loco,/cuando á faltar entre los cuerdos
viene./Pesa tu daño y tu provecho pesa:/Déjame en paz, que no es razón tampoco/perder
el seso por quien no le tiene” (Lope Los locos de Valencia II.1).
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representar.”166 Therefore, most stage directions gave little information, entrusting the
skilled actor with her own interpretation of the character and her actions. For example,
the actor who portrays Princess Celidaura in Leonor de la Cueva’s La firmeza en la
ausencia will inform herself of the period in which the play takes place (early 1600s
during the Thirty Years’ War) and in what country or region (Naples) she is in from the
dialogue between the noblemen, Juan and his friend Carlos in Act I, Scene 1 of the play
(457 lines before she enters). After carefully studying the play text, the stage direction in
which the princess first enters - “sale la infanta” - signifies to the actor not only the
placement of the character on stage, but also how she should dress; how she should enter
or exit the stage; and how she should comport herself—as a princess.
In the annals of seventeenth-century Spanish actors, somatic action, referred to as
motorio, is at the crux of the character’s internal motivation.167 Alcázar defines motorio, a
skill he believed was difficult to achieve, as “la representación turbulenta, que consiste
más en hacer que hablar” (‘turbulent performance, which involves more doing than
speaking’; 244). As an example of somatic action, Alcázar recounts the time a performer
in Madrid successfully expressed the ‘turbulent’ passions of the heart. He recalls how the
actor entered the stage, silently reading a letter to himself. Meanwhile, spectators
witnessed the character’s internal struggle through facial and physical expressions of
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‘One should be informed of the regions and its different customs of dress. The
actor, with scrutiny and due diligence, should be aware of these differences, because the
playwright, more often than not, does not make note of this . . . [the playwright] leaves
the action to the actor, whose profession is to act.’
167
Quintilian reminds us that “Cicero likewise regards action as the supreme
element of oratory” (Quintilian 11.3.7).
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surprise and anger expressed by the actor. When the character’s emotions reached the
critical point of anger, he tore the paper into shreds. This somatic action propelled the
actor to ‘vehemently’ recite his lines. In the end, Alcázar comments, “that day the actor
received more accolades for his actions than for his words” (244-45).168
In another example of somatic action, a well-known passage by chronologist Juan
de Zabaleta describes a female actor with the same commitment to her trade as the
aforementioned actor:
Yo vi a una comedianta de las de mucho nombre (poco ha que murió) que
representando un paso de rabia, hallándose acaso el lienzo en la mano, le
hizo mil pedazos por refinar el afecto que fingía: pues bien valía el lienzo
dos veces más del partido que ella ganaba. Y aun hizo más que esto, que
porque pareció bien entonces, rompió un lienzo cada día todo el tiempo
que duró la comedia. (qtd. in Rodríguez Cuadros La técnica 635).169
Even though the actors’ actions are well received, they also run the risk of bordering on
‘overacting.’ Without proper training in somatic practices, an actor can easily fall into
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“El primero [motorio] es muy dificultoso, porque se hallan pocas personas que
expresen bien las turbulentas pasiones del ánimo. En Madrid entró una vez en el teatro
leyendo para sí una carta y tuvo largo tiempo suspenso a los oyentes. A cada renglón se
espantaba. Últimamente, arrebatado en furia, hizo pedazos el papel y comenzó a
exclamar vehementísimos verso. Y aunque fue alabado de todos, consiguió mayor
admiración aquel día haciendo que hablando.” Evangelina Rodríguez Cuadros cites this
paragraph as well in her article “Registros y modos de representación en el actor Barroco:
Datos para una teoría fragmentaria,” page 47.
169
‘I saw a famous actress (recently passed), who, in order to emphasize a
dramatic moment of rage, tore a handkerchief she happened to be holding into a thousand
pieces. Well then, seeing the great affect this gesture had on the audience, she felt
compelled to tear a handkerchief every day throughout the duration of the play, even
though the handkerchief cost more than twice what she earned for the part.’
170

habits that perpetuate theatrical stereotypes which, consequently, can betray not only the
actor but also the character she wishes to portray. In performative somaesthetics, the
actor strives, through physical exercises, for a somatic transformation that modifies daily
techniques in order to produce genuine movements true to her character.
The practice of physical training stems from the school of ancient Greek
philosophers who advocated, as Shusterman points out, physical training, “since fit
bodies provide sharper perceptions and more discipline and versatility for adapting
oneself in thought” (“Somaesthetics” 302). For instance, an actor must take care to
preserve her vocal cords by cultivating sound physical habits, since “the good qualities of
the voice, like everything else, are improved by training and impaired by neglect”
(Quintilian 11.3.19). Quintilian believes that “physical robustness is essential to save the
voice from dwindling to the feeble shrillness . . . and the mentions for creating such
robustness are to be found in walking, rubbing-down with oil, abstinence from sexual
intercourse, an easy digestion, and, in a word, in the simple life” (11.3.19). Moreover,
actors unaware of their somatic habits could betray their characters on stage, as Quintilian
explains:
If gesture and the expression of the face are out of harmony with the
speech, if we look cheerful when our words are sad, or shake our heads
when making a positive assertion, our words will not only lack weight, but
will fail to carry conviction. Gesture and movement are also productive of
grace. It was for this reason that Demosthenes used to practise his delivery
in front of a large mirror, since, in spite of the Greek that its reflexions are
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reversed, he trusted his eyes to enable him to judge accurately the effect
produced. (11.3.67-68)
In exploring their characters, actors practice the performative dimension of pragmatic
somaesthetics that seeks to change the deep-rooted somatic habits that prevent them from
succeeding. They ask questions that acknowledge the ‘given’ circumstances in order to
determine an “effective will,” what motivates them into action.
The actor must tap into her unconscious will in order to control or change a
particular ingrained movement or gesture that prevents her from effectively performing
on stage. Somaesthetics’ “effective will” seeks to synthesize physical actions with that of
experience in order to propel the body into action. Shusterman uses the analogy of the
golfer to explain “effective will”:
Consider the poor golfer who tries to keep his head down and his eyes on
the ball and who is completely convinced that he is doing so, even though
he in fact miserably fails. His conscious will is unsuccessful because
deeply ingrained somatic habit overrides it; he does not even notice this
failure because his habitual sense perception is so inadequate and distorted
that it feels as if the action intended is indeed performed as willed. (“The
Case of Foucault” 534)
Thus, the success of the comedia depended on the actor’s “effective will” to develop new
habits and new ways of embodying her character, which included adapting feelings,
emotions and experiences to the role.
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The actor starts with the word ‘if,’ an important element to theater. Peter Brook
emphasizes in his book The Empty Space that “in everyday life, ‘if’ is a fiction, in the
theatre ‘if’ is an experiment. In everyday life, ‘if’ is an evasion, in the theatre ‘if’ is the
truth. When we are persuaded to believe in this truth, then the theatre and life are one”
(140-41). In his advice to an orator, Quintilian suggests that “his gesture should be
adapted rather to his thought than to his actual words, a practice which was indeed once
upon a time even adopted by the more dignified performers on the stage.” For the
rhetorician, dramatic, as well as comic, actors seem to him “to commit a gross offence
against the canons of their art when, if they have in the course of some narrative to quote
either the words of an old man . . . or of a woman . . . they utter them in a tremulous or a
treble voice, notwithstanding the fact that they are playing the part of a young man”
(11.3.89; 91). From a somaesthetic approach, a synthesis of mind and body happens
through exercises that enable the individual to recognize and change habits that are
unnatural to the function of everyday activities. When similarly easy functions appear
unnatural or forced, the actor runs the risk of producing a caricature or a character that
audiences will find unconvincing.
Tirso de Molina, a successful playwright and good friend of Lope’s, made it clear
in Cigarrales de Toledo, that the actor who delivered their lines poorly would suffer the
wrath of the audience. Most playwrights were well acquainted with the strengths of the
acting companies and shared Lope’s practical approach to acting, writing strong, complex
roles for leading ladies. Anthony Grubbs suggests that the playwrights relied on the
actor’s embodiment of the character for the success of their plays: “The simple notion of
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chastisement underlines the fundamental role of the actors and the great responsibility
that they shoulder with relation to the theatrical experience” (The Playwright’s
Perspective 145-46). In other words, the actor understood the negative implications of
poor preparation. If her performance failed to please the audience, the playwright risked
having his or her play cancelled, which in turn could result in the actor losing her job. On
the other hand, if the actor excelled, she increased her chances of employment, and even
of having playwrights create exceptional roles for her in their plays, like Lope did for
Jerónima de Burgos, and Guevara for Jusepa Vaca, mentioned earlier.
A skilled actor is trained to include the spectators by connecting with them
through performance. The actor is well aware of the importance of including the
audience, which means that she needs to consciously attend to the gestures, voice
inflections, or physical movements indicative to her character. Oehrlein substantiates this
assertion, explaining that “el actor, entregándose totalmente a los sentimientos de la
figura teatral que interpreta, llega a este mundo imaginado, que es, según el
entendimiento de la época, la realidad, llevando consigo al espectador” (28).170 The very
action of this discourse propels the art forward, rendering a continuous experience,
whether the action is on-stage in view of the audience, or off-stage, inducing the
spectator’s imagination. This is particularly so in early modern Spain when the emphasis
is making theater true to life.
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‘The actor, completely surrendering to his character’s role, arrives in this
imaginary world, that is, according to the understanding of the time, reality, bringing with
him the spectator.’
174

Dialogues and actions strongly resonated with audiences, whether ‘on-stage’ or
‘off-stage.’ The English term ‘off-stage’ denotes an action or event that occurs outside of
the audience’s visual perception; in other words, out-of-sight. Contrary to the English
definition, in the comedia’s stage directions the word ‘dentro’ creates a vision inside the
spectator’s mind; it is not out-of-sight, but instead an active creation within the
audience’s imagination, a vision. Many plays in Lope’s time relied on actions behind the
stage curtain to relate physical violence prohibited onstage, for example, rape and torture;
thus, obliging audience members to become engaged through cognitive embodiment.
A prime example where violent crimes, critical to the plot of the story, do not
occur on stage but instead off-stage or dentro ‘inside’ is Lope’s Fuenteovejuna, staged
between 1612 and 1614 in Madrid. 171 The comedia is based on an actual historical
incident that took place in 1476 in the village of Fuenteovejuna.172 After years of tyranny
and injustice at the hands of el Comendador, the villagers band together and kill him.
When a representative from the court assigned to investigate this murder asks who killed
the Commander, the people respond that it is Fuenteovejuna—a sign of solidarity against
an unjust judicial and social system. In one of the scenes in the last act of Fuenteovejuna,
the voices of those tortured offstage are heard. As the people of the town continue to hold
fast to their conviction to blame Fuenteovejuna for the murder, the court appointee, Juez
‘judge,’ is heard ordering the torture of women and children. The actions that occur
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See Margaret R. Hicks’ “Dentro: The Imaginary World Offstage in Lope de
Vega’s Early Plays” for other examples of the staging practice of dentro in Lope’s work.
172
Located about 50 miles northwest of Cordoba, Spain, the town is now called
Fuente Obejuna.
175

offstage are marked as ‘dentro’ in the stage directions: “(Dice dentro el JUEZ, y
responden.).”173 Even though the characters onstage react with horror to the actions
happening offstage, they applaud the courage and strength of their fellow townspeople,
influencing the spectators’ perception and therefore experience. The artist’s creative
process does not end when the actors leave the stage nor, for that matter, does it end with
the actors on stage, since the actors do not allow for a moment of reprieve as the action
moves back and forth from off- to onstage. The spectators continue to be actively
engaged as the action moves from dentro to on-stage as the actors re-enter (salen) the
playhouse platform, in- and outside the ‘imagined’ space. They experience a rollercoaster
of emotions that range from horror and pain to an overwhelming sense of pride:
(Salen MENGO, BARRILDO y el REGIDOR.)
BARRILDO. ¡Vítor, Mengo!
REGIDOR. Y con razón.
BARRILDO. ¡Mengo, vítor!
FRONDOSO. Eso digo.
MENGO.

¡Ay, ay!

BARRILDO. Toma, bebe, amigo.
Come.
MENGO.

¡Ay, ay! ¿Qué es?

BARRILDO. Diacitrón.
MENGO. ¡Ay, ay!
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‘(Cries are heard offstage)’ (G. J. Racz 89-90).
176

FRONDOSO. Echa de beber.
BARRILDO. De comer y beber va.
FRONDOSO. Bien lo cuela. Bueno está.
LAURENCIA. Dale otra vez de comer.
MENGO. ¡Ay, ay! (Fuenteovejuna Act III)174
This story is not far from the realities of their day, thus helping its success.175 For this
reason, actors and spectators alike relate to the characters because of their own social and
economic struggles. Throughout the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century, several regions
of Spain experienced insurgences against authority, resulting in the deaths of several
court judges and government officials. Maravall, in La cultura del Barroco, lists several
examples of towns of people who, under economic and social duress, rebelled against
those who governed them, such as Palma in the Andalucía region of Spain in which a
court judge was killed as a result of the town’s uprising (109). 176 These struggles were
compounded by the constant threat of imprisonment, especially by the Inquisition.
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‘(Enter Mengo, Barrildo, and Cuadrado.) BARRILDO. Three cheers there,
Mengo! CUADRADO. Yes, my word! BARRILDO. And one cheer more! FRONDOSO.
That was some feat! MENGO. Ooh! BARRILDO. Here, friend, have a bit to eat and
drink. MENGO. What is it? BARRILDO. Lemon curd. MENGO. Ooh! FRONDOSO.
There you go, man, drain the cup! BARRILDO. I knew you could. FRONDOSO. He’s
swilling, so it must be good. LUARENCIA. More food here while he’s drinking up.
MENGO. Ooh, ooh!’ (G. J. Racz 92-93).
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Fuenteovejuna was first published in 1619 and performed in Spain as early as
1612-1614.
176
Maravall reveals that “en Palma (Andalucía) se levantó el pueblo y mató al
juez real; en Málaga, tuvo que salir huyendo el Corregidor; en Palencia, hay fuertes
alteraciones y trastornos; los hay también en León; en Lorca se han levantado 1.500
hombres y en otros lugares de Andalucía, más y menos, y han tomado las armas; en la
Rioja han muerto a dos jueces y muchos ministros…; en Belmonte, el pueblo se ha
amotinado contra una compañía de soldados” (109).
177

Maravall cites documents filed in the beginning of the 1600s in La Junta de Reformación
which speak of the unclean and overcrowded conditions of the prisons. He quotes from
one source in Madrid that complained that “‘se fabrica muy aprisa una cárcel de
propósito, muy capaz para tanta gente como cada día cae en la ratonera’ –se refiere en
especial a presos de la Inquisición” (La cultura 126).177 Lope recreates the economic and
social reality of the state in order to engage his audience, following his own advice: “El
engañar con la verdad es cosa/que ha parecido bien . . . Siempre el hablar equívoco ha
tenido/y aquella incertidumbre anfibológica/gran lugar en el vulgo, porque piensa/que él
sólo entiende lo que el otro dice” (Arte nuevo 17-18).178 The actions onstage and ‘offstage’ or dentro shape the spectator’s perception of the past, thus, transforming history
into a live dynamic experience.
For the transformation to take place, we have to keep in mind that the spectators
that witness the actions on- and offstage “are not disembodied minds but rather embodied
beings whose experience is conditioned by the body” (Mullis 106). The comedia’s
audience members experience excitement, actively observing the actors’ facial
expressions and physical movements as well as the actions dentro the stage, an
“embodied enactment” that Connor-Swietlicki believes “connects spectators of all
gendered and socio-economic identifications” (40). She states that “as we are observing
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‘The prisons are constructed very quickly, very capable of holding many
people, since daily many fall into the trap; this source refers specifically to the Inquisition
prisoners.’
178
‘To deceive the audience with the truth is a thing that has seemed well . . .
Equivoke and the uncertainty arising from ambiguity have always held a large place
among the crowd, for it thinks that it alone understands what the other one is saying’
(trans. Brewster).
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their performances we are actually, physically re-making their every movement and
sound inside our own tissues, connecting them within us dynamically in processes we
usually call everything from absent-minded watching to feeling and thinking”
(“Embodying Rape & Violence” 10). Connor-Swietlicki’s assessment substantiates
Shannon Sullivan’s notion that bodies and their environments are “transactionally coconstituted,” that is, a body is the composition of her environment, just as her
environment consists of live organisms that include her body; they cannot exist without
each other. The body is always situated with its senses, which are affected by its
environment. Therefore, the mirror theory frequently used to describe the Baroque
audience becomes static since it does not encompass audience embodiment, as some
critics of comedia studies have noted.
In her studies of women writers, Mujica asks her readers to reassess the notion of
the mirror itself in the area of comedia studies, pointing to the study on spectatorship by
Dolan, who “casts doubt on the accuracy of its images” (Women Writers 22n6). “The
theatre is not really a mirror of reality,” explains Dolan in her examination of the female
spectator. She continues, “A mirror implies passivity and noninvolvement, an object used
but never changed by the variety of people who hold it up and look into it.” Far from a
passive mirror, the theater is an active relationship between actor and audience; “it
mediates and represents social relations in a schema of signs which require a receptive
and preconditioned reader in order to be meaningful” (The Feminist Spectator as Critic
16; my emphasis). Moreover, “As scholars and ordinary spectators,” contends ConnorSwietlicki, “we necessarily and truly embody what we observe actors doing”
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(“Embodying Rape & Violence” 10). In terms of somaesthetics, the spectators react to
their environment (the actors and their actions on stage), just as the actors feed from the
audience’s responses. The mirror through which the actors and spectators see themselves
is a composite of collective and individual experiences that result in an aesthetic
embodiment for all parties involved. Lo fingido verdadero (analyzed in the following
pages) provides an excellent illustration of different aspects of performance that drive
somaesthetic feelings.
Lo fingido verdadero
In the saints’ play or comedia de santos, Lo fingido verdadero (1608), Lope
guides his audience through the process of building a character. After preparing for the
role of a Christian, the Roman actor Ginés experiences a religious conversion on stage
before the emperor Diocletian. Throughout the play, the stage audience and the real
audience find it difficult to separate the ‘real’ actors from the ‘fictional’ characters or
from the real actors themselves. In imagining what it would be like to experience the life
of a Christian, as opposed to merely imitating a Christian, Ginés gives the performance of
his lifetime. When the curtain falls, the ‘stage audience’ exclaims:
MAXIMIANO. Buena ha estado la apariencia.
CAMILA. ¡Qué gracia!
LÉNTULO. No hay diferencia
desto al verdadero caso.
CAMILA. ¡Cuál estaba en el bautismo
imitando a los cristianos,
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humilde y puestas las manos!
DIOCLECIANO. Parece que lo es él mismo. (Lope Lo fingido 275)179
Ginés’s natural ability to portray realistically his role confuses the audience’s sense of
reality. In the comedia “we see perception and experience shaping language, and
language in its turn shaping perception and therefore experience” (McKendrick
“Breaking the Silence” 27). Through a host of happenings, events with no particular
message or goal, 180 the spectator, both on stage and off stage, finds it difficult to
distinguish the actor from the character whose approach to acting is rooted in
‘truthfulness’. 181
In Lo fingido, Lope reveals the changing and open nature of the reality of our
world, a viewpoint eloquently expressed by Emerson: “our life is an apprenticeship to the
truth that around every circle another can be drawn.”182 Opening herself to art as selfknowledge the actor uses her “effective will” to improve acting skills through somatic
action. Somaesthetics’ “effective will” seeks to synthesize physical actions with that of
experience in order to propel the body into action. The experiential dimension of
somaesthetics “refuses to exteriorize the body as an alienated thing distinct from the
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‘MAXIMIAN. A superb scene! LENTULUS. Like the real thing! CAMILLA.
True Conviction! Humility and arrogance. DIOCLETIAN. He speaks and gestures with
such ease that you’d swear he wasn’t acting’ (Johnson The Great Pretenders 78).
180
In the late 1950s, Allan Kaprow coined the term ‘happenings’ in his essay
“Manifesto” (1966).
181
In addition to Victor Dixon mentioned earlier, Fischer makes this observation:
“This [Ginés’s monologue on acting] is reminiscent of what has become the Stanislavsky
approach to acting, based on a certain truthfulness . . .” (161).
182
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, “Circles” (1841).
www.gutenberg.org/files/2944/2944.txt.
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active spirit of human experience” (Shusterman “Somaesthetics” 306), interconnecting
the performative form with one’s inner feelings. For example, the protagonist Ginés
explains how the actor uses life as a model for acting, since only by tapping into his lived
experience can the actor realistically “imitate a lover:”
una ausencia, unos celos, un agravio,
un desdén riguroso y otras cosas
que son de amor tiernísimos efectos,
harálos, si los siente, tiernamente;
mas no los sabrá hacer si no los siente. (Lo fingido 232)183
Ginés puts emphasis on the aesthetic qualities of the inner experience in order to
effectively portray or imitate a lover’s emotion. He focuses on the qualities inherent to
experiential somaesthetics with the belief that the emotions of pain, jealously, violence
and hate, reside in the interior depth of a person’s memory. The actor realizes the full
potential of her character, endowing it human depth, by calling on her own memories and
experiences to fill in the gaps left by the play’s text, following the same process as the
reader and providing meaning through representation and interpretation.
From an actor’s perspective, Portes believes that “the actor carries within him,
growing from the depths of his diaphragm, all the men he knows, even those he ignores.
And all these men, with their reasons and their follies, with their lights and shadows
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‘The pain of absence, jealously,/the flaring of violence and hate,/these are the
feelings which we live,/the stock in trade of the actor’s art’ (Johnson The Great
Pretenders 48-49).
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continue foreshadowing the character the actor looks for” (63).184 Isabella Torres posits
that Lope “credited actors with the ability to delve into the depths of their ‘type’ and to
draw their audience into the play’s deceitful hall of mirrors” (10), as proclaimed by the
character Diocletian in Lo fingido: “Mas pienso que es artificio/Deste gran
representante,/Porque turbarse un amante/Fue siempre el mayor indicio” (‘I think it’s the
artifice of this great actor, because being upset is always the best sign that someone’s in
love’; 243; McGaha 76). To attain such emotions, Quintilian advises that the orator’s
breath, for example, be “neither too short nor difficult to sustain or recover” (11.3.32).
“Inadequate somaesthetic awareness,”185 failure to will one’s body to perform the simple
physical functions of breathing, for example, could result in the development of “highly
neurotic actors,” a fear expressed by early modern critics. Roach explains:
The desperate prejudice against actors in the seventeenth century was
motivated in part by superstitious fears of their unnatural practices on the
audience. . . . However, the principal danger was to the actor himself. The
same physiological model that explained his powers of bodily selftransformation also demonstrated his acute vulnerability to the forces that
he summoned. (27-28).
Ginés creates an uncomfortable position for his fellow actor on stage, unaware of his own
vulnerability to his emotions, especially since his actions are based mostly on personal
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“Todos los hombres que el actor conoce, y aun los que ignora, los lleva dentro,
le crecen desde el diafragma. Y todos esos hombres, con sus razones y sus locuras, con
sus luces y sus sombras van prefigurando el personaje que el actor busca.”
185
“Somaesthetics” 303.
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‘passions’ without taking into account the play’s intentions. According to Roach, “the
word passion, derived from the Latin patior (to suffer), suggested that emotions seize
upon and possess those who suffer them, just as Quintilian’s visions penetrate and
pervade those experiencing them” (28; author’s emphasis). Until well into the 1700s, the
process of controlling emotions was not uncommon among actors and orators who
focused on emotion rather than on the message to persuade their audience (Roach 28).
Ginés’s actions create confusion on the part of the actor/character as well as the
spectators/actors. In the following scene, Lope demonstrates how an actor can lose sight
of the plot by indulging only in his passion rather than given circumstances. Ginés and
Marcela are presenting a love scene in which Ginés, who plays Rufino in love with
Marcela’s character Fabia, is jealous of Octavio, the character played by the actor of the
same name:
GINÉS.

Si sientes, Fabia, tormento,

Tan grande en aborrecerme,
Imagina cuál será
El que tengo aborrecido,
Pues del amor al olvido
Tanta diferencia va.
…………………………………………………
MARCELA. Si me importaran tus quejas,
te diera satisfacción.
GINÉS.

¿Tan resuelta vives, Fabia,
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de tratarme con rigor,
y no agradecer mi amor?
MARCELA. Quien desengaña, no agravia. (Lope Lo fingido 242)186
In the above scene, which Ginés writes to deal with his ‘real’ life feelings for Marcela, he
demonstrates how the actor, “supported only by talent,” as theater expert Robert Brustein
would assert, “bares the inner torments of the character, and, inevitably, something of the
actor’s soul as well” (18), evident in the middle of the scene in which Ginés begins to
mix his ‘real’ life feelings for Marcela with that of his character’s love for Fabia:
GINÉS.

Bien sé, Marcela, que nace

el hacerme aqueste agravio
de que quieres bien a Octavio;
Octavio te satisface,
Octavio te agrada, ingrata;
por él me dejas a mí
MARCELA. Ginés, ¿representas?
GINÉS.

Sí,

me pena a quien mal me trata.
MARCELA. ¿Cómo me llamas Marcela,
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‘GENESIUS. Fabia, if hating me torments you so, imagine how I must
suffer from your hate. There is as great a difference between my suffering and
yours as there is between loving and forgetting.[sic] MARCELLA. If I were to
listen to your complaints, I’d be giving you satisfaction. GENESIUS. Fabia, why
are you so determined to treat me harshly and reject my love? MARCELLA. It’s
better that you should face the truth.’ (McGaha 75-76).
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si soy Fabia?
GINÉS.

Por hablarte

de veras, por obligarte
a que tu desdén se duela
de aqueste mi loco amor.
MARCELA. ¿Qué tengo de responder?
GINÉS.

Con saberle agradecer

Me responderás mejor.
MARCELA. Esto no está en la comedia . . . (Lope Lo fingido 242-43;
my emphasis) 187
Instead of heeding his own advice to take “his art from life, learning from love / to
imitate love upon the stage” (Johnson The Great Pretenders 48), Ginés literally acts out
his own reflection of feelings of love for Marcela, confounding the ‘real’ image in the
mirror with the ‘fictional’ character. Since the mirror Ginés holds only reflects a static
image of himself, Marcela does not recognize the character and responds with
puzzlement at the reality of this unreality. Ginés confuses the difference between “true
emotion” and “false emotion,” which Quintilian defines as:
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‘GENESIUS. I know very well, Marcella, that the reason why you treat me so
unjustly is that you love Octavius. Octavius satisfies you, Octavius pleases you, you
ingrate. It is because of him that you’re leaving me. MARCELLA. Genesius, are you
acting? GENESIUS. Yes, I’m acting out the pain I suffer from your ill treatment.
MARCELLA. Why do you call me Marcella, when my name is Fabia? GENESIUS.
Because I’m really talking to you, because I want your scorn to take pity on my mad
love. MARCELLA. This is not in the play. …’ (McGaha 75-76; my emphasis)
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The former [true emotion] breaks out naturally, as in the case of grief,
anger or indignation, but lacks art, and therefore requires to be formed by
methodical training. The latter [false emotion], on the other hand, does
imply art, but lacks the sincerity of nature: consequently in such cases the
main thing is to excite the appropriate feeling in oneself, to form a mental
picture of the facts, and to exhibit an emotion that cannot be distinguished
from the truth. (11.3.61-62)
Unfortunately, in relying solely on his “true emotion” Ginés ends up living through the
character as opposed to building a character that lives through him, which gives the
audience the impression he has forgotten his lines.
MAXIMIANO:

Sospecho que se han turbado,

Que hablando a solas están.
LÉNTULO:

Con mirarte, olvidarán,

Señor, lo más estudiado. (Lope Lo fingido 242)188
In preparing for another role, Ginés experiments with movements and gestures as he
contemplates the nature of his character. He begins by asking himself crucial questions
regarding the part he will perform before the emperor:
Ahora bien, bueno será
Pensar en esta figura
Que al césar gusto le da;
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‘MAXIMIAN. Something seems to have upset them. They’re just talking to
each other. LENTULUS. It’s probably just that seeing you, sir, has made them forget
their lines.’ (McGaha 76).
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...
¿Cómo haré yo que parezca
Que soy el mismo cristiano
Cuando al tormento me ofrezca?
¿Con qué acción, qué rostro y mano
En que alabanza merezca? . . . (Lope 264-65)189
As he begins to rehearse, Ginés betrays his character by focusing on stereotypical
mannerisms considered character traits of a ‘Christian’:
Derribaré con furor
Los ídolos que desaman.
Quiérome sentar aquí
Como que en un gran tormento
Me tienen puesto, y que vi
Que se abría el firmamento,
Que ellos lo dicen así.
Y que algún mártir me hablaba,
O que yo hablaba con él:
¡bravo paso, industria brava!
Llamaré al césar cruel,
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‘Now I’d better think about this character Caesar is so interested in. . . . How
shall I do to convince them that I am that very Christian when they lead me off to be
tortured? How shall I move, what kind of facial expressions, what gestures shall I use to
win their praise?’ (McGaha 90).
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Como que a mi lado estaba.
Perro, tirano sangriento
(bien voy, bien le muestro furia); . . .
¡Qué bien levanto la voz! (Lope 265)190
Here, Ginés relies on “false emotions,” creating stereotypical gestures that lead to
‘overacting’ as he begins to shout. Unfortunately, theatrical stereotypes, such as the
above depiction of the tortured ‘Christian,’ divide people into categories or clichés ‘taken
from life,’ and as Stanislavski would aver, “they do not contain the essence of a character
and they are not individualized” (Character 24).
Later, Ginés becomes aware of the error of his senses, as this play is as much
about representation as it is about life itself. He recognizes that his “ears play the part of a
deaf man;” his “eyes play a blind man;” his “smell is like those people who, according to
many writers, live off the fragrance of flowers . . . because it is fated to be frustrated
rather than bear fruit;” his “touch plays the part of a madman who tries to touch heaven
with his vain thoughts;” and his taste, “the greatest and best actor of all, now plays the
part of a lover who persists in his mistaken path” (McGaha 70). He now desires to act
with authentic emotions in hopes of extending beyond the artificial imitations of feelings,
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‘I’ll furiously knock down the idols they hate. I’ll just make believe that I’m
being cruelly tortured and that I see the firmament open, for that’s what they all say, and
that some previous martyr is talking to me, or that I’m talking to him. Oh, what a clever
idea, what a great scene! I’ll call Caesar cruel, right to his very face. “You dog, you
bloody tyrant!” Oh, this is good! I’m really getting mad! . . . I sound terrific when I
shout!’ (McGaha 90).
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lamenting: “All my mad senses with similar figures have become the actors of my
enslaved emotions” (70).
In the scene between Ginés and Marcela, she gets confused when Ginés centers
on his personal feelings for her, losing focus of the purpose of the scene. His inability to
remain in character becomes evident to the spectators in a later scene in which Ginés,
believing the actor Marcela has taken off with Octavio, a fellow actor, becomes irate,
shouting like a ‘madman.’ In a moment of rage, he turns to the audience and insists that
Diocletian order his soldiers to arrest Octavio. The emperor, who is forced into the scene,
feels he has been made a ‘fool’ by Ginés and, therefore, refuses to pay Ginés for the
performance.
In what seems like a page taken right out of the comedia, historian Ricardo
Sepúlveda in El corral de la Pacheca relates a similar incident that happened between
two early modern Spanish actors, Manuela (de) Escamilla and her husband, Miguel
Dieste. In the middle of a scene from Calderón’s La adúltera penitente, Miguel cuts the
tassel from Manuela’s costume and throws it to the mayor sitting in the audience,
believing his wife was actually having an affair. The mayor, feeling he has been made a
fool of, commands the corral guards to arrest Miguel so he may rot in jail, then directs
the actors to continue with the comedia:
Pues sucedió que una tarde salió la Escamilla a representar La adúltera
penitente de D. Pedro Calderón, y al verla tan desconocida de basquiña,
guardainfante y mangas arrocadas, bullonadas y acuchilladas, con el
cordón seráfico arrastrando por las tablas, cebo hipócrita de donceles
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albillos, el actor que con ella tenía la brega de la representación (y que al
decir de la crónica era su marido, desde que la galleguita hubo cumplido
los trece años), sacó de pronto unas tijeras largas, y abrazando a la
Manuela con fervor místico de marido semiburlado, exclamó: “Con estas
tijeras fuertes / la borla te he de cortar”. Y, en efecto, así lo hizo: cortó de
un tijeretazo el cordón de San Francisco, y se lo echó, con trágico ademán,
a Sr. Alcalde de Casa y Corte, diciéndole: “Ahí va eso para los pobres del
refugio y para los tontos”. La actriz cayó al suelo desmayada. El Alcalde,
indignado por el desacato cometido en su persona, levantó la vara del
oficio y dijo a los corchetes que tenía a los dos lados: “Llévenlo a la
cárcel; que allí se pudra; y siga adelante la representación. (Sepúlveda
241-42)
By breaking character, the actor alienated himself from his fellow thespians and
spectators, compromising his career as well as the success of the comedia.
In another scene, Ginés engages in conversation with himself, baffling the actor
on stage: “Buenos, por Apolo, estamos; /en todo el papel no tengo/ese paso ni ese pie.”
(‘What in Apollo’s name is going on? This line and this whole scene are nowhere in the
script;’ 275; 96). One actor calls for the prompter to feed Ginés his lines: “Apunta, que va
perdido/Cuanto dice es de repente” (‘Prompt him, for he’s lost. Everything he’s saying is
adlibbed;’ 276; 97). Even though Ginés strays from the text, the hours of study and
rehearsal enable him to remain focused without abandoning his character. Therefore,
audience members find his acting “marvelous,” proclaiming “No hay diferencia/desto al
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verdadero caso” (‘You can’t tell the difference between this and the real thing;’ Lope
275; McGaha 96). The comedia’s metatheatrical techniques that make the audience
reflect on perception in representation as well as in life succeeded because of the actor’s
preparation and training, an important element to performative somaesthetics.
El amor médico
In El amor médico (1619-1625), Tirso employs acting and metatheatrical
elements seen in Lope’s Lo fingido verdadero to create a hilarious, chaotic comedia about
an educated and assertive woman, Jerónima, who falls in love with her brother’s house
guest, Gaspar. While in pursuit of this young man, she effortlessly transforms herself into
several characters: the Portuguese nobleman, Doctor Barbosa; Marta de Barcelos, sister
to Dr. Barbosa; a Spanish mujer tapada ‘veiled woman’; as well as a Portuguese mujer
tapada, creating ‘gender/identity ambiguity.’ However, what is most fascinating of this
question is Tirso’s depiction of her as a learned woman practicing her profession, albeit
disguised as a man, signaling the masculine qualities of the learned woman. Several
scholars have reflected on this topic. Stoll observes “that a woman is cast as the figure
that embodies both male and female characteristics and also the ability to ‘cure’ presents
a figure of power which subverts the usual seventeenth century role of passivity assigned
to woman, and causes us to ask what is behind such a stereotypical (ritual?) theatrical
script” (“Gender” 88), and Voros finds that most playwrights, such as Lope de Vega and
Tirso de Molina, created female characters full of wit, ‘ingenio,’ with the capacity for
learning; thus, contrasting scholarly treatises treatment of women’s wit to that witnessed
on the Spanish stage.
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El amor médico relies mainly on didascalias habladas for clues on the character’s
representational form. For instance, even though stage directions provide the description
of Dr. Barbosa’s costume in Act I, “Sale doña GERONIMA de médico, cuello abierto
pequeño, sotanilla larga, capa de gorgorán con capilla y guantes,”191 it is the dialogue
that offers insight into the character’s inner traits and social status. Jerónima, disguised as
Dr. Barbosa, uses the four humors of Hippocratic medicine to diagnose the ailing
Estefanía who, since she is beautiful and of noble class, is more easily prone to sickness;
a cue for the supporting actor.192 Diagnosing a deficit in her liver and excess bile that
makes her burn, the doctor blames the mucus from the pituitary glands for her imbalance
in reasoning and calmness. Not only does Dr. Barbosa identify the illness, which ‘he’
attributes to a choleric temperament of idealism and passion, but the doctor also
prescribes a cure, a special diet to preempt “cualidades licenciosas” ‘immoral qualities.’
This tells the actor that the character is not merely pretending to be a doctor, but that she
truly believes herself to be one, evident in her command of the medical terms. 193
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‘Enter Doña GERONIMA dressed as a physician, wearing a long cassock with
a small, open collar, a grosgrain coat with a hood, and gloves.’
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Roach explains that “each humor corresponds both a characteristic passion and
an element of nature: choler, like fire, dry and hot, fuels anger; melancholy, like earth,
dry and cold, embodies grief; the sanguinary humour, like air, is moist and hot, and leads
to amatory passion; the phlegmatic, like water, is wet and cold, and if not inert, shows
itself as fear or astonishment. The basis for this system resided in the commonsense idea
that the body is made up of the same substances found elsewhere in nature, and that
order, as in the world at large, is achieved through equilibrium, balance and proper
mixture (eukrasia). Ideal balance varies somewhat according to the individual
temperament. Upsets in the blending of the humours (dyskrasia) unhinge this delicate
psychophysical balance, causing physical illness and mental distress” (Roach 39).
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The philosophy of human nature, founded in metaphysics and cosmology, was
still well accepted in early modern Spain. In Medieval, Renaissance and Enlightenment
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Another cue into the protagonist’s nature appears in the form of complaints from
the male characters. The men question the authority of the protagonist, suspicious of this
effeminate ‘male’ doctor whose youthful and petite body disturbs their sense of
normality. Gaspar, in particular, bemoans that “en lugar de textos gasta el estipendio en
ropa” (‘he spends his allowance on clothes rather than on textbooks;’ v. 1755-56), to
which Dr. Barbosa responds by championing the words of the wise men of antiquity,
expounding on the virtues of young men before ‘him’ who possessed highly intellectual
reasoning, and enumerating historical characters of the past who achieved greatness at an
early age. Dr. Barbosa addresses the complaints of ‘his’ mannish (as opposed to manly)
appearance: “Ni de mi estatura corta menor alabanza espero, cuando el sabio las abona:
Platón toda corpulencia hace al ingenio enfadosa” (‘Nor do I expect you to praise me less
for my small stature, especially since the wise man supports it: Plato says as weight
increases, intelligence diminishes;’ v. 1786-90). When Estefanía kindly asks Dr. Barbosa
for his credentials, “decidme esas condiciones que al médico perfeccionan, que me
entretiene el oírlos” (‘tell me what conditions make for a perfect doctor, for I am very
interested in hearing them’; v. 1845-47), ‘he’ responds: “agrado, lenguaje, forma, vestido,
limpieza, olor” (‘grace, speech, manners, dress, cleanliness, and scent’; v. 1888-89).
Ironically, these are all conditions for the ‘perfect wife’ found in Fray Luis’s treatise on

Women Philosophers: A.D. 500-1600, Mary Ellen Waithe states that copies of
Hippocrates’ treatises were seen in Spanish universities, churches, state archives, and
private collections. She writes that “caught up in the atmosphere of the promise of rapid
medical advances, 16th century physicians turned to the study of ancient philosophy, and
to speculation about ‘true human nature’” (262). It is not until later in the 17 th century
that we see a progression from ‘philosophy of medicine’ to ‘technical medical science.’
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women’s comportment, La perfecta casada, a popular reading by many women in Tirso’s
time, and one of which actors may have been well acquainted with. Therefore, the actor’s
action would be interpreted from a perspective of emotion more so than reason, since the
qualities described above are befitting of a woman, according to Fray Luis de León’s
treatise, and not of a man.
Fray Luis de León dedicates chapter XI of his book to the proper appearance of
the perfect wife. He insists that cleanliness is “the basis of beauty,” hence, “she must
keep her body clean and treat it well” and should dress “as is fitting for her qualities.”
Perfume is out of the question, since he considers it repugnant. He then goes on to
condemn cosmetics, claiming that “most of the ingredients are dirty,” and when
combined they produce an “adulterated mixture” that “engenders a very bad odour.” He
warns the woman that “to give herself to make-up is to be a whore and not a good
woman,” maintaining that “the bodies should be dressed not by fickle thoughts but by a
well-balanced reason, and that good exterior dress must arise from the hidden composure
of the soul” (Bilingual Edition 137-93). In summary, the perfect wife must maintain the
conditions of grace, speech, manners, dress, cleanliness, and scent, all qualities Dr.
Barbosa possesses.
Still, Tirso’s Dr. Barbosa understands the workings of humours, contrasting Juan
Huarte de San Juan’s Examen de los ingenios, which, as Voros observes, “uses humoral
theory to identify those individuals capable of learning, instruction being deemed useless
on those individuals not suited to the pursuit of knowledge” (“Refashioning” 158), in this
case women. From the actor’s perspective, the role of the mujer vestida de hombre entails
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a physical conditioning of habits that calls for masculine qualities (reason) without losing
her feminine qualities (beauty). However, the ability she must display the most is that of
language, evident in the lengthy, and sometimes multilingual, speeches and dialogues.
In fact, most leading ladies were expected to memorize long, complex
monologues, demonstrating their exceptional skill as actors. In his reading of Tirso's Don
Gil de las calzas verdes, Robert Bayliss observes that the voice of Tirso’s protagonist
Juana is “a male voice enunciated by a female actress” (319), which can also be said of
Jerónima in El amor médico. However, after discerning “how many of the longest and
most memorable speeches in the comedia canon are made by women,” McKendrick
asserts that “they are speeches which encourage the habit of mind of seeing the speakers
as characters thinking, rather than delivering verse, as debating with themselves rather
than reciting poetry” (“Breaking the Silence” 19). Even though Tirso wrote the dialogue,
it was the actress who delivered her interpretation of the lines. Skilled actors, such as
Jerónima de Burgos and Jusepa Vaca, famous for their depiction of the mujer varonil,
practiced fundamentals found in representational and experiential somaesthetics that
enabled them to speak with authority, displaying a commanding presence on stage. There
would not be a need to speak in a low register, for example, typically used by women
imitating male voices, since in using reason and intellect, the actor’s voice would
naturally take on a strong and neutral tone, directing the audience’s focus on her rhetoric,
a quality found in Leonor from Valor, agravio y mujer by the woman playwright Ana
Caro.
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Valor, agravio y mujer
In Caro’s Valor, agravio y mujer (1630s-1640s), the heroine, Leonor is a model
character endowed with a wit that crosses gender lines. When deserted by her lover Juan,
Leonor disguises herself as a man in order to challenge him, hoping to restore her lost
honor with his death, a theme common in the mujer vestida de hombre plays.
Accompanied by her male servant Ribete, Leonor chases Juan across the sea to Brussels,
where, similarly to Tirso’s Jerónima, she gets caught in a love triangle (courting her rival,
Estela, as a man), and successfully manipulating everyone around her. In the end, she
shrewdly tricks Juan into admitting his deception, and it is he who then becomes
overjoyed to marry her. Staying true to her character, Caro’s protagonist Leonor never
compromises her moral virtues in her pursuit of justice. She makes the mujer varonil an
active role in which the protagonist not only dresses as a man, but takes on his masculine
qualities.
However, representational and experiential dimensions for Caro’s Leonor differ
from that of Tirso’s Jerónima. Leonor/Leonardo possesses speaking and physical
mannerisms, in addition to displaying reason and intellect that are usually attributed to
men, unlike Tirso’s protagonist in El amor médico, who is endowed with qualities
analogous to the “perfect” woman: the “perfect doctor” with “la belleza . . . buena gracia,
buen olor” (‘beauty . . . good manners, sweet smell’; v. 1841; 1843-44). Mujica posits
that Leonor “is not just a female in male attire, but a clear-thinking human being who
displays valor, fortitude and moral integrity” (21). Rhodes’s study corroborates Mujica’s
assessment, arguing that Caro “builds her text on the assumption that the signifying
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columns of male and female are both adorned by strength, wit, and potential heroism,
features inaccessible to the weak, immoral character of either sex” (322). In the course of
creating the character, Caro aligns Leonor with “positive virtues common to man and
woman,” which “frustrates any expectation that the cross-dressed woman will change
something more than her clothes upon removing her male costume: in the moral sense of
justice, Leonor and Leonardo are identical” (321). For example, from the first moment
Leonor steps onto the stage, she embodies both a rational and impassioned human being
who does not intend to use male clothing as a guise to entrap a lover, but instead as a
means by which to achieve her goal: to avenge her lost honor:
(Salen Da. Leonor, vestida de hombre, bizarra, y Ribete, lacayo)
LEONOR: En este traje podré
cobrar mi perdido honor.
Ribete’s reaction to Leonor’s male garb only emphasizes the physciality of her external
change.
RIBETE: Pareces el dios de amor.
¡Qué talle, qué pierna y pie!194
Notable resolución
fue la tuya, mujer tierna
y noble.
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Male costumes exposed the foot and the lower leg of the person, as opposed to
women’s dress that covered the legs, barely showing their feet. See figure 9.
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Figure 11: Portrait of Pablo de Valladolid (picture on left; 1636-1637) by Diego
Velázquez. Museo del Prado, Madrid. www.museodelprado.es. A Spanish Noblewoman
(picture on right; 1643) by Wenceslaus Hollar, Gift of Mr. Charles Kryter, Indianapolis
Museum of Art. www.imamuseum.org.
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However, Leonor’s representational form is emblematic of her identity whose passion is
governed by reason:
LEONOR: Cuando gobierna
la fuerza de la pasión,
no hay discurso cuerdo o sabio
en quien ama; pero yo,
mi razón, que mi amor no,
consultada con mi agravio. (v. 464-75)195
Later in the scene, when Ribete attributes her courage and strength to her male dress, she
corrects his misguided belief that valor and reason can only be associated with the male
gender:
Yo soy quien soy.
Engañaste si imaginas,
Ribete, que soy mujer;
mi agravio mudó mi ser. (v. 507-10)196
By reinstating her position of valor, she establishes the importance of her value, while at
the same time “mocking male bravado,” two points well made by Mujica. Furthermore,
Mujica asserts that Leonor challenges the stereotypes created by Spain’s patriarchal
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‘(Enter Leonor, dressed as a man, stunning, and Ribete, lackey) LEONOR.
With these clothes I will be able to avenge my dishonor. RIBETE. You look splendid.
What a figure, what legs! How remarkably bold of you, tender and noble woman.
LEONOR. Love is not based on sanity or wisdom when governed by the power of
passion. But I, willed by my outrage, am guided by reason and not love.’
196
‘I am who I am. You are misled, Ribete, if you imagine me to be a woman; outrage is
what changed my person.’
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social structure by being “not just a woman in man’s clothing, but a person who
transcends gender” (“Performance Text” 30). From the perspective of somaesthetics, the
transactional body, in Sharon Sullivan’s words, recognizes both the mental and corporeal
body aspects of experience, vital to human existence; therefore, it stands to reason that
the male garb alone is not what transforms Leonor (representational), but also what has
moved her very being—the affront to her virtue (experiential). As opposed to Tirso’s
Jerónima who relies on feminine qualities to capture the man she lusts after, Leonor
physically and psychologically transforms herself while in pursuit of restoring her honor.
Inspired by his master’s transformation, Ribete then challenges the long-standing
stereotype of the gracioso or servant:
RIBETE. Estoy mal con enfadosos
que introducen los graciosos
muertos de hambre y gallinas.
El que ha nacido alentado,
¿no lo ha de ser si no es noble?
¿Qué no podrá serlo al doble
del caballero el criado?
LEONOR. Has dicho muy bien; no en vano
te he elegido por mi amigo,
no por criado.
RIBETE.

Contigo
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va Ribete el sevillano bravo. (529-40)197
Leonor’s self-reimaging influences Ribete, since both he and Leonor ‘transactionally coconstitute’ the same social and political environment. Through Leonor and Ribete, Caro
reveals the changing and open nature of the world where living organisms share a
“dynamic” and constant relationship that continually re-interprets itself, and thus a
dynamic view of gender. This circle of life is what Sullivan calls “a process of mutual
constitution that entails mutual transformation, including the possibility of significant
change” (1). The change in the characters’ structure of habit and cultural significance
reinforces how the actor’s representational somaesthetics, especially in the case of
gender, is refashionable.
It is apparent from the start that Caro’s protagonist is a psychologically and
physically demanding role, which requires that the actor exercise the skills cultivated
within performative somaesthetics. The part requires the actor to delicately maneuver the
roles of Leonor and Leonardo, effectively manipulating each of the character’s distinct
personalities. For example, the playwright’s use of the words “agravio” and “razón” is a
directive to the actor to display a tempered anger or rage, as opposed to a maniacal fury.
Therefore, the actor must be able to adopt a masculine behavior for the character of
Leonardo while being careful not to border on overacting that could lead to stereotypical
gestures or voice inflexions. This usually happens with inexperienced actors whose
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‘RIBETE. I am sick and tired of those who introduce lackeys as chickens or
dying of hunger. Is only the aristocrat born with courage? Why couldn’t the servant be
twice as brave as a nobleman? LEONOR. Well said. For it is not in vain that I choose you
as my friend, not as my servant. RIBETE. With you goes Ribete, the brave Sevillian.’
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characters call for linguistic qualities normally attributed to the opposite sex, such as
cursing in males. In Act I, after learning about plans to avenge her honor, Leonor’s
servant Ribete exclaims “¡Por Cristo!” (‘For Christ’s sake!’; v. 505). Mujica highlights
how curse words are permissible for a man to say and not for a woman; yet, Leonor, who
is now dressed as a man, “will adopt masculine language and use swear words herself”
(Women Writers 182n20), breaking with the somatic norms propagated in books of
manners, such as La perfecta casada. When her servant questions her intention to kill,
she responds with the same language used by Ribete:
LEONOR:

Mataré

¡vive Dios!
RIBETE:

¿En buena fe?

LEONOR: ¡Por Cristo!
RIBETE:

¿Otro juramento? (v. 516-19)198

In addition to her linguistic expressions, the actor must display strong somatic skills
intrinsic to her character’s masculine persona, as seen, for example, at the end of Act I
when stage directions instruct Leonor to hit Ribete “dale,” to which Ribete responds:
“¡Tal antuvión, qué bien das un pescozón!” (‘What a blow! How well you slap!’; v. 81718). She commands a strong stage presence, evident in the sword fighting scene in Act II,
as swordplay was one of the dramatic techniques emphasized to build character.
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LEONOR. Good God, I shall kill! RIBETE. In good faith? LEONOR. For
Christ’s sake! RIBETE. Again you curse?
203

The sword, seen in literature as a symbol of respect and fear, signifies justice as
well. In 1469, Queen Isabel used an unsheathed sword as a symbol of justice in her
procession to the throne;199 and the historical female soldier, Catalina de Erauso (15921650), also featured in the comedia by Pérez de Montalbán, La monja alférez (1625) (The
Lieutenant Nun), was a master swordswoman who instilled fear in her enemies. 200 Caro
metaphorically manipulates the use of the sword to stand for the phallic symbol of
masculinity (of respect and fear) as well as that of justice. For example, in the scene in
which Leonor/Leonardo challenges Juan to a duel, ordering him to draw his sword
“Sacad la espada” (II, 1494), Juan feels genuinely frightened. Leonor must go through
great lengths to get Juan to engage in a swordfight, which includes hurling insults at his
manhood: “¡Gran hombre sois de una fuga!” (‘You are a great man when fleeting!’; v.
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See chapter 1, “The Woman Question” in Theresa Ann Smith’s study The
Emerging Female Citizen: Gender and Enlightenment in Spain for more details.
200
In her study of Catalina de Erauso, Velasco notes that “[Rima de] Vallbona
concludes [Vida i sucesos de la monja alférez] that Pérez de Montalbán’s comedia
attempts to aggrandize the protagonist by emphasizing the ‘bravery, bravado, and skill of
the protagonist as a swordsman,’ while the autobiography presents Erauso as a ‘hardened
gambler, insensitive, arrogant, proud, quarrelsome, able swordsman, and rash’ deviant”
(189n20). Michele Stepto and Gabriel Stepto’s Introduction to their translation of
Erauso’s memoir, Lieutenant Nun: Memoir of a Basque Transvestite in the New World,
write, “But while mere verbal machismo is always suspect in Catalina’s eye, she never
undercuts true skill in a soldier or swordsman—especially her own, of which she was
justifiably proud.” Stephanie Merrim quotes a passage by Pedro de la Valle in 1626, in
which he describes Erauso, “she bears her sword with as much bravado as her life” (Early
Modern Women’s Writing 5).
Women wielding swords are found in other comedias, such as Hipólita in Lope’s
La fuerza de la costumbre (1625). Many more comedias feature women in combat
scenes, as mentioned in McKendrick’s study Woman and Society in the Spanish Drama
of the Golden Age, specifically the chapter entitled “The Amazon, the Leader, the
Warrior;” and Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano’s Feminism and the Honor Plays of Lope de
Vega.
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1476). Leonor even chases away the nobleman Ludovico who allies himself with her,
thus threatening her chances of killing Juan herself; then returns for Juan to finish the job:
“Ea, ya se fue; volvamos a reñir!” (‘So there! He’s gone now. Let’s continue with the
swordfight!’; II, 1548). After Juan fails to convince Leonor/Leonardo to back down, he
reluctantly agrees to fight: “Excusarse/no puede ya mi cordura/ni mi valor, porque es
lance forzoso” (‘neither common sense nor courage can get me out of this duel’; v. 149597). The early modern Spanish actor would have had to train in this stylized stage
combat, especially considering the popularity of swordplay in comedias.
A typical comedia de capa y espada, also known as a cloak and sword play,
“consists of a succession of ingenious variations on the intertwined themes of love,
honour and jealousy” (McKendrick Theatre 166), and generally involves intrigue and
misunderstandings. Bayliss identifies women as “principal agents” in these dramas since
they “are represented as resourceful and clever subjects responding to the patriarchal
constraints of honor and paternally arranged marriage,” who “must subvert societal
constraints that would keep them enclosed and silenced” (304). Engaging the female
character in stage combat not only tested the ideological model prescribed by moralists
but the actor’s physical skills as well. Moreover, Caro understood the importance of
training, well aware of the fencing master’s work, and evident in Leonor’s proclamation:
“a don Luis he visto, de Narváez, el famoso” (‘I have seen the famous don Luis of
Narváez; Valor v. 2295-96 ).
In 1600, Luis Pacheco de Narváez published Libro de las grandezas de la espada,
a detailed guideline for becoming a skilled swordsmen, giving specific instructions on the
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proper body posture for swordplay: “Han de tener primeramente, la cabeza derecha, los
ojos vivos, despiertos, la voz gruessa, el pecho alto” (‘First of all, one must maintain the
head straight; the eyes alive, awake; the voice coarse; the chest high’; f. 6v). Vidler points
out that
the upright head and high chest emphasized by Narváez are a direct result
of the principles of Euclidean geometry used to develop the Spanish
combat style . . . the most effective thrust was accomplished with the
sword at a right angle to the body as the radius drawn by such an angle has
the farthest reach relative to the opponent’s position. (46)
There is specific foot choreography to Spanish swordsmanship as well, which requires
one to use quick foot movements. Narváez’s instructions on fencing explain that
el que se hace atrás, además de no ser tan largo, va con menos certeza. Y
lo que es mas de considerar, que cualquier movimiento que se hace,
echando pie atrás, que no es para herir (siendo el tal movimiento desde el
medio de proporción) de lo cual os resultará tener mas lugar para ir
adelante. (f. 52r)201
This advice is reminiscent of Pinciano’s to the actor, which states that “el tímido retira los
pies y el osado acomete, y el que tropieza pasa adelante contra su voluntad” (Pinciano
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‘The one that draws back, in addition to not going far, goes with less certainty.
Another thing to consider is in any move you make flinging your foot back without the
intention to hurt (being that such a move is made proportionately from the middle), which
will result in you having more room to go forward.’
206

504).202 Hugh Long points out that in 1599 the English Fencing master, George Silver,
observed that Spanish swordsmen engaged in skilled choreographed movements. In
Paradoxes of Defense, Silver writes: “They stand up as brave as they can with their
bodies straight upright, narrowly spaced, with their feet continually moving, as if they
were in a dance, holding forth their armes [sic] and rapiers verie [sic] straight” (qtd. in
Long 35; see figure 10).

Figure 12: “Defensive postures for a duel involving rapiers used in the Spanish
style.”Academie de l'espee (1628) by Girard Thibault. The Metropolitan Museum.
www.metmuseum.org.
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“The shy draw back their feet and the bold move forward, and the one that
stumbles advances against his will.”
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Actors continue to build their physical skills, intrinsic to performative
somaesthetics, even when they play characters considered inept in fencing. For example,
in order to ensure proper use of the sword and the safety of all actors involved in the
scene, the actors’ moves must be carefully choreographed, regardless if their characters
are skilled in swordplay or not. A good example is Long’s examination of scene 14 in
Act III of Lope’s La pobreza estimada (1597-1603), in which Dorotea and her servant,
Isabela, fight off Leonido’s rival, Ricardo, and his lackeys:
DOROTEA. ¡Oh traidor!
(A Isabel.) Descuelga aquellas espadas.
ISABEL. Voy por ellas.
RICARDO.

(Vase.)

¡Que te agradas

De mi muerte y tu rigor!
¡Ah mi bien!
DOROTEA. ¡Ah infame y vil!
(Vuelve Isabel con dos espadas.)
ISABEL. Toma, Señora.
RICARDO.

¿Qué quieres?

DOROTEA.

Que conozcas las mujeres

En acto más varonil.
Sacude, Isabel; echemos
Estos cobardes de casa.
RICARDO. ¡Hay tal cosa! ¡Que esto pasa!
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TANCREDO. ¿Qué haremos?
ISABEL.

¡Fuera!

CELIO.

¿Qué haremos?

(Emprenden las dos á cuchilladas con los cuatro.) (160)203
Long points out how this scene can be directed a couple of ways, depending on the
choreography of the director: “the scene can take on comic undertones, if the women are
shown as inept fencers with the men bumbling around the stage,” or a serious one, “in
which case the women are, as Dorotea says, varonil and can handle their blades as well as
any man. Either choice will lead to an amusing theatrical spectacle with the potential for
injury being great as swords are used in elaborate stage combat” (65). In either case, the
actors must prove to be trained swordswomen. As seen previously, in Caro’s play,
Leonor exhibits extraordinary combat skills, fighting two men at once, hence,
commanding a strong physical presence that demands respect, the principle motivation
for the character’s actions.
Different from many of the comedias that feature a mujer varonil, Caro’s Leonor
is not avenging her honor from a man who ‘deflowered’ her; instead, she seeks to gain
the respect due to her since she is motivated by a moral drive to avenge her honor from a
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‘DOROTEA. Oh traitor! (to Isabel.) Take down those swords. ISABEL. I’ll
get them. (exits) RICARDO. That you are pleased with my death and your harshness! Oh
well! DOROTEA: Oh infamous and vile! (Isabel returns with two swords.) ISABEL.
Take it, Lady. RICARDO. What do you want? DOROTEA. That you know these women
in act are more masculine. They shake, Isabel; Let us throw these cowards from this
house. RICARDO: There is such a thing! That this passes! TANCREDO. What will we
do? ISABEL: Get Out! CELIO. What will we do? (They engage as the two stab at the
four.)’ (Long 64).
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man who disgraced her by reneging on his promise to marry her. By Juan refusing to
marry Leonor, he disgraces not only her but her family as well since, as Mujica and other
scholars have argued, “marriage was primarily a political and economic arrangement”
and “love was not considered an essential factor” (Women Writers xxix). Leonor proves
to be a character of reason, not governed by passion: “yo, mi razón, que mi amor no”
(Caro 473-74). Moreover, when faced with doubt about the strength of her character,
Leonor’s defense contrasts with that of Tirso’s Jerónima. Instead of justifying her deeds
with the works of men such as Plato, Leonor recalls the exempla tradition of biographies
of women’s lives:204
Semíramis, ¿no fue heroica?
Cenobia, Drusila, Draznes,
Camila, y otras cien mil,
¿no sirvieron de ejemplares
a mil varones famosos? (v. 1341-45)205
This requires the actor to break from the stereotypical theatrical gestural and emotional
reactions expected from a woman who has been abandoned by her lover. Mujica observes
that “the actress playing Leonor must communicate through linguistic and paralinguistic
signs (body language, voice, gesture, etc.) the ambiguities of her makeup, always being
careful not to slip into caricature, lest she reinforce negative stereotypes about the
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Sharon Voros, in “Calderón’s Writing Women,” states that “the exempla of
women’s lives becomes a justification and defense of women writers in this regendering
of the writers’ profession” (127).
205
‘Semiramis, was she not heroic? Cenobia, Drusilla, Draznes, Camilla, and
hundred thousand others, did they not serve as examples to a thousand famous men?’
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weakness and impetuosity of women” (“Performance Text” 32). With proper
somaesthetic practices, the actor becomes aware of ingrained habits that can perpetuate
theatrical stereotypes. By focusing on enhancing her experiential and performative forms,
her somatic makeover produces genuine movements true to her character. For example,
instead of reacting with squealing complaints, tantrums or the stereotypical gesture of
placing the forehand on her forehead, pretending to faint, the actor/character speaks
truthfully and confidently, with movements that relate intelligence and resolve,
determined to find justice.
La serrana de la Vera
La serrana de la Vera (1613) features a strong female protagonist—a warrior,
hunter, head of her house, and the admiration of her community, who kills two thousand
men in revenge for being seduced and abandoned. The dramatist, Vélez de Guevara, arms
the protagonist Gila, a peasant woman, with a shotgun “escopeta,” a sling shot “honda,” a
hunting knife “un cuchillo de monte,” as well as a fencing sword “espada de esgrima” in
her quest for justice. All the townspeople admire her tremendous beauty and her
competitive spirit. She outperforms all her male adversaries at horse racing, hunting,
fencing, jumping, and pole hurling. After being seduced and abandoned by a captain of
the army, she enacts a personal vendetta on him that extends to all men, using her beauty
and talent as an excellent huntress to seduce and kill two thousand men.
This binary model presents the woman in an ambiguous state, affecting both
desire and fear in the spectator. Pere Ferré observes that Vélez de Guevara “transforms a
savage mountain girl, the protagonist of the romance ‘La serrana de la Vera,’ into a
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woman full of reasons to commit her cruel assassinations” (121n4), adding to the
ambiguity of the character who encompasses both feminine and masculine traits, that of
beauty and “reason.” In preparing for the role, the actor must be cognizant of her
character’s binary gender; on the one hand, playing the self-asserted and independent
Amazon, in McKendrick’s terms, to appease the women sitting in the cazuela, cued by
the female spectator within the play, Isabel, who laments as she witnesses the final scene
in which Gila is to be executed, “A mí me enterneze el alma” (‘for me, it melts my very
soul’; v. 3287); while on the other hand, being careful not to downplay the feminine
qualities admired by the mosqueteros. She must play the role with self-confidence and
wit without overstating her presence, which could be perceived as unauthentic and
condescending. Jusepa Vaca did just that. Her representational and experiential forms
coalesced with her performative practices in order to meet the physically and emotionally
demanding role of Gila. Her interpretation of the protagonist, an independent and selfasserted woman, resulted in grand applause from all sectors of her audience and praise
from her peers, as mentioned earlier.
Counter to the plays above, in La serrana Vélez de Guevara provides plenty of
directives throughout the play, choreographing all the action. He takes advantage of the
entire theater area, situating the actors in the mist of the audience, in addition to the
different levels of the stage; such as the balconies and the corridors of the corral. Peale
writes that “in order to evoke the ambience of the Garganta la Olla villa, [Guevara] not
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only utilizes the balconies, but also the corral’s total space” (54).206 Stage directions have
Gila descend the corridors of the corrales “vaya bajando por la sierra abajo;” throw and
be thrown “Arrójale;” and hang from a post above the stage “parezca Gila en el palo
arriba.” (La serrana 150, 178).207
In the opening of the play, a copla ‘folk song’ renders a portrait of Gila:
La serrana de la Vera,
ojos hermosos rasgados,
La serrana de la Vera,
lisa frente, rojos labios,
La serrana de la Vera,
pelo de ámbar, blancas manos,
La serrana de la Vera,
Cuerpo genzor y adamado
La serrana de la Vera.
¡Quién como ella,
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“Para evocar el ambiente de la villa de Garganta la Olla utiliza no solo los
balcones, sino también el espacio total del corral.”
207
Similarly to Gila on a cross, Ruano de la Haza points out two plays in which a
female actor is expected to appear with or on a cross: “Los locos por el cielo, de Lope . . .
se descubre a ‘Dona abrazada a una cruz tan grande como ella y la lanza atravesada por la
cruz y el pecho, como que están clavados, y salga por la otra parte la otra mitad de la
lanza’ . . . Santa Juana, segunda parte, de Tirso: ‘aparécese la Santa en una cruz,
coronada de espinas, con una soga al cuello y una tunica de sayo’” (La puesta en escena
230).
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La Serrana de la Vera! (v. 212-22)208
Vélez de Guevara endows Gila with a physical beauty that conjures up the image of the
ideal woman in El libro de buen amor (1330) by Juan Ruiz, Arcipreste de Hita, whose
picture of an ideal woman consists of “Ojos grandes fermosos. . . Los labros de la boca
bermejos. . . La su fas sea blanca, sin pelos, clara, e lisa” (‘Big, beautiful eyes . . .
vermilion colored lips . . . clear, smooth, white face without hair’),209 a stereotypical
image that pervaded much Medieval and Renaissance literature. In his stage directions,
Guevara contrasts that image with that of the Amazon model: “Vestida a lo Serrano, de
mujer, con sayuelo y muchas patenas, el cabello tendido, y una montera con plumas, un
cuchillo de monte al lado, botín argentado, y puesta una escopeta debajo del caparazón
del caballo” (‘Dressed as a woman in highlander’s attire, wearing a peasant tunic and
lots of medallions, her hair loose, and a hunting cap adorned with feathers, a sheathed
knife at her side, shiny boots, and a shotgun placed under the covering of the horse’s
saddle’; stage directions C). In a later scene from Act I, the manuscript calls for a change
in costumes that softens her appearance: “MADALENA y GILA, con rebozos en la cara,
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‘The mountain maid of the Vera, beautiful almond-shaped eyes, the mountain
maid of the Vera, smooth forehead, red lips, the mountain maid of the Vera, amber hair,
white hands, the mountain maid of the Vera, elegant and adored body, the mountain
maid of the Vera. How like her, the mountain maid of the Vera!’
209
Ruiz’s full list of what an ideal woman should possess reads as follows:
“Busca mujer de talla, de cabeza pequeña/Cabellos amarillos, non sean de alheña/Ojos
grandes fermosos, pintados, relucientes,/Et de luengas pestañas, delgadas, para ál
mientes,/Si ha el cuello alto, atal quieren las gentes./La narís afilada, los dientes
menudillos,/Engoales, e bien blancos, un poco apretadillos,/Las ensivas bermejas, los
dientes agudillos,/Los labros de la boca bermejos, angostillos./La su boca pequeña así de
buena guisa,/La su fas sea blanca, sin pelos, clara, e lisa” (v. 432-436).
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de volante, y sombreros de palma, y ferreruelos” (‘Madalena and Gila, their faces
covered with a ruffled shawl, wearing straw hats, and capes’; T).
The stage directions, more often than not, refer to the actors’ actions. In the first
Act, the acotaciones direct Gila/Jusepa to enter through the patio on horseback and wait
until after the copla has ended to dismount and begin the scene with her gun in-hand:210
“entrando . . . luego, detrás, a caballo, GILA . . . y lo que cantan es esto hasta llegar al
tablado, donde se apea” (‘entering . . . later, behind them [peasants shouting and
singing], GILA appears on horseback . . . and they sing the following until they reach the
stage, where she dismounts’; C); the folk song ends and the stage directions read “GILA
apease, y dice, tomando la escopeta de la silla del caballo” (‘GILA dismounts, taking the
shotgun from the horse’s saddle, and says’; E).211 Confronting the Captain, she aims the
shotgun at him, which Vélez believes Señora Jusepa would do very well, as he notes in
the stage directions: “Éntrase el CAPITAN, retirando, y GILA, poniéndole la escopeta a
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C. George Peale notes that the playwright “había pensado en la figura airosa de
la ‘vedette’ que iba a interpretar el papel de Gila . . . Se trataba en este caso de la actriz
Jusepa Vaca. . . . Esta misma Jusepa Vaca, a menudo calificada de ‘gallarda’, había
interpretado el papel de doña Elvira en Las almenas de Toro (probablemente 1610-13) de
Lope y también había salido vestida de aldeana. No cabe duda alguna acerca del efecto
que se quería lograr con el atuendo de la serrana o de cazadora” (193nC). Peale quotes
from Jean-Noël Salomon’s Lo villano en el treatro del Siglo de Oro, Translated by
Beatriz Chenot, Madrid: Castalia, 1985.
211
On page 192nC, the C. George Peale writes that Vélez often utilized the patio
for his protagonists’ grand entrances. Ruano de la Haza reminds us that it was common
for horses to enter through the corrales’s courtyard, and the mosqueteros, who would
usually be standing, would make space for the horse to reach the stage (La puesta en
escena 271-76). Adrienne L. Martín posits that “it is not difficult to imagine the
excitement and arousal that the spectators experience as they view this triumphal
procession which culminates with the actress reaching the edge of the stage and
dismounting. . . . Throughout the rest of the play, a series of spectacular appearances by
Gila/Jusepa fuse and never separate eroticism and violence” (165).
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la vista, que lo hará muy bien la SEÑORA JUSEPA” (‘The Captain enters, moving
backwards, and GILA, raises her shotgun to his eyes, which Señora Jusepa will do very
well’; F). And again moments later, she threatens the Captain, focusing her aim at him,
“GILA, con la escopeta en los ojos” (Gila, with the shotgun raised to his eyes’; H). In
another scene within the same Act, the stage directions describe her defeating two
opponents, along with a fencing master, in a swordfight. Later she is seen intimidating a
male victim: “Salga el que vende agua, y en diciendo este verso le quiebre el cántaro
GILA” (‘Enter the person selling water, and in saying this verse, Gila smashes his
pitcher’; f); and then taming a bull with her bare hands, “Descúbrese agora entre los
paños la cabeza del toro solamente, y ella echándole patas arriba” (‘Now only the head
of a bull should appear between the curtains, and she stumping it from above’; o), which
impresses the King and Queen of Spain: “FERNANDO: ¡Qué valerosa mujer!/ISABEL:
No he visto mayor valor” (‘FERNANDO: What a powerful woman!/ ISABEL: I have
never witnessed such bravery’; v. 931-32). All these events happen before the comedia is
even a third of the way through.
An unskilled actor would have difficulty maintaining her stamina through such
physical play found in the comedias described above. However, with proper training in
somatic practices, the actor can become aware of ingrained habits that prevent her from
performing well. Through somatic training, such as the breathing exercises Quintilian
proposes, the actor ventures on a somatic transformation in order to perform the
physically demanding role of the mujer varonil. The woman of the early modern Spanish
stage worked tirelessly to improve her skills in acting in order to develop her character.
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Through exercises fundamental to somaesthetics, such as swordplay, she used
experiential cues to modify her external form in order to distinguish a fencing move for
comedic effect from that for dramatic purposes. She combined words, voice, gesture, and
movement in her performance, allowing her actions to amuse and engross the spectators
every step of the way.
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CODA
Our life is an apprenticeship to the truth
that around every circle another can be drawn;
that there is no end in nature, but every end is a beginning;
that there is always another dawn risen on mid-noon,
and under every deep a lower deep opens.
Ralph Waldo Emerson “Circles”

Women of the stage developed their skills by employing somaesthetic techniques
that improved their performances, exhibiting a somatic awareness that empowered them;
thus, placing them at center stage. Moreover, these women exhibited tremendous
fortitude throughout their acting careers, overcoming procrustean attitudes that threatened
their success, including social stereotyping by moralist and critics alike that claimed that
actrices practiced lascivious behavior. Shergold reminds us how moralists, such as the
Priest Juan de Mariana, vehemently opposed the theater. He writes that Padre Mariana
“expresses his horror at having heard the most gross and indecent entremeses recited in
churches, and dwells upon the great prejudice to religion and morals that low-lived
players should represent the lives of saints, etc. All actors should be banished from public
and church festivals, from which also, in his opinion, all dances should be
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eliminated” (The Spanish Stage 263).212 Shergold also draws attention to comments from
the anonymous author of Diálogo de las Comedias (1620) who considers actors as “‘filth
and scum of the world (la horrura y hez del mundo), and very rarely are good people
found among them’; that ‘very often they can neither read nor write, and they are wicked
people who have an aversion to work’” (264). McKendrick documents, though, that this
“less than respectable” conduct by actors was
by no means specific to theatrical life within the socio-economic context
to which actors belonged – two of Cervantes’s sisters and Lope de Vega’s
daughter are cases in point. The range of personal behaviour must have
been as wide as the range of ability, professionalism and success, and by
and large players with licensed companies escaped the opprobrium poured
on the motley collection of unaccredited actors, tumblers, dancers, and
musicians who travelled the countryside. (“Representing their Sex” 75)
In spite of obstacles, such as slanderous accusations held by moral opposition to the
theater or the inherent dangers present in the use of stage machinery, these actors
continued to dedicate themselves to long days of rehearsals and performances. They
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The contemporary actor and singer Madonna experienced similar criticism
from Argentinean authorities and moralists for her part in the 1996 movie Evita. The
Argentinean President Carlos Saul Menem said that Madonna was “unsuitable” for the
role of Eva Peron, who is considered a saint by many Peronists. Congresswoman Marta
Rivadera went as far as calling on “Argentines not to work as extras” in the movie,
equating it to “[prostituting] themselves for $30 a day” (Sims, Calvin. “When Idols
Collide.” New York Times. January 27, 1996. NYTimes.com. Web. 31 Dec. 2011).
Religious moralists, such as Antonio Quarraccino, the Catholic Archbishop of Buenos
Aires, also found it despicable that an actor with a ‘questionable’ reputation would
portray a ‘saintly’ woman.
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managed the delicate boundaries that separated the role of ‘virgin’ and ‘whore,’ ‘good
girl’ and ‘bad girl.’ The actors mentioned in this dissertation are just a few among the
many women of their time who possessed a strong will, working tirelessly to refine their
gestural, vocal, and emotional reactions on stage and in their cultural and social
environments to become masters in their trade. Sharon Sullivan writes:
One's habits constitute one's way of being and knowing the world and, as
such, provide one with efficacy and agency in it. To acquire a new habit is
a positive accomplishment. It is to grasp a new significance and to
establish a new form of power in and through one's bodying. To
incorporate a new habit is for one's body to learn a new way of
comporting itself, expanding, in new directions, the power and efficacy
one has in the world. (91)
Women of the stage conditioned their bodies and their various environments by
interpreting their role in society in relation to their own experiences on stage. They
mastered the art of articulation and vocalization, effectively relating their understanding
of the polysemic, and often polemic, linguistic meanings encoded in the comedias. In
turn, they interpreted their roles with “la misma fuerza física y agilidad lo que
condicionaba a una actriz para que su cuerpo, en efecto, tradujera las intenciones líricas o
meramente espectaculares de un texto” (Rodríguez Cuadros La técnica 590).213 In the
process of establishing their subjectivity, these women practiced a form of
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‘the same physical force and agility so conditioned to an actress so that her
body, in effect, translated the lyrical or merely spectacular intentions of a text.’
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representational, experiential, and performative somaesthetics, possessing an ‘effective
will’ to transform themselves, and in turn, breathe life into their characters on stage.
The multiple oppositional expressions expressed by the characters in the comedias
culminate into an aesthetic experience for actors and audiences. Art is not a mere copy or
mimesis, as Plato proposes, but an interpretation of experiences put forth by the artist that
is further interpreted by the receiver. For that reason, the testimonial elements where the
actor displays events or actions that ring true to real-life lends an empirical credence to
the comedia, further enhancing the audience’s embodied aesthetic experience. Motivated
by a need to move freely from ‘object’ to ‘subject’ to establish their subjectivity, many
women of the seventeenth-century Spanish stage interpreted their role in society, not by
mirroring the reflection presented to them in literature, books of manners, or by Church
or government authorities, but instead in relation to their own experience. Rather than
relying on emotions to guide them, they responded, in Dolan’s words, to the “schema of
signs” by practicing a form of pragmatic somaesthetics. The Spanish female actor
cultivated her somatic habits; for her “every end is a beginning” in the process of creating
strong roles for the stage.214
Moreover, the woman of the stage exercised her talents through courage, what
could be called genius (Shusterman Performing 215). Shusterman opines “the final
formula for genius and style lies in the unformulable details of actual practice” (217).
Larson reasons that for dramaturgas such as Caro “the body—and, notably, the voice—
assumed even greater importance than might have been the case in a lyric poem or
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Quote is from Emerson’s Circles.
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novel.” She believes that the actor’s “representation of the woman’s ‘otherness’—all
contribute to emphasize identity, (self) image, (self) disclosure, or (self) assertion,” which
“becomes the quintessential medium for showing the union of speech and action and for
presenting the woman dramatist of the Golden Age the opportunity to express her own
voice through the spoken discourse of her characters” (“Gender, Voice, and Identity”
132).
One can also apply Larson’s hypothesis of the woman dramatist to the
professional actor who in most cases either influenced the playwright or, as in the case of
Jerónima de Burgos, referred to as “la amiga del buen nombre” by Lope,215 worked
directly with the dramatist in shaping the spoken discourse of the characters she
portrayed.216 The character Leonor displays wit; however, it is the actor who actually
possesses genius or ingenio. And even though her representational and experiential
practices seem inconsistent, the synthesis of these dimensions together with performative
somaesthetics “yield the most powerful results.” Shusterman affirms that “the trick, it
seems, is to direct our earnest efforts to the point where spontaneous, involuntary, morethan-personal forces can fruitfully be brought in play” (Performing 216). A complex
character, such as Leonor, requires that an actor be endowed with genius, an acute
somatic awareness of her actions, in order to avoid the entrapment of stereotypical
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Rennert affirms that “concerning the identity of the person whom the poet calls
la señora Gerarda, and la amiga del buen nombre, there can be no doubt. She is the
actress Jerónima de Burgos” (The Life of Lope de Vega 214).
216
As contended by Rennert “La Dama boba, which he [Lope] wrote for
Jerónima de Burgos, and in which she created the role of Nise, was finished by him in
Madrid on April 28, 1613, as the autograph, also formerly in the Osuna Library, shows”
(210).
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gestures that render the character one-dimensional. It also demands an actor with a strong
stage presence, such as Jusepa Vaca or Jerónima de Burgos. In hopes of producing a
winning play, the seasoned playwright, familiar with members of the professional
companies of that period, created strong female characters, confident there would be no
problem in finding a ‘supreme actor’ who could play an unconventional role.217
In conclusion, the design of the corrales was meant to separate the classes as well
as the men and women, reflecting the seventeenth-century Spanish society; ironically,
however, the topography of the theater enabled the uninhibited vociferation from lower
classes. As Jodi Campbell postulates, “Contemporary documents mentioning the
popularity of the comedia and the efforts made by local authorities to keep rowdy crowds
under control attest to the fact that the lower classes were well represented” (39). The
voices of the ‘other’ ultimately determined, not only the success of the comedias, but also
the direction in which the playwrights took their plays.
Dewey claims that aesthetic values “in architecture are peculiarly dependent
upon absorption of meanings drawn from collective human life” (242), an inherent
quality found in the corrales. Everyone’s aesthetic experience was interconnected to the
corral’s unique architecture design which brought aesthetic meaning to their everyday
encounters. The corral’s architectural design had a part in the illusion of the comedias,
converting the homes and the yard it surrounded into a stage where players engaged in
various roles: spectators were both actors and audience; families that owned the
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A supreme actor (mejor representante) is the final line in Lope’s Lo fingido
verdadero.
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neighboring houses played multiple roles of resident/lessee/spectator; actors incorporated
their real-life roles into character roles, convoluting the reality/unreality of the comedias;
and playwrights became spectators who negotiated for smaller roles as they intermingled
with the mosqueteros in the yard. The arbitrary manner in which some windows were
created in the walls, an example of a ‘piecemeal’ change, accommodated the audience’s
as well as the owner’s needs. Windows and boxes also gave way to free or unauthorized
viewing by servants or young people, who at times climbed through the windows to the
roof top for a bird’s eye view of the comedias. The structure of the aposento blended in
with the design of the home as it spontaneously served as a social gathering and theater
balcony for its spectators. The unique smells and designs of the home were carried into
the box, as in those owned by the Condesa de Grajal mentioned earlier. The buildings
that housed the boxes and the windows to the courtyard converted into a theatre space,
business, and residential home, playing a part in the theatrical experience as opposed to
functioning apart from it.
Moreover, the corrales did not need the three dimensional stage designs seen in
the Italian and French theaters, since their natural settings created a multi-dimensional
stage where all the participants—artists, spectators, and owners—took part in the
performance. McKendrick observes that “the theatre was shaped by practical imperatives.
Even the availability of props could determine the formula’s variations: it has been
plausibly suggested that a spate of lion plays might be explained by the fact that during
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this time some company had a tame lion or a lion skin at its disposal” (Theatre 75).218
Old ideas, interconnected with new ideas, were applied for a practical aesthetic.
McKendrick ascertains that “the Golden-Age theatre was the servant of many masters—
autores, actors, corrales, moralists, literary theorists, censors, municipal and central
authorities and a socially and geographically heterogeneous public—all of whom had to
be reckoned with” (200). The corral’s unique architectural design helped give shape to a
different theatre found only in Renaissance Spain, allowing for playwrights such as Lope
de Vega to develop a new genre of theatre, the ‘comedia nueva.’ And as in the comedias
where the audience was included in the ‘joke,’ in the corral the audience was included in
the ‘imagining’ of the scenes through painted curtains and stage trapdoors. The natural
physical space allowed all the players involved to envision their own theatre design,
making them collaborators in the creation of art by mixing ‘immediate reality’ with
artistic somatic expression to make a ‘perfect’ theater. Consequently, Lope, a true
playwright/actor, desired that his plays experienced life through actors on stage, and in
publishing his plays, had hoped scholars, present and future, would read them in the spirit
in which they were written—comedias for live performances in the corrales (Dixon
“Manuel Vallejo” 74).
I hope that viewing the role of the woman actor from a somaesthetics lens assists
one in understanding the multiplicity of voices, registers, gestures, and experiences found
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The stage directions in Cristóbal de Monroy’s No hay más saber que saberse
salvar, indicate that devil Luzbel exits and returns dressed in a lion’s costume (Ruano de
la Haza La puesta en escena 255). In Act I of El conde Partinuplés, Ana Caro has the
character Aldora transform into a lion “Vala a coger y vuela, y sale un león y coge a
Gaulin…” (Caro 144).
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in comedias. Additionally, appreciating how the early modern Spanish actor subscribed
to various somatic practices as a means of conditioning her body in order to meet the
challenges of the stage may help the idea of staging a seventeenth-century Spanish play
less daunting for today’s professional theater artist.
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APPENDIX: GLOSSARY
Acotaciones: stage directions.
Actor: a person, regardless of gender, who acts in a dramatic production, which can
include theater, film, television, or radio. Even though the term ‘actress,’ which
refers to a woman actor, remains in general use, the preferred term in theater, film
and television is ‘actor.’
Actriz: female actor; actress.
Alcahuete/a: matchmaker (celestina); someone who facilitates sexual encounters or
affairs.
Alcalde: mayor, responsible for maintaining order; announcing the start of plays; and
ensuring that all who entered the corral paid at the door.
Alguacil: law officer.
Alimentado: nurtured.
Aloja: a mixture of honey, spices, and water sold in the corrales.
Alojería or alojero: concessions in the corrales where fruit, cups of water and aloja are
sold. According to Rachel Ball, “one of the potentially lucrative aspects of the
theater business was the licensing of vendors to sell food and drink at the
playhouse” (60).
Aposentos: balconies inside the corral on the second and third floors located on each
side of the stage.
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Apretador: pusher; a person responsible for packing as many female spectators as
possible into the cazuela.
Arrendadores/arrendadoras: lessee/managers responsible for leasing space to acting
companies and liable for the maintenance of the physical integrity of the theater.
Auto sacramental: plays on religious and moral themes.
Autor/Autora: director and manager of acting companies.
Bofetón: a stage machine or “device which either rotated or sprang open to enable
characters to appear and disappear as if by magic” (Spanish Stage 223).
Corrales: public playhouses.
Cazuela: balconies on the second and third floor facing the stage; designated for women
of lower social and economic classes.
Cofradías charitable organizations run by the Church.
Comedia nueva: an early modern Spanish play where tragedy and comedy coexist;
written in verse and in three acts.
Comisarios de comedias: officers designated by the Cofradías to manage the rental
space of the corrales.
Criado/a: servant.
Didascalias habladas: dialogue or textual cues that serve as an aural guide for the
spectators.
Dramatist: a playwright.
Dramaturgas: women playwrights.
Ducados: a form of currency used in medieval and early modern Spain; a gold coin.
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Dueña: madam; owner or female head of a household.
El amor médico by Tirso de Molina: This comedia introduces the protagonist Jerónima
as an educated and assertive woman who falls in love with her brother’s house
guest, Gaspar. While in pursuit of this young man, she moves fluidly under
several guises, effortlessly changing roles from the male Dr. Barbosa, to his sister
Marta, to a tapada ‘veiled woman’ from Toledo to a tapada from Portugal.
Entremés: interlude, a one-act play presented in-between the acts of the comedia. Often
culminating in song and dance, its main purpose was to keep the audiences calm.
Experiential somaesthetics: practices that emphasize the “aesthetic quality” of the
body’s experience by working to “enhance the everyday functioning of the body”
(Mullis108).
Gradas: stands attached to the lateral walls of the corral.
Hábito de noche: a black cloak that symbolizes night.
Habitus: According to Pierre Bourdieu, habitus is an embodied cognitive structure used
to deal with the world; the structure through which we produce our thoughts and
actions, which in turn create our external social structures, reflecting class, age,
gender, etc.
Ingenio (genius): Wit.
Intermedio: in between acts.
Jácara: a lively song or dance of Arab origin that often depicts the life of a prankster. It
is usually performed in between acts, intermedio.
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Juglar (Jongleur): poets, storytellers or entertainers from the medieval period. John E.
Varey positions the voice of the juglar on the Iberian Peninsula around the year
1116. The juglar was expected to play various instruments, compose epic or
amorous poems, and master the art of puppetry (Los títeres 9).
La serrana de la Vera by Vélez de Guevara, features a strong female protagonist—a
warrior, hunter, head of her house, and the admiration of her community, who
kills two thousand men in revenge for being seduced and abandoned.
Lo fingido verdadero by Lope de Vega: A saints play, comedia de santos, about a Roman
actor named Ginés who takes the reader through the process of preparing for a
role, eventually experiencing a religious conversion while acting the role of a
Christian before the emperor Diocletian.
Loa (prelude): a one-act play usually shorter than an entremés that preceded the
comedia.
Lunetas: half-moon shaped single-board benches with a backrest that were divided into
seats.
Marianismo: adoration of the Virgin Mary. Starting in twelfth-century Europe, the
Virgin Mary was transformed into popular culture as the admiration of feminine
virtues held sacred, like purity and moral strength. In literature, these qualities
became synonymous with passivity and sexual purity.
Mosqueteros: male spectators considered to be from lower economic and social classes;
similar to England’s groundlings.
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Mujer esquiva: woman who loathes the idea of love and marriage; at times it may refer
to a woman who loathes men, as well.
Mujer varonil: woman dressed as a man, a common role in the comedia. More broadly,
it is defined as “the woman who departs in any significant way from the feminine
norm of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. She can take the form of the
mujer esquiva who shuns love and marriage, the learned woman, the career
woman, the female bandit, the female leader and warrior, the usurper of man’s
social role, the woman who wears masculine dress or the woman who indulges in
masculine pursuits” (McKendrick Women and Society ix).
Mujer vulgar: a term that derived from folkloric literature to refer to women considered
outside the morally accepted borders of society, such as witches, prostitutes, etc.
Mujer: woman.
Mirror-neurons: cells in the brain that become active when a person performs an action
or when a person watches it being performed.
Patio de los mosqueteros: the main floor in the corral.
Performative somaesthetics: Practices that work on improving somatic movements by
“building strength, health, or skill” (Shusterman Performing Live 143).
Primera dama: leading lady in a comedia.
Reales: a coin in medieval and early modern Spain. Carroll Johnson, in Cervantes and
the Material World, estimates that “two ducados per month are twenty-two reales,
which Charles V. Aubrun computes at twenty-two maravedís per day” (22).
Rejas: grilled windows.
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Representational somaesthetics: the practice of altering the physical aesthetics as a way
to comply with or diverge from social norms, for example, tattooing, piercing, or
using cosmetic makeup (Mullis 108).
Seguidilla: Spanish folksong usually introduced by an instrumental piece.
Somaesthetics: A term coined by American Pragmatist Philosopher Richard Shusterman,
‘somaesthetics’ is a discipline that aims at improving or cultivating the living
body. Its techniques work at perfecting ones bodily senses, improving on
knowledge and experiences.
Taburetes: stools or seats in front of the stage in the courtyard of the corral.
Tafetán: a stage curtain.
Tapada: a veiled woman.
Tertulia: separate sections in the corrales designated for the clergy.
Thespian: an actor; named after the sixth-century BC Greek actor and playwright
Thespis.
Torero: bullfighter (also known as matador).
Trabajo mecánico: manual work.
Tramoyas: stage machines used in corral and palace performances, especially in
comedias de santos (plays about saints).
Transactionally co-constituted: a phrase conceived by Feminist Philosopher Shannon
Sullivan to explain the body and its relationship with its environment. To say that
the bodies and their surroundings are transactionally co-constituted implies that
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the body is the composition of its environment, just as its environment consists of
live organisms that include the body.
Valor, agravio y mujer by Ana Caro: A comedia de capa y espada ‘cloak and sword
play’ whose heroine, Leonor, is a model character endowed with a wit that
crosses gender lines. When deserted by her lover Juan, Leonor disguises herself as
a man in order to challenge him, hoping to restore her lost honor with his death.
She chases Juan across the sea to Brussels, where, similarly to Tirso’s Jerónima,
she gets caught in a love triangle (courting her rival, Estela, as a man).
Vihuela: a guitar-like string instrument. The 15th and 16th century Spanish vihuela has 12
paired strings.
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